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January, 1%2

Greetings Amigos: -

More A new criterion of distinction for airplanes is that set forth by Piper
Cub's publicity hound, Bill Strohmeier, in the case of the product he

Or plugs. Three days after Pearl Harbor we received a press release with
the headline - "PIPER CUB WAS FIRST AMERICAN PLANE SHOT AT." Well,

Less that's one way to get in the news'.

OFF JIGS. Credit Western Flying with coining a good name for the common
enemy - Japs, Italians, Germans.

THE
We're glad to see aviation cadet requirements relaxed, making it

RECORD possible for otherwise qualified young men to join the Air Corps as
pilots even if they're only 18 or haven't had the advantage of two
years of college training. "Higher education" has always been a sore
subject with the writer anyway, so maybe we'd better say no more about
the matter than that we feel sure some good men will get into active
service as pilot's for Uncle Sam who would otherwise be on assignments
where their capabilities and youthful enthusiasm would not count for so

much.

Commercial aviation schools tool: it on the chin when war-time restrictions

put a stop to all commercial and private flying within 150 miles of the

coast. That restriction cost us here at Ryan a pretty penny because we

not only had large pilot classes at the time, but had reservations for

many "master pilot" courses for the term vjhich was to begin the first

of the year.

Flight training at the Ryan School of Aeronautics nevertheless swings

into its 20th consecutive year in San Diego, as our cadet pilot train-

ing program for the Air Corps continues unabated. Thus, the Ryan name

and the Ryan reputation for superior pilot training will be carried

on throughout the duration of the war, even though the commercial

instruction division has to hibernate in the interim.

NEW SEAPLANE TRAINER DEVELOPED 3Y RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY - A new seaplane

model of its latest type primary military trainer has been developed by the

Ryan Aeronautical Company, it has ,iust been disclosed. Flight tests have

recently been completed under the direction of Joe Rust, Ryan test pilot,

who put the new craft through its paces.

WILLIAM WAGNER
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Designated ST3-S, the new seaplane trainer differs from the Air Corps'

latest Ryan FT-22 trainers only in the substitution of twin floats for the

conventional land plane landing gear*

Ryan officials did not disclose the eventual destination of the new sea-

plane trainer models, indicating merely that tests had been conducted for some

weeks on the new naval pilot training type.

Last year the Ryan company tested a similar seaplane trainer, but of an

earlier model, and made volume deliveries to the Fleet Air Arm of the Nether-

lands East Indies. These planes are now being used extensively in Java to

train pilots for the Dutch Indies navy.

The new ST3-S seaplane trainer is powered with a 160 horsepower Kinner

radial engine, and is the first radial powered Ryan trainer to be available •

as a seaplane. Last year's STM-S2 model was equipped with an in-line 150 horse-

power engine.

The seaplane is 22 feet 5 inches long and has a wing span of 30 feet 1 inch.

The fuselage is of metal construction and the wings are fabric covered over

wood and metal structure. Student pilot and instructor are seated in tandem

open cockpits.

The United States Wavy now uses Ryan NR-1 land plane primary trainers at

its new Jacksonville, Florida, school but does not operate any Ryan seaplane

trainers. All seaplane trainers thus far constructed have been exported.

M0LL0Y NAMED RYAN VICE-PRESIDENT - Eddie Molloy, works manager of the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company, San Diego, has been made an officer of the company, according

to President T. Claude Ryan who just announced Molloy' s election as Vice

President in charge of Manufacturing.

Molloy, who joined the Ryan organization sixteen months ago, is one of the

aviation industry's best known engineering and production executives. He has

had supervision of Ryan's recent expansion program under which the pioneer
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low-wing training plane manufacturing company has become a mass production

builder of primary trainers of the Army, Navy and friendly foreign governments,

For fourteen years Molloy was with the Curtiss-Wright Corp. in various

engineering and production capacities, resigning as Assistant Chief Engineer

in 1939. His aircraft experience dates back to 1915 when he was assistant

to Grover C. Loening in the Sturtevant Aeroplane Company. When Loening

organized his own company in 1917> Molloy went with him as Chief Engineer.

From 1919 to 1925> he was associated with Dr. Alexander KLemin in the

development of military aircraft designs and in the production of service

planes for use on submarines.

Other pioneer experience included periods of service with Huff-Daland

& Co., and Keystone Aircraft Corp., which was absorbed by Curtiss-Wright in

1932. With the Curtiss Aeroplane Division, Molloy was project engineer on

Navy aircraft and then, in 1937 > was appointed Assistant Chief Engineer.

RYAN WORKERS ENROLL AS EMERGENCY BLOOD DONORS - Aircraft workers at the Ryan

Aeronautical Company factory have found a way to dcubly serve their country

in this time of national emergency.

Serving not on the firing line, but on the production line, Ryan workers

will perhaps nevertheless shed their blood for their fellow men, for a large

group of them this week registered as emergency blood donors.

Under a program sponsored by the Red Cross, local aircraft workers and

other interested citizens are being enrolled as blood donors to be available

in case of an emergency in San Diego, or should needs of the Naval Hospital

require an unusual number of blood transfusions. Later, a blood bank with

facilities for storage of blood, will probably be established in San Diego.

Meantime, Ryan workers under the direction of Al Gee, chief of plant

protection, and Officer Charles McCafferty, are ready to do double duty in

the country's essential aircraft production program and in its home defense

needs.
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Now I'm a censor

I

No f oolin' . I got ambitious here a few weeks ago

put out a digest of regulations on public relations matters for the

guidance of Ryan personnel. One copy went to the office of the

head of a service branch here. Everyone there has been too busy with
other matters to keep track of all the new regulations, so last week
they referred the local Associated Press Manager to us for a ruling,

taking it for granted that we must be an authority on the matter to

be able to put out a bulletin on the subject. P.S. I don't censor

my own stuff, of that you can be sure. It goes to Washington for

okey.

Poor Lucille! We finally gave her up. Those of you who have had
the dubious pleasure of being transported around San Diego in our

famous '29 Ford Coupe will be sorry(?) to learn that we finally

sold the old gal.

She's been replaced by a really modern car - Josephine, by name - a

'31 Chewy coupe. Fact of the matter is that I brought Claude Ryan

to work one morning in "Lucille" during a rain storm and about

drowned him because of Lucille' s perforated top. The company guards

at the gate felt so sorry for the boss they insisted I'd have to get

a "new" car to get by them again. (Note: If you're really a visiting

"big shot" I may be able to convince the misses to let me use her car,

real luxury transportation by contrast.)

Josephine's first passenger was AWA member Helen Waterhcuse of the

Akron Beacon-Journal who planed west to absorb some San Diego mid-

winter sunshine. Helen wrote me before she came out that she wanted

to get in some swimming and in my most honest, un-chamber-of-commercy

moment I wired her that the weather was a bit rigorous for that sort

of thing.- we'd had rains for ten days. Then, when Helen did arrive

the sun came out, and has since been shining, so she's been getting

in a daily swim and some sun tanning at Coronado.

A quick tour of San Diego, such as I gave Helen, gives one a pretty

good idea of the military preparations which have been made here in

the past six weeks, but since the details can't go into print you'd

better come out for yourself and take our special half-day cruise

a la Josephine.

Adios,

4^H£V

F. S. If you don't get a copy of this newsletter, it's because

we've revised our mailing list!
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Greetings Amigos:

This drivel comes to

me Los Angeles-ward t

Angeles Advertising C

American Aviation gav

I [m always impres se d

again brought forcibl

from Lockheed Air Ter
them regular traveler
how darn advantageous

In my c a se for i n star

day; yet !

T
I I have ha

coripany several bucks
furthermore I 'm savin

you through the courtesy of Western Air Lines who sped

oday for the annual Aviation Day meeting of the Los

I ub at which "Plane Priorities Prophet" Parrish of

e the lecture of the day.

by the enthusiasm of veteran air travelers. This was

y to mind as the airport limousine took us downtown

minal. Two passengers just in from 'Frisco - both of

s for years - were giving each other 'sales talks' on

air travel real ly is.

ce I'll be gone from the office only a portion of the

If the day in Los Angeles, and the trip will cost the

less than would be the case if I drove my car - and

g rubber on the Ford coupe.

20 Years o f Ryan Achievement^ is the theme of a series of historical pictures

we are starting to run in Ryan Flying Reporter, our employes magazine. The
series will continue on to September, when the Ryan organization will cele-

brate its 20th anniversary. The first of the pictures in the series are at-

tached to this news letter, and subsequent re-printings will be sent you

every three weeks until fall, by which time we hope you'll be so enthused

that you'll want a picture layout and story for your rag.

^Dodo'^to Colonel in th ree easy lessons! More precisely, Aviation Cadet to

Lieu';, Colonel in tTiree uneasy years! Well, anyway you take it, it's quite

a jtjrr.p, 'What we're getting at is that we hear Chesley Gordon Peterson, for-

mer aviation caciet at Ryan's Air Corps school here in San Liego, and now

leader of the American Eagle Squadron in England (See our Bulletin No. 31 of

Dtcair.ber) is set to be "Lieut. Col. Peterson of the U. S. Army Air Forces"

before long. Peterson reportedly was dropped during his cadet days because
of a slight "error" in his age, so joined up with the Eagle Squadron. If

what we hear is true he'll be jumped plenty far over his former classmates

—

a Lieut. Colonel when only about 23 years old.

RVANJ MANIR3LU PRODUCTION PASSES IMPORTANT MILESTONE— An important milestone in

the production of aircraft engine exhaust manifolds by the Ryan Aeronautical

Company's specialized exhaust manufacturing division has just been passed and

the "significantly numbered" manifold produced was immediately shipped to a west

coast factory for installation on a late type twin-engine bombing p'ane,

WILLIAM WAGNER (continued on Page 4)
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TWO DECADES OF

The Early Years Although the actual founding of the Ryan
organization, here in San Diego, is an

event of just twenty years ago, the circumstances and events which led up
to that opportune moment extend back at least ten years before the event-

ful autumn of 1922—
Back as far as a day in the fall of 1911 when Claude Ryan and a pal of

his awaited the arrival of Cal Rogers at Parsons, Kansas, on the first coast

to coast flight. For Claude, it was the first time he had actually seen an
airplane. (1)

Rejected by the Army as an aviation cadet in 1917 because of his youth,

Claude enrolled at a civilian aviation school in Venice, California, where
he took his first flight training with Al Wilson (2) in a Curtiss pusher-type

plane. The school's plane equipment and its financial structure were both
shaky and before Claude had an opportunity to receive much valuable
air experience, the school folded.

With but one two-minute solo flight to his credit, he gained acceptance
from the Army in 1919 and began primary training in a Hisso-powered
Jenny (3) at March Field. Picture (4) shows Ryan in his cadet days.
About the time Claude finished at March Field in 1921, the Forest Ser-

vice made arrangements with the Army Air Corps to put in an aerial forest

fire patrol covering Northern California and Oregon. Since it was decided
to use the graduating class at March Field for this purpose, Ryan volun-
teered and was sent to Mather Field, Sacramento, for 10 hours training in

Liberty D-Hs (5) in preparation for beginning the patrol work.



RYAN ACHIEVEMENT

/ ^

1921

TVirocr 'Piro Patrol Upon completion of preliminary train-r orea.i i ire iraiiui . . .

ing in (he D_Hs _ RyQn became a mem.

ber of the 9th Aero Squadron which was sent to Corning in the Sacra-

mento Valley to take up patrol duties (6). Volunteering to use the un-

popularly numbered "13" plane, Ryan was given a 500 mile run over

a route northwest from Corning to the Oregon line, east to Montague
and return via Mt. Shasta. The course required the D-H to fly at nearly

10,000 feet, much of the way over heavily timbered mountains, with only
two emergency fields provided. The planes were equipped for radio

transmission, with arrangements made for amateur operators to act as
receiving stations along the various patrol routes. Each pilot was in

charge of his own plane, a mechanic and an enlisted observer. Picture •

No. (7) shows Ryan on one of his "days off" in Corning.

In spite of his number "13" DeHaviland, Ryan never seemed to have
any trouble and in the fall was selected to make the first landings on a
number of emergency fields which the Forest Service had cleared.

Finally, one day Ryan's old number "13" did begin skipping beats

when far out over the forests. Fortunately he was near a new emer-
gency field at Orleans, an Indian village, where he brought the plane
in for a safe landing (8). Picture No. (9) shows pilot Ryan on the prop of

his Liberty D-H at the Orleans field.

These were the events which immediately preceded a trip to San Diego
by Claude Ryan and the subsequent founding of the Ryan organization

in September, 1922.





For reasons of military security it is impossible to disclose the exact pro-

duction milestone just passed, but it may be revealed that it establishes the

manifold division of the Ryan company as a leading producer of these important

accessory units.

T. Claude Ryan, president of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, was on hand with

Eddie Molloy, works manager, and other company production experts to witness the

"significantly numbered" manifold being removed from the final inspection jig

before its shipment.

Ryan manifold technicians have been responsible for many of the advanced

engineering developments which in recent years have kept exhaust system research

abreast of the higher horsepower engines, making it possible to efficiently and

safely carry off the gases and heat generated by huge new engines which produce

up to 20C0 horsepower.

In addition to their primary function as exhaust systems, Ryan manifolds have

been developed to operate turbo superchargers necessary for high altitude per-

formance and to heat the air for carburetors and for cabin comfort.

One of the most advanced steps made in recent years in the refinement of air-

craft exhaust system designs is the "Ball and Socket" Universal collector ring,

developed by the Ryan organization. Unlike other exhaust manifolds, the Ryan

universal manifold is not suspended on the engine, but is fastened to the engine

mount or cow! well. To accomplish this, the collector ring is connected to the

engine exhaust ports by means of patented Ryan universal joints which absorb the

vibration and movement of the engine and relieve the engine of carrying the

weight of the mani fo I d.

Pioneers in the field of engineering research and manufacture of exhaust

systems for huge aircraft engines of I0OO to 2000 horsepower, Ryan has expanded

this division of its war production facilities to provide for the manufacture

of a large volume of manifolds for installation on many advanced type military

and commercial aircraft, particularly of the twin and four-engine types,
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Some conception of the significance of the milestone just passed by Rysn in

building manifolds can be gained from the fact that the number of aircraft

engine exhaust systems thus far produced by Ryan would be sufficient to equip

thousands of bombing planes.

WHO SAYS IT'S A MAN'S WORLD?— Further evidence that women are rapidly moving

Into men's positions in defense industries was furnished recently by the Ryan

Aeronautical Company with the disclosure that the first women "draftsmen" have

been employed in the engineering department where airplane designs are originated

and detailed drawings for production are made.

The latest inroads by the fair sex into man's heretofore almost exclusive

engineering field followed a recent announcement by the company that it had em-

ployed a woman as a member of its plant protection department.

First of the new Ryan "draftswomen" are Ruth Ann Pederson, 21, and Katherine

Ponsford, 19, both of whom have had previous training which qualified them for

engineering work.

Almost simultaneous with the hiring by Ryan of women in the engineering de-

partment came an announcement from the Defense Training Division of the Univer-

sity of California that a special three-months engineering training course for

aircraft draftswomen was being organized in San Diego.

Ruth Ann Pederson, a newcomer to San Diego, is one of the first women in the

Ryan engineering department. Interviewed first as a prospective stenographer,

Miss Pederson was employed in engineering work when Ryan employment officials

learned of her previous drawing training at the Kansas City Art Institute. Now

she's busy doing a special type of drawing in perspective which aircraft fac-

tories are finding useful to supplement the usual detailed engineering drawings.

While In San Diego visiting her two brothers, who are employed in a local

aircraft factory, Ruth Ann finally landed her first job where she was able to

use her art training. She's plenty pleased about the job, and about the chance

to do her bit to speed along production of warplanes.
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Another of the "draftswomen" is Katherine Ponsford, a San Diego girl, who

while a student at Hoover High School upset the usual feminine run of training

by enrolling for and very satisfactorily completing a three year course in

Machine Drawing - training usually taken only by men students.

Later at State College, Miss Ponsford tried to "crash" classes in engineer-

ing subjects, but the faculty couldn't see it that way, so after a year she

left school to take a drafting position with a local architectural firm. Now

Katherine is busy as a Junior Draftsman and when we interviewed her she was

deeply engrossed in a wing rib design problem,

FIRST WOMAN IN PLANT PROTECTION WORK EMPLOYED

—

Women are not only doing men's

work In the production departments of aircraft factories throughout the country

to help along the war effort, but it has been revealed by the Ryan Aeronautical

Company that a woman has also been made a member of the factory's plant pro-

tection department.

Attractive Mrs. Helen Goodrich is the first member of the fair sex to join the

Ryan plant protection force which is responsible for the security of all workers

and property at the Southern California training plane factory.

In her new capacity Mrs. Goodrich will work in the departments where women

are engaged in production duties. Although no recent information has been re-

leased concerning the employment of additional women workers in the Ryan plant,

about 50 of them were engaged last summer to work in the fabric department

where wings and control surfaces are covered with airplane fabric.

A resident of San Diego for the past 15 years, and experienced In protection

work, Mrs. Goodrich is taking special training in defense factory security

methods under the direction of Al Gee, Ryan's chief of plant protection, Inci-

dentally, Mrs. Goodrich is a crack shot with a pistol.
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INFORMAL We hear a lot about airplane production problems these days and how to

cure the evils which do exist. There must be a rather simple way to tell

the layman just what is required by the aircraft industry to assure maxi-
mum production. My own opinion

, which very definitely is not being ex-
pre ssed on behalf of the Ryan company Is that - Given.... '

'

1. Continuity of contracts (no slack periods between orders)

2. Materials (and materials for the sub-contractor, too)

3

.

Relatively "frozen" designs

4

.

A Stabilized labor policy . .

.

....the aircraft industry will "Keep 'em Rolling" ever faster

off the production lines.

Wl thout al

I

these four requisites production is bound to

suffer. If you give the aircraft industry these requisites,
and it doesn't produce, the public will know where to

lay the blame. If the industry isn't given these requis-
ites, the industry can hardly be held responsible. Oh,

well, it probably isn't as simple as that; and anyway I'm
not supposed to be editorializing, so skip it!

Quite a reunion that Los Angeles meeting. The turnout was the largest I'd

seen in years and must in large measure be taken as a tribute to Wayne
Parrish. (All right Aero uigest, Aviation, Western Flying, et al - sue

me.) It was real "old home week" for the aviation crowd. Renewed acquain-
tance with dozens of people I hadn't seen in years.

Tom Beck of Cc I ! i er

'

s
?
and most of the west coast radio commentators have

been visitors of th<2 past few weeks, along with quite a number of other
newspaper and magazine writers out tripping arouad the country to see what
makes the production and pilot training programs click. At a luncheon for

the radio boys, attended by yours truly along with other factory publicity
men^ John Thompson of Consolidated cracked that it was 'probably the first
time ail of the hot air in Southern California was confined within the

four walls of one room," Somebody ought to resent that, but how can I

when the lunch was on Consolidated.

".'Sons of_the Idle Ric h' a Misnomer" . That was the unfortunate heading
wiiiuh some head writer thought up some time back in connection with a yarn
of ours cbot't scions of prominent families who were taking flight training
at the Ryan School of Aeronautics. Seems it should have been "sons of the

rich not jtije" because a parent or two took objection to the "idle rich"
desiqnat i on.

Th at's klnda aside fro m the point
,
however, because we just wanted to call

your attention to word we have just received about Henry Huntington, III,
grandson of the railroad builder. Seems that "Ted" just completed training
at a school in this country for rt.A.F. pilots, has been commissioned Pilot
Officer and is now en route for Ottawa and thence to England.

Adios,

d3tf£lJJs<^.
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Greetings Araigos:

"Keep 'em Flying

I

" That's the watchword these days, but how
often do we consider the guy who really does "keep 'em flying" -

the mechanic. It is in behalf of these neglected individuals,
and their important contribution, that a yarn on their work is

included in this release.

Wg don't want to bore you; rather we want to arouse your en-
thusiasm for "good old Ryan", by sending you the reprints of

the historical Ryan picture series running in our employes
magazine. Plans call for supplying you with a suitable picture
layout six or eight weeks in advance of our 20th anniversary in
September so that you'll be all set.

Don't get the idea that the pictures vhich appear in our own
series are the only ones available. Fact of the matter is that
we've been chasing up material for the past year, and just this
month have purchased more than 50 original negatives of "ye olde
days" so that picture material will not be duplicated to publica-
tions in the same general field. There are plenty of interesting

and varied pictures available, and owning the original negatives
will assure our furnishing you good prints for reproduction.

Two new features will be making their appearance in our regular
news letters, and you'll find the titles self-explanatory:

"TYPEYIRITER TINTYPES", Or, "Getting Acquainted with Ryan
' Execs"

and
"PRODUCTION PORTRAITS ", Or, "Meeting the Boys Who Build

•Era"

WISEMAN NAMED SPECIE REPRESENTATIVE BY RY..N— Appointment of Jack ".'iseman,

former automobile executive, as special representative of the Ryan

Aeronautical Company with headquarters in Washington, D.C., was announced

this week by T. Claude Ryan, President.

In his new duties, yiseman will closely coordinate his activities

WILLIAM WAGNER
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with Sam C. Breder, Ryan sales manager

=

Wiseman has had an extensive business background in the automotive

industry, which was preceded by five years of travel throughout the world on

technical missions for the Radio Corporation of America A former executive

of General Motors in California, Wiseman was associated with the Southern

California Chrysler organization immediately prior to joining the Ryan staff

=

MECHANICS REALLY "KEEP [M FLYING"— Unsung heroes who actually "keep 'em flying"

with their prosaic, day* by-day devotion to work—these are the civilian main-

tenance crews at the Ryan School of Aeronautics, more than a hundred young

men whose work on the sleek Army Air Corps PT 22 Ryan trainers begins before

dawn and doesn't end until after midnight

.

It's a continuous round of inspections, checks and d ouble-checks to

maintain the planes at a peak of efficiency, as demanded by the Air Corps

c

At 5;30 a.m., long before the cadets are ready to leave the field in

the day's first training hops, civilian maintenance crews on the first of

two eight-hour shifts are on the job, assembling the low-winged Ryan mono-

planes from their various war dispersal points and hangars on Lindbergh

Field getting ready for the first of the day's constant inspections, known

as the pre-flight check

„

Everything from engine compression to propellor condition and flight

and engine controls is sharply scrutinized and then, breaking the morning

stillness with staccato coughs that soon develop into deep-throated roars,

the 160 h.p. Kinner engines are warmed up, heralding the start of another

day's flight operations

„

While the cadets are flying, the maintenance crews on the field or in

the hangar are busily engaged in other types of checks required by the Air

- 2 -
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"Travel Uv Air" When Ryan first inaugurated the "Los Angeles-San
' •

.
. rjieg Air Line" service, the planes used were the

Ryan-Standard cabin planes (1) which Claude and his mechanics had redesigned
and rebuilt out of the wartime two-place open cockpit Standard planes bought
from the government. Their sales literature (2) urged the public to "Travel by Air"

with special emphasis on the speed, convenience, safety and pleasure of air travel.

Early in 1925 the first Cloudster plane built by Donald Douglas was purchased by
Ryan for the airline (3). The ship then had three open cockpits, two capable of

holding three people, while the pilot's cockpit held two more passengers. The plane
was rebuilt in Ryan's shops as a cabin plane to accommodate ten passengers, with
a cockpit forward for pilot and mechanic or co-pilot. Number (4) shows left to right,

Ed Morrow, Dan Burnett and John Van der Linde after they had finished convert-

ing the Cloudster into a cabin-type plane.

The converted Cloudster was one of the first modem-type passenger airliners

in this country and had passenger space (5) nearly as commodious as the much
later Boeing 247 airliner.

Picture on opposite page (6) shows the Ryan "flight line" as of 1926 with the
Ryan-Standards and the Cloudster on the line. This was located adjacent to Bar-

nett Avenue on the area now known as Speer Airport.

A marked improvement can be seen in the loading facilities as shown in the
modernized Cloudster (7) as compared with the open cabin style (3) before it was
redesigned in the Ryan shops. Note the modern-type ramp in use with the cabin
plane.

In 1926 Ryan saw the need for a medium-weight airplane of greater speed and
carrying capacity than the DeHaviland biplanes which were being used by the

Post Office for the airmail service. Knowing that the mail would soon be turned
over to private contractors and that there would be a demand for suitable aircraft,

the Ryan organization designed and built the Ryan M-l plane, a high-wing mono-
plane capable of carrying an 800 pound load and cruising at 115 miles an hour.



RYAN ACHIEVEMENT EJ 1926

Pioneers of Pacific Coast Airway. . . .
When

,

v*™ % G°rs' wa=
J awarded the Pacific Coast

night airmail contract, he came to San Diego to look over the Ryan planes as pos-

sible mail carriers, at the same time taking flying instruction. Gorst wanted to be
certain that the M-l was the most suitable plane for the night airmail run and ac-

cordingly contracted with Ryan to equip one of the planes with a Wright J-4 Whirl-

wind engine instead of the Hispano-Suiza which had been previously used. The
first plane was then to be tested on the Los Angeles-Seattle survey run (8) by Claude
Ryan to prove the ship's superiority over other planes. Carrying an 800 pound
cargo and flying most of the way at 10,000 feet, Ryan proceeded to Seattle, with

Gorst as passenger, breaking many intercity speed records along the way. So suc-

cessful was the trip that the plane, which incidentally was the very first M- 1 built

by Ryan, became the first plane operated by Pacific Air Transport. Picture (9) is

a close-up of the survey ship.

So much publicity was given the speedy new Ryan plane that some of the Army
boys at the Vancouver, Washington, airport, doubting Ryan's performance claims,

proposed a match race between the new M-l and a special Army D-H to be flown
by Lieut. Oakley Kelly, at that time the Army's ace pilot because of his first non-
stop flight across the country.

Claude Ryan soon found to his surprise that on the appointed Sunday a large

crowd had turned out and that a considerable wager had been placed on the out-

come of the race. The M-l came through to win the race rather handily, much to

the embarrassment of at least one Army General. After that, selling the Ryan
planes was a bit easier and during the first year of production 23 planes were
sold, including seven for Pacific Air Transport (10). During the early days of Pacific

Air Transport, Ryan pilots flew many of their first flights which pioneered the im-

portant San Diego-Los Angeles-San Francisco-Seattle airway now operated by
United Air Lines.
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Corps— the so-called 25, 50, 75 or 100 hour Inspections. After each

25-hour interval of flight, detailed inspections are made. In addition,

once a week, even if the plane has remained on the ground all the time,

the so-called "daily check" given craft on their return from the day' s

operations is applied, and no ship can go a month without the 25-hour

inspection, regardless of flying time.

After 400 to 480 hours of flying time, an engine is considered ready

for general overhaul, and a planeis stripped down and virtually rebuilt

after 1500 hours under the Air Corps' rigid maintenance system.

An elaborate array of records is kept on each plane by the mainten-

ance division of an Air Corps sub-depot such as Ryan. The flight record

permanently assigned to each plane gives the day-by-day history of the

craft's activities, ito flying time, fuel used, peculiarities or outright

defects noted.

For instance, a cadet on returning from a flight remarks in his

flight record that the right wing reacted heavily. This is immediately

checked and a similar notation is placed on the huge maintenance record

sheet in the hangar devoted to that particular plane. Each sheet contains

enough space to list details of 90 days' activity and status of every item

in the ship is noted daily by the crew chief assigned to that plane. A

glance at this record will tell the maintenance department whether the

plane is due for a 25-hour inspection, whether it has a minor defect that

does not hamper its flying ability, or whether a vital repair is needed.

Twice a year, a high-ranking Air Corps officer visits th.e school,

goes over the maintenance records, and his practiced eye can immediately
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ascertain whether the Array's sky-high standards are being followed. These

are the standards that jjiake it necessary for the Air Corps to assign 3 to

10 men in the ground crew for every one in the air.

In this exacting field, where perfection is not only an ideal, but a

necessity, raost of the mechanics are youths in their late 'teens or early

twenties, and rtyan 1 s maintenance supervisor himself, Ed Sander, who

graduated from a Ryan School of Aeronautics course in 1939, is only 31

years old.

"An apprentice mechanic usually becomes pretty reliable after about

nine months of constant application," Sander comments. "But he'll always

be learning something new, as long as he stays in maintenance. Sometimes

I think it ought to be called the grief department."

Always on the job, vdthout benefit of ballyhoo, the men who back up

the nation's battle cry of "keep 'em flying" are the mechanics to whose

skill and judgment pilots entrust their lives.

AIR FORCES PROMOTIONS COrS FAST

—

Opportunity for swift promotion in the

Army Air Forces has never been more apparent than today. The officer

you addressed as lieutenant only a short time, now is likely to be a

captain or a major, and the flier you knew as a captain is holding an

important job as a lieutenant colonel.

Startling evidence of the new trend impelled by tremendous ex-

pansion of the Air Forces was noted this week at the Ryan School of

Aeronautics, San Diego, where genial Captain Donald T
7. Haarman, of Fargo,

North Dakota, commander of the Air Corps Training Detachment, commissioned

a second lieutenant only three and one-half years ago, has just been

promoted to a captaincy.
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His "running mate" at Hemet, Merrill H. Carlton, commander of the

training unit operated there by Ryan, also has won a captain's rank less

than three years after starting as second lieutenant.

Meanwhile, word has been received here that Lloyd Hopwood, a second

lieutenant when he was assistant supervisor of the Air Corps Training

Detachment at Lindbergh Field not long ago, is a major at the West Coast

Air Forces Training Center headquarters in Santa Ana, California.

And director of training on the general staff at Santa Ana is none

other than John C. Horton, who two years ago was a captain when relieved

by Haaman, and today sports the insignia of a lieutenant colonel. As a

matter of fact, Horton was a lieutenant when he helped organize the San

Diego training, which he commanded, in the summer of 1S39.

TYPEWRITER TINTYPES , Or "Getting Acquainted With Ryan Execs" - CLAUDE RYAN

Unassuming, possessed of a boyish temperament, T. ClaudeRyan walks

with the mighty in aviation these days, but he hasn't forgotten his years

as a struggling operator of the enterprises from which sprang the Ryan

Aeronautical Company, the Ryan School of Aeronautics and the Ryan Aeronautical

Institute.

As the businesses grew, Ryan's executive duties carried him farther

away from personal contact with the men in the shop. "In the old days, when

I went through the plant, I knew just about everybody," he remarks with a

trace of nostalgia, "Instead of, 'Hiya Claude', the men today probably

just mumble to themselves, 'There goes the boss, ' when I go into the factory."

This sincere regret over the inevitable chasm that increased with the

company's growth is indicative of Ryan's homey character, further
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emphasized by such practices as coming to work daily in a cheap roadster

of his own, or the 1929 Ford coupe of an employee who lived near him.

He never felt embarrassment stepping out of one of these rattle-trap cars

to greet a general waiting for him at the plant.

Exactly 20 years ago next September, the seed of the Ryan establishment,

a flying school and aerial service, was opened in San Diego. Shortly

afterward, Ryan organized the first year-round daily passenger airline

service in the country the "Los Angeles—San Diego Airline" and a

few years later he entered the manufacturing field for the air mail service.

The Ryan M-l monoplane was his first production model, followed

by the most famous of his craft, the Ryan Brougham series of cabin planes

on which specifications for Lindbergh's "Spirit of St. Louis" were based

in that plane's construction in San Diego.

The low-wing Ryan "S-T" sport trainer plane, which became known

around the world for its high performance and aerobatic characteristics,

and its clean, sleek lines, was introduced in 1934, the first ship of its

kind in the country. Five years later, the Army Air Corps adopted the

Ryan low-wing military trainer as the first monoplane primary trainer

in its history.

This was the milestone which completely transformed T. Claude Ryan's

small organization that had specialized in interesting sportsman pilots in

the qualities of the trainers and had sold flying courses to private

individuals.

The Army not only adopted the plane, but also awarded Ryan a

contract to train aviation cadets, and in the last three years national

defense has replaced flying for sport at Ryan's headquarters on Lindbergh

Field.
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A second aviation cadet training base was established northeast

of San Diego, in picturesque Ilemet, where hundreds of Army cadets re-

ceive instruction in Ryan trainers.

New factory space built two years a go provided for speedy output

of the low-wing, silver-fuselaged PT-22's. Recently, Ryan's contract

manufacturing division delivered a "significantly numbered" exhaust

manifold to signalize another forward step in the fast-growing organization

founded by T. Claude Ryan.

The Ryan smile is an industry trade mark broadcasting a friendly,

easy-to-approach character, h devoted father, Ryan has three sons, 13* 11

and 3 years of age. Like many another aviation executive today, he finds

little time to watch them grow up. Trips to Washington and other parts

of the country keep him as far away from his family as from the men at

the factory bench

INFORMAL There was a moment of suspense as a reporter asked General

Uilliam S. Knudsen about the now-famous (or infamous) report

COMMENT that there was "faked activity" at the Ryan factory on the

occasion of his visit to San Diego last summer. A smile crept
About over the face of the tall, dignified production expert as he

slowly replied to those at his press conference here last
This fortnight, "The man who made that statement should have my

job." "'.Jhat we're interested in is a company's production
And record, and Ryan's is okey. There was no 'show' put on for my

benefit." Then in a constructive vein he went on to discuss
That the over-all production problem, leaving his press representative

hearers with a feeling of confidence in the country's ability

to produce. And, we hope this closes the "Knudsen incident"

once and for all.

T
.

re're equipped now to handle more feature articles through,

this department and we hope you'll query us for any material
you'd like to have. The mail from this office to you will
probably be somewhat heavier now, as we're prepared to take
up where we slacked off of late because of the press of other
work

.

Adios,
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Greetings Amtgos;

More We II, b low me downj This war effort certainly is popular fround the

country. Seems everybody back as far as the 49ers Is looking for his chance

Or to give Uncle Sam a helping hand.

Less Sitting back, with my feet up on the desk , the other morning and feeling

real execut ive-l sh, I decided that I was going to have to get an assistant

OFF to help fill up my freshly rearranged office and to keep the releases roll-

ing out to all you folks. So I up and advertised. A few mornings later I

THE found on my desk a letter addressed to —

RECORD "Head Boss in the Personnel I er Sumpin'" .-- the "er Sump in'" was what

brought it to my desk. Anyway, as the first return from my advertising
efforts, here it is:

"Dear Sur:

I take my pen in hant tew let you all know 'at I want tew he'p

out In winnin' this hear war.

I am a ole desert rat, an' I am tired a settin' on my a doin'

nuthin 1 to he'p out.

I am awful handy with tools. I have had 60 years expearience.

Pleeze let me know when I start. Salary is no object.

Sincerely yours,

The Desert Hillbilly

P.S. I enclose a coppie of my paper 'at I usta print in Palm Springs
afore th' war. Pleeze don't give me no al ibys.

Boy, oh boy, such enthusiasm shouldn't go unrewardedl Anybody got an open-

ing?

Statistically it won't be of much interest
,
but you might be interested in

reading between the lines of the last two paragraphs of our financial story
on page 3.

And incidentally, we're pretty proud to have had four of the pilots who
carried bundles for Tokyo as former cadets here In the Air Force Training
Detachment at the Ryan School of Aeronautics, where they did their first fly-

ing in Ryan trainers.

HOW RYAN PLANES HELPED IN THE RAID ON TOKYO —- When American bombs fell on Tokyo

April 18, at least a quartet of the grimly exultant fliers had spectacularly per-

formed the job Uncle Sam began preparing them to accomplish, two to three years
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ago, in military training planes Ryan Aeronauts cal; Company workmen, with infinite care,

had bu i It,

For it was in Ryan primary trainers that these four intrepid vol unteers~—Lts. Lucian

N» Youngblood, Rodney R» Wilder, Kenneth E, Reddy, and Travis Hoover— first broke the

shackles that bound them to earth, It was in these silvery air chariots during troubled

days of peace that the four splendid examp-'es of American young manhood first embarked on

the sky journeys which led, by a circuitous route, to Japan in the most amazing aviation

achievement of modern times.

Hoover it was who thrilled most, perhaps, to his early days as a fledgling pilot.

When he was accepted as a flying cadet in the second class to enroll at the Ryan School

of Aeronautics here on Lindbergh Field late in 1939,, he gazed with awe at the glistening,

si I ver-fusel aged Ryan PT-I6s on the flight line. They were the first Sow-wing monoplane

trainers ever used by the Army for primary flight training, and he was to be one of the

first cadets to start earning his wings in them.

Only a short while before, the Army Air Corps had recognized Ryan's extensive pioneer-

ing with high performance monoplanes by officially adopting the PT=l6s as replacements

for the older type biplane trainers.

'There they stood, fifteen sleeky fast low-winged monoplanes, their propel lors cut-

ting an arc in the crisp California sunshine/' wrote young Hoover in an autobiographical

reminiscence as he neared the end of his primary flight instruction on Lindbergh Fields

,rMan, oh man! Was I, a lowly "dodo", going to get to fly one of the streamlined ships

that stood poised there on the line?"

This budding eagle, whose high adventure in Japanese skies has, with his flying mates,

made him the idol of new classes of "dodos", ironically questioned his own ability, as he

was about to solo in a Ryan PT-16. "After about I) hours of dua
I

, it seemed as if my

progress had reached a standstill, and I was concerned/1 he wrote. "Would I be 'washed

out' if I didn't snap out of it pretty soon? Why, oh why, couldn't ! master the one thing

that I wanted more than anything eise=—to be able to fly, and fly well, for Uncle SamJ"

Bomb-blasted Tokyo can testify that Travis Hoover's ardent wish has been realized.



1928 DTWO DECADES OF

Ryan Enters Engine Field About the time that

Claude Ryan sold his

original aircraft manufacturing company, he began to realize the po-

tential aviation market for a satisfactory radial engine, for there was
then no radial air-cooled engine in this country in the same horsepower
class as the widely used OX-5 water cooled engine. Consequently, he
completed arrangements with the Siemens-Halske Company for the
five-year exclusive sales and manufacturing rights for the Siemens en-

gines in this country to be distributed under the name of Ryan-Siemens.
Picture (1) shows T. Claude Ryan in front of an M-l powered with a
Ryan-Siemens engine.

Within a few months seventeen manufacturers in this country were
using Ryan-Siemens engines but deliveries from abroad being far be-

hind schedule and the Siemens people having indicated that prices

would be raised, Ryan saw the necessity for a trip abroad. This seemed
like an opportune time for an event he had long been looking forward
to— combining a survey of European aviation with a honeymoon—
so on February 18, 1928, Ryan was married to Gladys Bowen of San
Diego and together they left for Europe.

When Ryan returned from Europe he devoted his time to continuing
and expanding the operation of the Ryan Flying School at San Diego.
New buildings (2) were erected adjacent to the old location on Barnett
Avenue. Picture (3) shows air view taken in the fall of 1928. During this

period Ryan frequently instructed student pilots himself as in picture (4).

By this time the Ryan school was becoming an institution of estab-
lished reputation. In 1929 it was one of the first commercial flying schools
to receive the highest ratings of the Department of Commerce.



RYAN ACHIEVEMENT 1932

The New Location . . .
Pic1ure (5) shows a group of commer-
cial students on the flight line in 1929

planning a cross country trip. Incidentally, the school has held its high

ratings from the Federal Government right up until the outbreak of war on
December 7, 1941, at which time all commercial training was discontinued in

the coastal areas and the facilities were devoted entirely to Army use.

Another view of flight operations is shown in picture (6). In addition to

the Ryan School planes on the line are seen Maddux Airline's tri-motored

Ford planes which were then using the Ryan airport as a terminal.

When, after the Lindbergh transatlantic flight, the City of San Diego
began construction of a shoreline airport by dredging the bay, the Ryan
Flying School moved its guarters to the new airport and began construction

on the main administration building and hangars which form a part of the

school's facilities today. Breaking ground for the new buildings, T. Claude
Ryan is seen swinging the pick in picture (7).

With the organizing of the present Ryan Aeronautical Company in 1931,

one of the personalities who helped mold the foundation for the new struc-

ture was Earl D. Prudden (8). vice-president, who had been with the organi-
zation three years. The subsidiary training division then officially became
known as the Ryan School of Aeronautics.

The school as it appeared during its first year on Lindbergh Field is seen
in picture (9). Before the Ryan company first began the manufacture of the
famous S-T series, it acted as distributor for the Great Lakes trainers and
used these planes in its training operations. A group of these planes flown
by student pilots is seen in formation flight (10).





Unique is the fact that Lts, Youngblood, ,'ilder and Reddy all learned to fly

at the Ryan School of Aeronautics in the same class, graduating January, 1941.

Youngblood, whose military bearing and leadership qualities made themselves im-

mediately evident, was cadet captain of the class, and wilder was one of his

three lieutenants. Reddy, one of the youngest men to take army training at Ryan,

had not reached 21 when he completed his primary instruction.

There are thousands more like this quartet, many training today in Ryan PT-22s,

getting ready to make round trips to Tokyo commonplace. The air war will be

fought and won by such keen young men, fresh from the training centers, convinced

with a trace of wholesome American cocksureness, of their superiority over the

enemy, and ablaze with the determination to avenge Pearl Harbor, Wake Island,

Bataan and Corregidor.

BUSINESS AT NEW PEAK AS QUARTERLY DIVIDEND DECLARED — Pursuant to the company's

stated policy of quarterly dividends consistent with earnings and capital re-

quirements, a dividend of 10 cents per share on the common capital stock of The

Ryan Aeronautical Co. has been declared by the Board of Directors, payable

June 25, 1942, to stockholders of record as of June 10, 1942,

Sales and net profit for the first half of the current fiscal year exceeded

any prior six months period. Recent contracts and orders have increased the com-

pany's backlog of business to an unprecedented level. Production will be ex-

panded to a much greater volume than ever before attained, substantially in-

creasing the working capital necessary for payrolls, materials, and advances to

sub-contractors.

Negotiations have been concluded whereby the Defense Plant Corporation is pur-

chasing, and leasing to this company at a nominal rental, the additional machinery

and other facilities required to make possible this larger scale of operations.

PRODUCTION PORTRAIT , Or "Meeting the Boys Who Build 'Em" - BILL BILLINGS

One of the nation's flying pioneers, Arthur S. (Bill) Billings, 48, jovial
assistant chief inspector of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, helped nurse the
Navy's infant air force through its growing pains before many of the men in the
industry today were born. In 1916, as an adventure-seeking youth with a four-
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year Navy hitch and three years of professional baseball in New England already

under his belt, he enlisted in Naval aviation, and was sent to Pensacola, Florida

as a member of the first class to receive organized ground school instruction at

that famed training base.

He learned to fly In the N-9 f s, a seaplane conversion of the Curtiss Jenny,
and after a six months' course, received orders to go overseas, only to be di-

verted at the last moment to Squantum, Mass. to take charge of maintenance and

receive more flight instruction with the Harvard and Yale University units.

Billings came to San Diego for the first time in September, 1917, and organ-
ized a ground school in Balboa Park to train mechanics and select those with of-
ficer qualities for special courses elsewhere.

On New Year's Day, 1918, the sagebrush dotted wilderness of North Island, where
Glenn Curtiss had operated his flying school and the army had established Rock-
well Field, became the site of the Naval Air Station. Billings, who was the only
enlisted instructor on the island, witnessed the birth of what has developed into

one of the mightiest naval aviation bases in the world.

Advancements came rapidly for Ei Mings. Shortly after the war, he was pro-
moted to warrant rank, and was commissioned an ensign Mug. I, 1919. Four months
later, in response to a plea for volunteers to establish a new air base at Pearl
Harbor, Billings and 10 other officers went to Hawaii. Flying a Curtiss HS-2
boat, Billings helped make the first aerial reconnaissance of the islands.

When he returned to San L i ego in uecernber, 1921, Billings was assigned to a

series of combat units. He was in the first fighter squadron on the west coast,
the first torpedo plane squadron, and was one of the early pilots to learn air-
craft landings, aboard the U.S.S. Langley, recently lost in the southwestern
Pacific. He taught scores of other fliers precision landings in this hazardous
new field of aviation.

Before leaving the Navy as a senior grade lieutenant in 1932 to enter commer-
cial transport flying, Billings also had made his mark as an athlete, juring
1922, 1923 and 1924, he managed and played (as catcher) on the team which held the
baseball championship of aircraft squadrons, battle fleet, and the all-Navy title
in 1924.

In 1919 3illlngs married, and today four children bear the Billings name.

After a several years' interlude in the insurance, real estate and bail bond
businesses in San Diego, Billings returned to his first love, aviation, as mechan-
ic at Ryan in December, 1940. He hadn't lost much of the vast lore of airplane
knowledge accumulated through the years, and just a year ago he was appointed to

hi s present posit ion.

Under direction of the chief inspector, Billings and his men are responsible
for wing, sub-assembly and final assembly inspection, and the quality of their
work is best attested by a high record of test flights dally without a forced
landing since the PT-22s began rolling off the assembly line in impressive numbers.

WOMEN MODELERS EMPLOYED AT RYAN — Aviation "sculptresses" are on the job at Ryan

Aeronautical Company, producers of Army low-winy monoplane primary trainers.

In slack suits and smocks, they work in an atmosphere that would be strangely

reminiscent of an artist's studio but for the incessant rumble of heavy machinery
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the clatter and hubbub of a factory forging weapons for aerial supremacy.

First of their kind in the plant, they fashion from templates and plaster the

patterns for zinc alloy dies used to stamp out parts for airplanes in hydraulic

presses and booming drop-hammers.

Every one of the seven "modelers" is married, and all sought war employment,

not because they had to earn their living but because they felt a new responsi-

bility after December 7, that transcended kitchen duties.

John Castien, foreman of the modeling department, who frankly was dubious of

the experimental hiring of women for what hitherto had been an exclusively male

occupation, pays tribute to their rapid improvement. "It's work that requires a

lot of patience, precision and imagination," he says. "From the blueprint, the

woman must be able to visualize the tooling required. A sense of symmetry and the

skill to 'fair' smooth, curving surfaces are invaluable."

Mrs. Mary Marple, mother of five children, ranging from 5 to 13 years of age, is

typical of the determination of women to contribute to the war effort. Less than

two weeks after the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, she was enrolled in a San Diego

vocational school course on modeling, daily making a 40-mile round trip from her

ranch home in Lakeside. Her husband, an aircraft v.orker, received a civil service

appointment as supervisor of an Indian agency in Northern California, and Mrs.

Marple moved her family to San Diego when she began work as a Ryan "sculptress." To-

day she 's manag ing a ful l-t ime job and a house ful I of chi Idren wi th equal efficiency.

The patriotic motive was especially powerful for another modeler, Mrs. Helen

Donnelly, whose oldest of three children, a 21-year old son, was in Pearl Harbor on

Dec, 7. "I felt as though I owed it to my boy, at least, to help build the tools

for our armed forces," she remarked. Back in the states, her son now is an avia-

tion cadet preparing to train in the very planes she has worked on.

Glamour may not exactly be the word for the modeling these Ryan women do, but

they're sure, after they've removed the last speck of plaster from their fingers at

the day's end, that victory has been brought a step nearer through the cumulative

efforts of their new kind of industrial workers,

Adios,
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Greetings Amlgos:

More Ryan S-C metal cabin planes , production of which was Interrupted because of a

"deal" entered into at Munich a couple of years ago, have made their first

Or appearance In the war In actual combat.

Less Maybe we'd better qualify that statement with the explanation that their
combat work consists of a movie appearance, but what gripes us about the

OFF set-up Is that the S-C's turn up in "Wake Island," Paramount's new Marine
Corps thriller, as Japanese Naktjlma 97s, which, by golly, is an insult]

THE
Paramount had a lot of fun scrambling around to obtain use of the necessary

RECORD Ryan S-Cs to make up the "Japanese aerial fleet" and we hear tell that more
than one pilot in the area of Salt Lake, where the picture was filmed, had

to look twice before letting fire at the planes bearing the Rising Sun of

the Japanastles. (we're going to take out a patent on the "Japanasty"
crack).

RYAN TO ESTABLISH ARMY SCHOOL AT TUCSON — Expansion of its Army training program

by the establishment of a new Air Force primary pilot school near Tucson, Arizona,

was announced early in June by the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego.

Construction at the new site, southwest of Tucson, has already begun, according

to Earl D. Prudden, vice-president, and first classes will be in training in

August. R. Douglas Maw, business manager of Ryan's Air Force School, at Hemet,

California, is In the Arizona city supervising Installation of new facilities.

Details concerning the amount and value of construction, number of students

to be trained and similar information is not available for release, but it is

understood that the new school will be similar to that which the Ryan School of

Aeronautics established 18 months ago at Hemet, California, when the first expan-

sion of its training activities, formerly conducted only at San Diego, was made.

The Ryan School of Aeronautics was one of the first nine civilian aviation

schools selected by the Army on the basis of facilities and experience to
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undertake the training of military pilots. Since 1939 when the Army began

turning over the initial instruction of aviation cadets to private contractors

the number of training units under civilian direction has been vastly expanded.

The new Tucson school , which will be under the supervision of the West

Coast Air Force Training Center, will give aviation cadets a "primary" course

of 60 hours flight training, supplemented by technical studies, "Basic" and

"advanced" flight courses are given after completion of the primary schooling

at other training units operated by the V/est Coast Training Center..

Each of the three periods of schooling takes approximately nine weeks,

after which cadets who successfully complete the training are commissioned as

Second Lieutenants and assigned to active duty with the Air Force

Although complete details of Ryan's new school at Tucson cannot be released

it is assumed that as at Hemet the construction program will necessitate the

erection of hangars, classrooms, barracks and mess and recreation facilities.,

RYAN S-C ' s TO TO "WAR" — Ryan S-C low-wing cabin monoplanes, of unii..peachabl e

American lineage, were selected by Paramount to play the roles of enemy Japanese

attack bombers in "Wake Island," the film saga of Marine heroism.

This was no reflection on the patriotic qualities of these Ryans
t

but more

of a suggestion that in warplanes as in other matters the sons of Nippon are

indefatigable copyists, Paramount*s research department discovered that the

Japanese Nakijima 97's bear a remarkable resemblance to the Ryan S-C low-wing

monoplanes in outward appearance,

The studio property department discovered that by repainting the American

ships and changing the markmgsto the Rising Sun insignia it could have for all

cinematic intent and purpose a virtual twin of the carrier-based planes which

attacked Wake Island.

This settled, the next problem was to obtain use of the Ryan planes needed

to portray the Nakijirnas for spectacular dogfights with defending Grumman planes

over the Great Salt Lake where the aerial sequences were to be filmed. The Ryan

Aeronautical Company at San Diego supplied 0. C. Stratton, head of the studio
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1933 TWO DECADES OF

The S-T Makes its Bow

.

In the autumn of 1933 when the

time seemed to be approaching
when the market would be ripe for the introduction of a sport and training

plane of advanced design, Claude Ryan, together with Millard Boyd, Will
Vandermeer and other company technicians, developed the country's out-

standing low-wing monoplane— the Ryan S-T— which has subsequently
made aviation history.

The whole organization pitched in together to engineer and construct the

first S-T as is demonstrated by Picture (1) which shows Millard Boyd crawling
out of the tail cone after spending the day inside the fuselage helping finish

the riveting.

The men responsible for the design and manufacture of this first of the

S-T series are seen in Picture (2) posing beside the plane on the day it was
completed. From left to right they are John Fornasero, chief pilot; Claude
Ryan, Millard C. Boyd and Will Vandermeer. In the air on her initial flight,

the first Ryan S-T is seen in Picture (3). By June, 1934, the S-T had received
its Approved Type Certificate and was then extensively service tested for

months.
The second Ryan S-T to be built was flown by Claude Ryan on a delivery

flight to Leonard Peterson (4), left, distributor in Seattle. Peterson, flying his

S-T, established himself along with Tex Rankin as one of the leading acro-

batic pilots of that time.

Peter Dana, Ryan School of Aeronautics flight student, is shown with his

Ryan S-T (5) in which he established new coast-to-coast records for planes
of that class.



RYAN ACHIEVEMENT 1936

Wins Aerobatic Championship

.

Early in 1935, Ryan
S-Ts were coming out

of the busy Ryan factory on a production basis and later that year construc-

tion was under way on new Ryan buildings on Lindbergh Field (6) to in-

crease the available production area. Picture (7) shows Ryan with his earliest

and latest monoplane types— the Ryan S-T and the Ryan M-l. Used in

commercial flight training by the Ryan School of Aeronautics, three S-Ts are
shown (8) in a beautiful formation flight picture taken by Jimmy Erickson.

Interest from abroad began to be displayed in the Ryan S-T series and in

1936 the first Ryan S-T for export was crated for shipment to Brazil (9). Stand-
ing, at the far left is Eddie Oberbauer and next to the right is Dan Burnett.

In 1936 Tex Rankin, most famous stunt pilot of his day, won the Inter-

national Aerobatic Championship at St. Louis in his stock model Ryan S-T

(10) against a field of specially-built stunt planes, winning high honor for the
Ryan monoplane and himself.

Late in 1936 a number of S-Ts were exported to the Union of South Africa

for use in pilot training activities.

Few planes have won and held the popular approval and acceptance
enjoyed by the Ryan S-T series of trainers. They proved to have unusually
high performance for their power and an exceptional speed range due to

cleanness of design combined with low power and wing loadings. Prac-

tically every known aerobatic maneuver could be performed easily and
accurately in the S-T. Its flight characteristics have long been acknowledged
by pilots as being practically perfect. .





property department, with a list of the owners of all planes of this make.

There were only a limited number of the S-C low-wing monoplanes built, the

company records disclosed, because manufacture of this outstanding private-owner

craft was discontinued when the firm concentrated Its production on military air-

craft. Three of these had been taken outside of the country. That left less

than two dozen possibilities.

Stratton by telegraph contacted the owners of all S-C's in this country. He

traveled 13,000 miles by plane and train in two weeks calling on the owners and

obtaining options on many of the ships. The planes were in Hollywood, San Diego,

Kansas City, Missouri, Hays, Kansas, Chicago and Philadelphia.

At Salt Lake the Ryans were piloted in the air battles by a group of veteran

motion picture and commercial pilots. Frank, C larke , a pioneer movie flyer, was

chUf pilot for the studio and was at the controls of the camera ship during the

filming. The Ryans, now transformed into Nakijimas, were flown by Herbert White,

another veteran film pilot and owner of a Los Angeles air service; Paul Gustine,

former airline pilot and now also flying in pictures; Paul E. Penrose, a test

and commercial airline pilotj Dana Boiler, on leave from the Polaris training

school for RAF flyers at Lancaster, and Ralph Morgan, also from the school.

The flying operations over Salt Lake and Antelope Island, which doubled for

Wake Island, were kept outside the Army's bombing target range as a safety pre-

caution. The Civil Aeronautics Authority notified private and commercial planes

flying through the district of the presence of the "enemy" planes.

But one stewardess on an airliner hadn't heard about them until she looked out

the window and saw the "Japanese" and American battle planes darting and diving

amid the clouds. The frantic stewardess was hastily pulling down window shades

and begging passengers not to become alarmed when, the rest of the plane crew,

after making the most of the situation by feigning equal alarm, explained all to

her.

When the battle scenes were finished, the Rising Sun Insignia were painted out

and the original markings restored to the Ryans. Their brief careers as movie
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"actors" ended and their "makeup" removed, they were returned to their owners and

resumed their normal private lives.

WEST POINT CADETS TRAINING AT RYAN SCHOOL — How the U.S. Military Academy is di-

recting more than half its potential officers into training for the Army Air

Forces Is graphically illustrated at the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego,

where 17 cadets five first classmen (seniors) and |2 second classmen (juniors)—

have undertaken primary flying instruction In the first such course ever given

West Point undergraduates.

In addition, six. newly commissioned second lieutenants, members of the class

which graduated from the Academy May 29, afe at Ryan preparing to earn their wings.

Indicative of the emphasis West Point is placing on aviation in the present

phenomenal period of expansion of the Air Forces Is the fact that more than half

of the cadets entering their senior year have volunteered for flight training.

Among the cadets at Ryan is Louis T. Seith, 21, who held the second highest

rank in his class during his junior year just ended. Son of Mrs. L. F. Seith,

of San Diego, he was a first string end on the West Point football team last fall,

and with other undergraduate athletes in the flight training program will return

to the Academy August 7 to permit participation In sports, at the same time re-

ceiving basic flight instruction at Stewart Field, Newburgh, New York.

Remainder of the senior cadets will be given basic training at private contrac-

tor schools throughout the country, and will return to West Point October [2.

The final phase of aviation training, the advanced course, will be dovetailed with

the regular curriculum by providing flight time every other day at Stewart Field,

thus enabling cadets for the first time to receive their wings on graduation from

the Academy.

Under the new system of training west Point cadets, second classmen will spend

their summer "vacation" in primary training schools similar to Ryan, and will re-

ceive basic training the following summer, as first classmen, at Stewart Field.
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This will replace the setup In which West Pointers were unable to take flight

Instruction until graduation.

The West Point graduates and cadets do not go through the period of discipline

imposed on other flying cadets. Although graduates are permitted to arrange for

their own quarters anywhere In the vicinity of the flight school, Academy cadets

are intermingled with other students in barracks.

INFORMAL Yes, sir, these promotions are hard to keep track of. 'Tother day someone

In my office picked up the phone and asked for Capt. Jones. Capt. Jones

COMMENT answered "hello" and my party asked for "Capt. Jones." "Capt. Jones? We

don't have a Capt. Jones here. This is Lieut. Jones speaking though. Can

I help you? .... Say, you're right, this _[S_ Capt. Jones. What can I

do for you?" Sure enough, that actually happened.. .only his name isn't

Jones.

We've a new "Number One Boy" hereabouts . Eddie Piersol of China and points

east and west Is our new assistant, and next issue of our news-letter

he'll introduce himself formally.

Latest of our 20th Anniversary picture layouts Is Included herewith and

we'd like to suggest that you let us have your request for coverage at

your convenience so that we can supply you with story and pictures as

needed.

Adlos,
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Greetings Amigo

We h e ard a good one from the boss the other day when we were delving Into

his past for some material in connection with the Ryan organization's Twen-
tieth Anniversary next month. .. .about how four of the country's leading
aircraft executives worked together when the Industry was in its infancy.

It concerns a little aircraft factory twenty years ago in Los Angeles - the

factory being listed in the phone book under "Amusements." Young, ambi-
tious and aviation-minded, Claude Ryan went there - the Martin factory

—

to apply for work but there wasn't enough business to require another hand.

RECORD The workmen who were there at the time , though, did make their mark in avia-
tion; in fact, they are now the presidents of four of the country's leading
aircraft factories - and they are - Glenn L. Martin, Donald Douglas and
Larry Bell, heads of the companies bearing their names - and C. A. Van Dusen,
new president of Brewster. In the old Martin company, Martin was president
and pilot; Douglas was engineer; Bell, shop foreman; and Van Dusen, machin-
ist.

The training job done by Ryan planes in the Dutch East Indies immediately
prior to the outbreak of war was vividly described to us this past week by
John Russell, American pilot, who for a year was under contract to the
Indies government training Dutch Colonial and Javanese students at Soerabaja,
Java.

When he returned to this country , Russell brought with him some very inter-
esting pictures, a number of which are available through this office should
you wish to illustrate the story which follows. If you want 'em, let us
know I

FIRST DIRECT REPORT OF OPERATION OF RYAN TRAINERS IN DUTCH INDIES "The Ryan

trainers operated in the Netherlands East Indies were doing every possible job as

military ships except gunnery and bombing training. They were primary, basic, ad-

vanced and blind flying trainers all wrapped up in one; and our students went

directly from the Ryan STM land and seaplane trainers to mul

t

i-engi ned equipment.

And talk about acrobatic training J They're the sweetest acrobatic airplanes I've

ever flown."

WILLIAM WAGNER

MANAGER PUBLICITY AND PHOTOGRAPHY





It took just those seventy words for John H. Russell, American pilot recently

returned from the Dutch Indies^ to telli company officials in the first direct

word they have had from those who operated the ships in Java, that the Ryan

trainers did an outstandingly efficient job in the South Pacific in the year pre-

ceding the Japanese invasion.

"The planes held up remarkably well under the operating and climatic condi-

tions—tropical sun and what humidity! They took a terrible beating - as do all

trainers ~ but they had an average of about 1000 hours each when we were forced

to discontinue instruction and return to this country a month after war broke out'.'

From Russell, a 28-year-old test pilot, now with North American, the company

learned for the first time that pilots trained on Ryans in the Netherlands Indies

went to England and today are flying In Dutch squadrons of the R.A.F. Coastal

Command, piloting Lockheed Hudsons, having gone direct to this twin-engined

equipment from their training on Ryans - generally considered only "primary"

trainers.

A former Navy ensign flying PESY Catalina Flying Boats, Russell had gone to the

Indies in January, 1941, under contract to the Dutch colonial government, after

his release by the Navy, to train pilots in operation of the big Consolidated

ships, but on arrival at the Morokrembangan Naval Air Base at Soerabaja, Java, he

found that the PBY's had not arrived, and that the Ryan land and seaplane trainers

shipped from the Ryan factory in the fall of 1940 were just being assembled.

Twelve American pilots were in the group under contract to the Dutch so aM

transferred to student training work, Russell being among the four pilots assign-

ed to the landplane trainers operated by the "Marine Luchtvaart", The Ryan sea-

planes, operated from property adjoining the land plane school base,

"Our first class',' recalls Russell, "was a group of Dutch pilots who had had

some instruction time in Holland before the invasion. They had escapv! to England

and months later turned up in Java for further training. After we had completed
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their Instruction they returned to England to join Dutch squadrons operating with

the R.A.F. Coastal Command. In all we trained about 75 Hollanders."

"Later classes were composed of Dutch colonials from Java, Sumatra and Borneo;

then we began training the half-castes (of Dutch-Javanese parentage) and the

Chinese; and finally, the native Javanese. Their abilities as pilots were in

that descending order J"

"When the War actually began, every student who was sufficiently far along in

training was assigned to military operations, and many of the boys graduated into

combat flying from elementary training so fast it would make your head swim. I

know that two of our students raided the Jap base at Davao in the Philippines and

accounted for a Nip destroyer.

"The landplane Ryans at the Soerabaja Naval Base were flown Inland about 50

miles to Malang when hostilities began. Our training course didn't include cross-

country flying, and many of the students who ferried the ships had as little as

three hours solo time, so It was quite an expedition. Several days later the same

students and some of the regular Dutch pilot personnel flew the planes several

hundred miles to the west end of the island to the flying base near Bandoeng where

the Netherlands Indies Army was operating their large fleet of Ryan trainers.

"It was no wonder that a number of the students ran out of gas because of poor

navigation and made forced landings in Sawas (rice paddies), but the ships held

up so well that in spite of several turn-overs none of the pilots were injured.

"My work was entirely with the Navy at Soerabaja, and unfortunately I did not

have an opportunity to get to Bandoeng and visit the Army school which also

operated Ryans."

Russell revealed that the Dutch were prejudiced at first against the snappy

low-wing Ryans for primary work, but that the airplanes proved themselves out in

actual training operations, and were extremely helpful in advanced flight work

which made it possible to transfer the students direct to the twin-engined Fokker
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and three-engined Bormiier flying boats which comprised the major part of the

Naval Air Force.

TRAINING BEGINS AT RYAN'S TUCSON SCHOOL Transferring the planes, equipment and

personnel of an entire Army pilot training school in the matter of a few days to

a new base 400 miles away and putting a newly established school into operation

without the loss of flying time is no easy task, but this has just been accom-

plished by Army and civilian personnel connected with the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics which began aviation cadet training the end of July at Tucson, Arizona,

after a week-end move from San Diego, California.

Dozens of sleek low-wing Ryan PT-22 Army primary training planes were flown

to the new Arizona school from San Diego just as quickly as cadets in training at

the California school completed their Instruction and the planes could be reser-

viced by maintenance crews.

Lower classman, from the Ryan School at San Diego upon completing the first

half of their primary pilot training course transferred to the new Tucson school.

as upperclassmen and there have been joined by a larger but undisclosed number of

lower classmen fresh from the v;est Coast Air Force reception center at Santa Ana,

Cal i fornia.

Upperclassmen who completed the primary course last week at San Diego included

the first group of undergraduate cadets from the U.S. Military Academy at west

Point.

For the past two months construction has been going on apace at Ryan's new

Tucson school in preparation for the new and considerably enlarged training base.

An open desert area 15 miles southwest of Tucson is being changed in a matter of

weeks to a completely equipped Army base with paved runways, hangars, barracks,

mess hall, maintenance shops, technical classrooms, and offices for instructors

and supervisory personnel.

Transfer of training operations from San Diego to Tucson was made almost

exactly three years after the Ryan School was selected as one of the first nine
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commercial aviation schools to give the primary pilot trailing formerly given

only at Army operated schools. In July, 1939, training began with limited faci-

lities and a small class of cadets, but since that time hundreds of cadets have

been trained at the Ryan Schools in San Diego and Hemet, and many of them have

taken active part in the war including participation with General Ooolittle in

the Tokyo bomb! ng.

INFORMAL Eddie Piersol is our new "Number One Boy" and we promised that we'd in-

troduce him formally in the next Issue of our news release. So here's the

COMMENT dope, as provided by Piersol himself;

About "Nln hao-pu-hao, peng-yo J Which, as any old China-hand will tell you,

means "Greetings". Ko-towing thrice in thy omniscient direction is

This this unworthy person, new number-one boy for the noble mandarin of
Ryan's public relations destiny. , ....Bi 1 1 Wagner.

And
In. hiring me, Bill may have been the victim of some fancy conclusion-

That jumping; | now suspect he misread the signature, Edward Warner P., on
my application as EDWARD P. WARNER OFortune" quote: 'Probably knows
about more sides of the aviation Industry than any man in the U.S.')
If Bill's confused by now, It's his own darn fault.

Awright.' So maybe I haven't been Professor of Aeronautics at M. I.T.

;

or Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Aeronautics; or Vice Chairman
of the C.A.B. like watzlzzname. Yeah, but I betcha he's never even
seen the Lama Devil Dance on the Gobi*, or eaten Tamana Argul*, or

spent the night* in a Mongol yourt. Can he_ tell you how to swear
fluently* in Chinese? Or how the Oriental street-cars* really run?
Hmmph J

(For full details send self-addressed, stamped envelope.)

Oh, welt, you probably won't be needing information of this type....
but, just the same, if I can help you in any way at all, please call
on

Yours sincerely,

Eddie Piersol
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We've got a hum-dlnger of a story coming up . we spent two of the most in-

teresting hours in a Jong time talking with - but mostly listening to - a

Navy flier back from the war in the Pacific. It's a real all 'round story,

but what Interested the writer most as Ryan's praise agent was new informa-

tion on the part Ryan training planes in Java played in the war.

We released a yarn on training In the Netherlands East Indies {n our last

letter which covered more than a year of Ryan sea- and landplane trainer

operation prior to the war, but the new story concerns operation of the

ships right up to a few days before the invasion of Java by the Japs. As
RECORD soon as the material |s cleared for publication you can be sure that we'll

have It in the mail to you.

"Wood Goes to Via r" Is the title we selected for a yarn dealing with the pre-
sent trend toward producing aircraft of non-strategic materials and it cer-

tainly fits our new Ryan PT-25 plastic-bonded plywood military primary
trainer which is described more fully below.

We think you'll be interested In learning that we are somewhat "reversing
the field" by going in the opposite direction from most of the plastic ply-
wood manufacturers in that we do not use "oven baking" methods which require
extensive equipment but have instead gone for a design which allows us to

use a simple fabrication process employing standard flat sheets over large

radii so as not to require complicated forming operations. That's beginning
to sound pretty technical so we'll stop there and await your requests - if

any - for further details.

RYAN INTRODUCES NEW ARMY PLYWOOD MILITARY TRAINER **** On contract for the U.S. Army,

the Ryan Aeronautical Company, pioneer of the low-wing trailing plane field, has

completed a new plastic-bonded plywood military primary trainer of advanced design

which |s believed to be the nearest approach yet reached toward the almost com-

plete elimination of strategic materials In military aircraft.

Aluminum alloys and all strategic materials have been eliminated in the new

Ryan ST-4, with the exception of the engine cowling which represents less than, two

percent of the total weight of the airplane. No forgings, castings or extrusions

WILLIAM WAGNER

MANAGER PUBLICITY AND PHOTOGRAPHY
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are used, nor are critical steels used for any of the fittings or structural

parts.

The two-place open cockpit Ryan ST-4, which bears Air Force designation PT-25,

Is an entirely new military airplane in design, construction and materials. |t

is powered with a 185 horsepower Lycoming 6~cy||nder horizontal opposed air-

cooled engine. It's builders have drawn heavily upon their Jong experience in.

developing, manufacturing and operating training planes In order to Incorporate

In their new plywood plane the lessons learned In years of service with the U.S.

Army and Nayy, the Netherlands East Indies, China and Latin American military

training organizations.

Flight characteristics of the new PT-25 approach the ideal sought for initial

military Instruction purposes, according to Joe Rust, company test pilot, who

has been conducting the test work. In development of the new plane, Ryan engi-

neers have particularly stressed and been able to incorporate in the design those

flight and ground handling qualities which are most important from the point of

view of pi lot training.

In addition, many of the qualities required in a basic training airplane have

been Incorporated in the flight characteristics and performance of the new Ryan,

even to the Installation of equipment, including that for night flying, which has

not heretofore been used in primary trainers.

Ryan's plywood trainer not only retains the "eye appeal" which has always

characterized the long line of highly successful and popular Ryan S-T trainers

but carries the design development to Its most advanced stage with a beautifully

finished, nicely proportioned full cantilever construction.

In every design detail full advantage has been taken of the most modern prac-

tices with the result that aerodynamical |y the ST-4 is one of the "cleanest"

primary training planes to ever make its bow. The smoothness of line has been,

obtained with a minimum of compound curved surfaces resulting In a manufacturing
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method which does not require use of ovens or baking methods In forming the

bonded plywood since cold setting urea formaldehyde glues are used throughout.

As with all previous Ryan military training models, particular attention has

been given to the desirability of providing maximum vision for student and In-

structor in order to assure the greatest possible safety during training flights.

Provision has been made for night flying In order to increase the effective

use of the new ST-4 to include training more advanced than that given In the

usual plane in the primary trainer category.

Little special equipment Is required in building the new Ryan plywood trainer

as cold-setting urea formaldehyde glues, which do not require "tricky" handling,

are used. The only molded plywood section Is the leading edge of the outer wing

panel. Standard size flat plywood sheets are employed for all other parts of the

airplane, and since all shaping of the fuselage and other units is done over

large radii, no complex forms are required for fabrication.

Metal fittings where necessary are of simple welded sheet steel and steel tube

but the Ryan company Js already conducting research work which may later make it

possible to convert most of the secondary structures to plastic materials. In

addition studies are under way looking toward the eventual adoption of plastics

for the primary structures.

EMPLOYES ADOPT WAR PILOTS Three American youths, eager to become members of the

nation's flying forces, will soon leave the "sidelines" of inactivity to which

they had been exiled by minor physical deficiencies and take to the air in search

of the enemy, through the patriotic generosity of Ryan Aeronautical Company em-

p loyes.

Cooperating with the "Adopt A Pilot" program of the American Flying Services

Foundation, an organization arranging for medical assistance to Army and Navy

pilot applicants who fail to pass the rigid physical examinations because of re-

mediable medical defects, Ryan employes through the company's joint management-

labor Production Drive Committee last week raised a fund for this humanitarian

purpO'Se. - 3 -





tn receiving the contribution, the Foundation expressed Its amazement on

{earning that the whirlwind campaign of two days duration had exceeded by several

times the original quota required to finance one applicant's rehabilitation; by

their enthusiastic participation, Ryan employes qualified for the "adoption" of

not one, but three pilots,

"We want to thank you", said the Foundation in its message to employes, "for

the part you are playing in this war effort, which can truly be called a double

effort,, ...since you are building the planes in which to train our potential

eagles, and also aiding in the rehabilitation of those wanting to fly."

SCHOOL TEACHERS "SUMMER VACATION" IN FACTORY The United States war effort and the

San Diego City School system both gained by the efforts of seven city school tea-

chers who sacrificed their usual summer vacation periods away from the classrooms

to do specialized technical work at the Ryan Aeronautical Company factory.

The men Instructors, who put their combined 2| months' erstwhile rest period

inito turning out planes destined to help blast the Axis, were all employed In

Ryan's tooling department.

Now working on his Master's degree from Oregon State College, Walter Busch had

chosen for his thesis to make a survey of certain war Industries with a view to

revising the industrial arts program of the city schools. A conversation with

J. Graham Sullivan, Director of Vocational Education for San Diego, convinced him

that he could best obtain this information by doing actual war work in a plant such

as Ryan.

Summing up his observations after a summer's activity, Busch declared; "This

summer's work has given me vastly increased technical information of value for my

students, and far more practical experience for myself than all the seven summer

schools I've attended 1"

Charles Greene, too, was enthusiastic over his work in the Tooling Department at

Ryan. "I'd never had a chance to know before just what was expected of youngsters

who come Into war plants after leaving my classes," he said, "Now I'll be able to

help them much more than I could have if I hadn't come to spend my 'vacation" here'.'
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HANDICAPPED WORKERS FIND PART IN WAR PRODUCTION A sextette of pneumatic air ham-

mers whine their discordant obbllgato while not-too-distant drop-hammers lend a

rhythmic bass accompaniment In the symphony of aircraft production heard dally In

the Ryan Aeronautical Company's factory.

To the poet Df war, this is music of Inspiration,,., for It sings a paen to new-

born planes that soon will wing along embattled skyways to freedom's victory. To

the more unimaginative, perhaps, the metal-smoothjng hammers in the Ryan factory's

Planishing Department are merely a nolsesome burden to be tolerated^

Vet, here in this scene of furies, two men are living and working in a world of

utter si lence I

Roland Mueller and Roy Grlmse, deaf-mutes, are today worklag in the Planishing

Department at Ryan because not long ago Ernie Moore, Production Superintendent,

was foreman of the layout department which then adjoined the rows of booming drop-

hammers,

Ernie frequently had cause, In the midst of concentration on his work, to wish

his own hearing were not so acute. This personal annoyance at the sounds eminatlng

from the planishing room gradually led him to greater consideration of men directly

In the department, and to plan for the day when the work might be done by men who

would be less affected by the noises of production machinery. It was, then, a

logical step to reflect that possibly someone lacking the normal sense of hearing.,

someone who was deaf. ...couJd find a place here.

In response to Moore's questioning, the personnel department was able to locate

two workers with these peculiarly profitable handicaps. Taken on In an experimen-

tal capacity, Roy Grlmse and Roland Mueller had never done work of this nature be-

fore; yet both came up to Ryan's expectations, were soon turning out work equal to—

and In many Instances better than— that of their fellow workers,

A hurdle soon overcome on the new job at Ryan was the problem of expiaimjng

operations and of transmitting orders. At first, instructions were written, but in

a short time their leadman, Earl Atkinson, had picked up sufficient knowledge of

their manual language to converse with them.
- 5 -





INFORMAL This Is finally our 20th Anniversary month ] We've been pestering every-

body with our ballyhoo for so long that It's probably a relief for you to

COMMENT know that we'll close our trap now, with one final word.

About

This

And

That

Collier's Jim Marshall; Life's John Morris; Look's Jean Herrlck and a

steady stream of writers have been dropping for a look see of late and

some of Walt Disney's cameramen have stopped In to shoot some technical

pictures for Uncle Sam. So, |f you're out this way let us know and

we'll do what we can to give you an accurate picture of what we're doing.

Our old friend Paul Dorsey , who's done a swell photographic Job for such

magazines as Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post, Time and Collier's Just
this minute dropped In for a chat. Paul's In "boot camp" at the Marine
Corps base here in preference to taking a commission which would be forth-

coming If he sought it. He want's a "shooting" part in the war - either
with camera or rifle - rather than a desk Job. Paul's seen plenty of
action In his day and is out looking for more.

Adlos,

flf/„

(
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Greetings Amfgos;

" V/lsh we were making planes that could really go out and fight ," was the

plaint of some of the Ryan boys during the days when we were building
training planes only. Well, at last Ryan is going to send ships into the

thick of the fight. Our new SOR-I's will be "eyes of the fleet" and bad
medicine for subs at the same time. Details in this issue.

The Mystery of the Stolen Building has been baffling Ryan execs at San
Diego. Not long ago School Controller Colin Stillwagen noticed that a

two-room flight building on one of Ryan's auxiliary flying fields was

A.W.O.L. He asked Claude Ryan If it had been sold. Nope, said C laude

So Colin Investigated, but all he could learn was that the soldiers
guarding the field had seen some men uproot the building, stuff it onto a

big truck and "drive away. The soldiers said they "assumed the men had per-
mission" to take the building. Strangest clue: the building had a tele-
phone in it. Colin searched every inch of the field for that phone, but
it wasn't there. Still, when he called the number the phone rang. Nobody
answered, however.

General Knudsen paid us a visit this week to look over our production set-
up. He went away happy, as far as we could tell. Wish you could have seen
this big shaggy giant striding through the plant with one arm around Claude
Ryan and the other round Vice President Eddie Molloy. Both Claude and
Eddie are so short they barely reach Knudsen's shoulder; the combination
reminded us of Papa Bear dragging off a couple of tasty snacks for lunch.

The best airmen die on the ground , according to the old saying, and it

still seems to hold good sometimes. Remember how Mel Jacoby of Time & Life
was killed In Australia by a fighter that swerved off the runway? Exactly
the same thing happened this month to Eddie Wlke, one of the Ryan flight
instructors at our Hemet school, who was at a military airport In Los
Angeles when the accident happened.

NAVY COMBAT PLANES BEING BUILT BY RYAN Combat planes for the U. S. Navy are now

being built by the Ryan Aeronautical Company, according to T. Claude Ryan, presi-

dent of the San Diego aircraft firm.

Contracts have been signed by Ryan with the Navy for mass production of the

SOR-I scout observation plane, a ship- or land-based aircraft intended for long
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range scouting missions. The basic type Ryan is building was developed for the

Navy Bureau of Aeronautics by the Curt i ss-Wr

I

ght Corporation.

In line with the government's policy of pooling design and production facili-

ties to speed the war effort, the Ryan Aeronautical Company some months ago was

given the additional responsibility of manufacturing a new model of the vital

SO scout observation type aircraft.

No Information can be released as to number of planes or dollar value involved,

but the contract is believed to be by far the largest ever awarded the Ryan Com-

pany, which has been best known in the past for its mass production of military

training planes.

The SOR-I is convertible to either wheel landing gear or floats. It is i

designed primarily for catapult operation from shipboard for scouting and anti-

submarine work. It has especially long cruising range, and can maneuver and land

at amazingly low speeds, even though it is much faster than older airplanes now

carried on naval shfps for similar duties. For catapult operation and water

landings the SOR-I is equipped with one main float and two wing tip floats, and

for operation from land bases it uses a conventional landing gear.

The SOR-I (S for Scout, for observation, R for Ryan, I for first model of the

series) is a mid-wing monoplane, powered with a Ranger inverted-V type In-line

|2-cy||nder air-cooled engine. The fuselage is all metal, of seml-monocoque de-

sign, with a two-place tandem cockpit arrangement. The wings and tail unit are

of cantilever design and of all-metal construction.

Wings are built up of aluminum alloy longitudinal stringers, shear beams and

bulkheads to which Is flush-riveted an aluminum alloy skin. Ailerons are fabric-

covered aluminum alloy frames, and there are trailing edge flaps.

The fuselage Is an aluminum alloy structure of the monocoque type, and is pro-

vided with a flush-riveted aluminum alloy skin. Pilot and observer cockpits are

each fully enclosed by a canopy. They are located forward of the leading edge and

aft of the trailing edge of the wing, respectively.
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Fixed tail surfaces are of full cantilever design. They incorporate sheer

beams and bulkheads and a flush-riveted aluminum alloy skin. Movable surfaces

are fabric-covered aluminum alloy frames.

The planes are strongly armed, in keeping with standard Navy specifications,

but details regarding armament and speed cannot be released.

The Columbus, Ohio plant of the Curt i ss-Wri ght Corporation has for some time

been producing similar scout observation planes known as "Seagulls," which are

already operating with ships of the United States fleet.

RYAN TRAINING PLANES IN DOGFIGHTS WITH JAPS Can you imagine unarmed Ryan STM-S2

seaplane trainers fighting Japanese pursuit planes over Java?

Well, it really happened, according to Earl "Chink" Lee, Navy flier recently

returned from the Pacific war zone. He saw Ryan planes In the Netherlands East

Indies mix into this and many other kinds of flying they were never designed to do.

These Ryan trainers were being used by the Dutch Colonial government to train

military pilots at the Morokrembangan Naval Air Base at Soerabaja, Java, early in

1942, As the armies of the Rising Sun advanced on Soerabaja, the pilots found it

necessary to combine training operations with aerial spotting duty. Students and

instructors were ordered to fly at high altitudes and keep an eye peeled for Jap

planes approaching from the north.

More than once, Lee says, these tactics led to dogfights. After spotting the

oncoming Jap pursuits, the pilots of the Ryan seaplanes couldn't get them back to

the base in time. They had to try to hide in the clouds or outmaneuver the yellow

fliers — and they were yellow, Lee assures us; several of his buddies were

machine-gunned while trying to parachute to safety from the Ryans.

Once a skillful Dutch pilot caught by a Jap pursuit engaged him in a dogfight

for 25 minutes before finally outmaneuver ing him and limping back — full of holes

and with his tab controls shot away.

"Those Ryan seaplanes could maneuver like mosquitoes and easily turn inside of

the Jap pursuits," Lee reports. "Of course, they had no guns and less than half
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tha speed of the Japs, but they were so responsive to control that many pilots

were able to get back safely from these one-sided melees, even though somewhat

shot up.

"Actually, some of the pilots felt so confident of the Ryans that in all

seriousness they wanted to put ,30-calibre machine guns on them and go up and en-

gage the Jap fighters.".

One native Javanese pilot did deliberately engage a Zero. His wife had been

killed that very day In a Japanese bombing attack. He took a Ryan seaplane

trainer up, lured a Jap pursuit plane to strafe him, and then dived into the Zero.

Both pi lots were k'i I led..

When the Japs got to sending as many as |00 bombers over Soerabaja at a time,

It was decided to save as much equipment as possible. The floats, wing panels

and tail surfaces of the Ryans were removed and the planes packed into their ori-

ginal San Diego shipping crates. They were sent to Australia, where they are now

understood to be used in training evacuated Dutch Indies and Australian pilots.

INFORMAL AAF Cadets Overpaid by Mistake A little extra cash sweetened the

deal for some of the Army Air Force cadets in the first class at our new

COMMENT school near Tucson. Conditions were pretty rough and rugged there this

summer, when the first class was getting its training while the school

About was still being constructed 'mid heat and dust. One of the things

lacking was electricity. And when Army officers were a bit late In

This making up the payroll one afternoon, they had to finish dishing out the

boys' cash in the dark. Result: next morning the officers found they'd

And paid more than they intended.'

That Keith Monro e is our new Number One Boy, now that Eddie Piersol has been

transferred to the Ryan personnel department. In accordance with our

custom here, we now ask him to introduce himself. Take it, Monroe:

"Next time you stop in at the Ryan public relations office, you

will be able to recognize me easi ly. I am the one who does not

wear dragon's-blood shirts or hearts-and-f lowers neckties. My

role here is to do the heavy work while V.'agner woos the Muse.

"My life history to date: Went to high school just across the

river from Manhattan, in Teaneck, N.J. V/orked awhile as a newspaper
reporter to accumulate a wad for college. Did a stretch at Stanford
and another at UCLA. Wrote copy for a Los Angeles ad agency, and

switched to a Phoenix ditto last year. After a comparatively brief
rap in Arizona, came to San Diego this month as Silent Bill Wagner's
helot.
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"Seriously, though, every night 1 kneel on my prayer rug and

give thanks to Allah that I am working for Silent Bill. He is a

good guy, and besides he is reading this over my shoulder.

"Any time you want help from this neck of the woods and Wagner
Isn't around, just scream for

Yours sincerely,

Keith Monroe"

Adlos,

P.S. Re Monroe's remarks: I've been called a lot of things in my time,

but this is the first time f've ever been accused of being "silent". As a

rule they say I make too damn much noise.
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Greeti ngs Ami gos:

More We've always been a wee bit envious of compa

American and Lockheed that designed and bui

I

Or actual theaters of war, while we were sluggi

exhaust manifold systems - just as important

Less soon we'll be right up there with the other

design a new combatant plane for the Navy; t

OFF want the plane to be able to do, and have le

to our own engineers, headed by Ben Salmon (

THE on the P-38 and later on bombers at Martin).

you all the news that can be released about

RECORD ours, (Release as issued below has been Nav

No. 41
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nies like Douglas, North

t craft active in the

ng away with trainers and

but less glamorous. But

glamour boys. We get to

hey've told us what they

ft the design detai Is up

who was project engineer

In this issue we give

this new assignment of

y approved).

Taking lessons from his former pupils
,
Captain Merrill H. Carlton,

ex-C.O. of the Ryan School of Aeronautics at Hemet, Calif., is now

receiving training on four-engined planes at Hobbs Field, N. M. He

is an engineering officer, and pursues his studies under guidance of

four instructors who were students of his at Ryan Field.

Absenteei sm among factory workers is our worst headache at the Ryan

factory, just as at many other aircraft plants. Through our company

magazine we're starting a campaign to cure that headache. The first

dose appears in the current issue, and has aroused so much favorable

comment that we thought you might be interested. A reprint is at-

tached, and may of course be reproduced if you'd like to use it.

Blackmaill That's what it is . You remember when they decided to

humanize J. P. Morgan by photographing him holding a midget on his

lap? Well, my new and capable assistant, Keith Monroe, has decided

that his boss needs to be similarly made acceptable in polite society,

and so in this issue uf our monthly release goes to work to "paint

the I i ly.»

RYAN TO DESIGN NEW COMBATANT PLANE Revision of the warplane manufacturing

program at the Ryan Aeronautical Company to include an important assignment from

the U. S. Navy for the design of a new and highly important combatant airplane

has been revealed by T. Claude Ryan, president, following recent conferences
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with officials in Washi ngton.

The company's present production program is being altered in line with cur-

rent developments in the various theaters of war which have necessitated certain

changes in the requirements affecting tactical airplanes.

This revision will involve a tapering off of production on the Ryan SOR-I

Navy Scout observation type, and the substitution during the transition period

of production of major aircraft components for important military aircraft for

several prime contractors.

The new war production program at Ryan will require a steady increase in the

number of workers at the company's San Diego plant, and further expansion of

manufacturing buildings and facilities, according to the Ryan announcement.

RYAN WORKER TELLS ABOUT GUADALCANAL "There've been plenty of times on

Guadalcanal 1 wished I was back, in the Ryan factory," Sergeant George L. Wester-

lind of the U. S. Marine Corps said softly. "I used to think I was working hard

at Ryan, but I never knew what real hard work was until I got to the front."

Westerlind, former I eadman in the Ryan Aeronautical Company's plant at San

Diego, is just back from two months in the Pacific war zone's hottest spot.

Before he was assigned to the Solomons he was at Midway Island during the battle

there, and at Hawaii during the December 7 surprise attack. Because of his

factory experience he became Sergeant in charge of a specialized ground crew

unit soon after he joined the Marines in 1940.

"My job was to help service SBU's — the Douglas Dauntless dive-bombers,"

he says. "That was no picnic when we moved into Henderson Field on Guadalcanal.

Hawaii had been bad, and Midway was worse, but the two months I lived through on

Henderson were the toughest I've ever known."

Westerlind and his mates had to keep their squadron of scout bombers ready

for flight with few tools and primitive makeshift workshops. This was an end-

less, agonizing job that kept the crev; laboring at top speed from dawn to dark-
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ness seven days a week.

"Every minute counted," the sergeant recalls. "It was a hammer-and-tongs

work all day long. We couldn't stop to rest a single minute, and we moved

faster than we'd ever dreamed we could. I remember repairing an elevator in

45 minutes — it would have taken me a sal id half-day back home. A motor change

that used to take three days in peace-time was made in three hours on Guadal-

canal ."

Eddie Ri ckenbacker, returning from the Solomons, said that war production in

America would be doubled if every war worker could spend a day at Guadalcanal.

Westerlind agrees. "My job at Ryan used to be just a job," he reminisces.

"I didn't work any harder than the next fellow, and I took a day off whenever

I felt like it. . . . I wouldn't do that now. I've seen how much every plane

means to the fellows at the front. I've watched them gamble their lives that

nobody back home in a factory had done a sloppy job on any part of the plane

they fly. . . . Mo, if I were back in an aircraft factory today, I'd work a lot

harder than I used to."

RYAN ROUNDS UP THE GALS Glamour girls, debutantes, and society matrons

are now just "part of the gang" at the Ryan Aeronautical Company's factory In

San oiego. Every day scores of San Diego women from all kinds of families

are now signing up for work at Ryan, attracted by the company's current drive

to recruit "womanpower."

Many of these women don't need the money, and are working only through

patriotism. Army and navy wives and daughters, university graduates, pro-

fessional women and social leaders — they're volunteering daily for war pro-

duction work, and thereby helping wipe out the last traces of the social

stigma that used to be attached to the "factory girl."
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For examp-le.,- the granddaughter of the U. S. Ambassador to Russia, Admiral

"illiam H. Standi ey, is now a Ryan worker. She is May Lou v/incote, who has

taken a job for the first time in her life. Likewise, Mrs. Roland H. Brock,

former president of the University Women's Club and wife of a San Diego utilities

executive, has also given up her active social life in order to help build air-

planes. She is a grandmother, and has never worked before.

Bi I ly Howard, daughter of General Arch F. Howard, a Marine commander some-

where in the South Pacific^ postponed her plans for an advanced college de-

gree and a possible career as a short-story writer in order to become a war

worker for Ryan. Another Marine relative now working in the factory is Mrs.

Josephine R. Vial I, former editor of a Marine Corps magazine and wife of Major

Robert S. Vial I, who is also in the Pacific battle zone.

The wives, sisters and daughters of men in the armed forces are flocking

into aircraft work because they find it takes their minds off their worries and

helps make the time go faster; and, of course, they like to feel that they're

making the armaments that may save their men-folks' lives. Relatives of every

military rank from seaman and buck private to admiral and general can be found

on the Ryan production lines.

Many of them have been brought in by Ryan's current city-wide drive to lure

San Diego women away from the bridge tables and onto the production lines. "The

women who already live in this city are the ones we must look to for help,"

Eddie Molloy, Ryan vice-president and local member of the War Manpower Com-

mittee, points out. "We can't ask people from other communities to come here,

because there isn't sufficient housing for them and no additional transportation.

But women who now live here already have homes, of course, and our present trans-

portation facilities can accommodate them,"

(Aside to editors: Good pix on request.) T -, /' //'/
Adios, 0-kC Wami&i.





SPECIAL RELEASE FROM KEITH MONROE

(Bill Wagner has been chiding me for not getting him enough personal

publicity, so from now on I'm goinrj to s^e that some real news about him

comes through with each of our monthly releases.)

WAGNER KIDNAPPED BY GYPSIES WHEN HE WAS CHILD Few persons can claim

the experiences of Wi I I iam Wagner, public relations director of the Ryan

Aeronautical Company, San jiego. For 14 years, Wagner, under the name of

"Dirty John," roamed the country with a wandering gypsy band that had kid-

napped him from his parents when he was a child.

But miraculously, in August, 1923, he was reunited with his right-

ful parents, Mr. and Mrs. William "agner, Sr., of Alhambra. They recog-

nized the "Dirty John," then living near Venice, California, as their

long-lost son. Identification was made through scars from an operation he

had undergone as a baby.

For years Wagner lived with the knowledge that somewhere his fami-

ly was searching for him. His years with the gypsies found him leading

a nomadic life, traveling from one part of America to another. Some

of his experiences Wagner will recount, others he wants to forget. Need-

less to say, he experienced considerable difficulty in picking up the

threads of a normal life.

Since 1930 Wagner has been working in aviation. He began as a

traffic representative and publicity man for TWA, and became Ryan's

director of public relations in 1937.
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Greetings Amigos i

V/e' ve had lots of visitors here lately . . . Charles A.
LindbergTi . . . Eddie Rickenbacker . . . Charles E. Uilson,
General Knudsen and their entourage frora the 7ar Production
Board . . . Frank Taylor of the Saturday Evening Tost . . .

Fernando FLores, president of Publicaciones Latino-Ameii-
canas, Inc., and editor of ^viaeion, leading Latin iimerican
air nagasine . . Fran.': Olijter, technical editor of Iron Age.
Why don't sone of the rest of you boys coue in and see us?
Yfe're ready to present you with the keys to San Diego, and
maybe help you dig up a good story or two , at a moment's
notice.

Some Ryan men took their lives in their hands one evening
recently, in order to avert a shut-down of the factory's
welding facilities. You'll find the story in this issue.

Ryan personnel department workers stop at nothing- to keep
factory employees well and happy. They even give them their
blood i Jim Bunnell, head of the Employee Service division,
recently learned that one of the factory workers (whom he'd
never met) was ill and needed a blood transfusion. Jim
promptly jumped into his car, drove to the hospital and gave
a pint of his blood. Then he drove back to the plant and
resumed work.

"BLOODHOUNDS OF THE AIR" EQUIPPED YJITH RYAN MANIFOLDS---Ryan exhaust

manifolds go to war . . . but they don't all go on airplanes!

Big Navy blimps, bloodhounds of the air which are bad news for

U-boats, are being equipped with aircraft engine exhaust mani-

folds made in the Ryan factory in San Diego. These blimps range

the sea lanes off our Atlantic and Pacific Coasts in an endless
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hunt for submarines. They have sunk an undisclosed number of subs

by depth charges, and their approach has frightened countless other

U-boats into crash diving. In addition, airships are being used

more and more for convoy escort. The Navy has revealed that

thousands of surface vessels have been escorted by blimps, and that

only one of these ships has been lost to submarines.

These non-rigid dirigibles are such bad medicine for undersea

craft that 200 Navy patrol blimps were authorized by Congress early

in the war. A modern blimp can fly low, fly blind, see deep under

the water and travel fast enough to cover more area in a day's

reconnaissance than the fleetest surface vessels. It can stand

still in the air, fly backward, or even put down a sea anchor and

(ride as securely as a boat.

The new patrol-type airship costs less to build than a torpedo

boat or large patrol plane. It is vulnerable to submarine deck

guns, but not as vulnerable as you might think. One blimp, leak-

ing gas for 72 hours from 14 gaping holes, flew 400 miles for re-

pairs. In the past, subs have been reluctant to fight it out with

any form of aircraft because of disadvantage in position. In

World War I, the very presence of blimps in an area was a signal

for U-boats to steer clear.

RYAN COATANY EARNINGS $1.27 PER SHAKE --A sharp increase in gross

revenues of the Ryan Aeronautical Company and its wholly-owned sub-

sidiaries for the year ended October 31, 1942, was reported by

president T. Claude Ryan in his annual report to stockholders. The

increased volume of business resulted in a net profit of $1,27

per share after all charges.
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Total revenues in the 1942 fiscal year amounted to

$19,620,076, compared with $8,390,201 for the ten months fiscal

period ended October 31, 1941. Profit before provision for re-

negotiation and Federal income ta:ces was £>4,225,583, more than

double that of the prior ten months fiscal period. After all

charges net profit was i)556,444.

/JBSENTEEISi: DROPS SHARPLY AT RYAN—-Absenteeism among factory and

office workers at Ryan has dropped sharply in the last two months,

a survey by the Ryan personnel department revealed. Gains of as

much as 32$ in average attendance have been reported since Janu-

ary 1.

According to Frank Saye , employment manager at Ryan, the chief

reason for the improved attendance is a unique attack on un-

authorized absences made by the Ryan employees' magazine. Under

a heading "Don't Show This Chart To Your Friends In The Service,"

the magazine published a chart showing that attendance at the fac-

tory was much higher on -cay-days than other days, and lowest of

all on Saturdays and J'ondays. The chart shocked Ryan workers into

realization of the cumulative effect of individual absences by

giving the week-end lulls in attendance such biting labels as

"Holidays for Hitler," "Take -It-Easy Time," and "Complacency Week-

End." Beside this chart the magazine printed another drawing show-

ing daily 100$ attendance by soldiers, sailors and marines at the

battlefront.

"The effect of the chart was immediate," Saye reported. "Once

they realized the seriousness of the situation, Ryan workers came

through magnificently. In the week following the appearance of
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the chart, absenteeism at Ryan dropped 17.6$. The rate continued

to decline for several weeks, then leveled off to an average daily

rate which is now 23.96$ below the former rate. Best of all, the

absentee rate on Saturdays and I.Iondays has dropped 32$.

EMPLOYEES DEVELOP NEW EQUIPMENT TO SAVE 120,000 LBS. 0E STEEL-—Be

-

cause several workers at Ryan got into an after-hours bull session

recently, 120,000 pounds of steel will be saved for Uncle Sam this

year.

Several Ryan employees in the Plant Engineering department

noticed that the factors'-' s big heat treat furnace wore out six

heavy steel loading trays a day because of friction in dragging

the white hot trays in and out by hand. So they dreamed up a

movable loading fork operated by chain and crank which would slide

the trays in and out without friction. Bob Christy drew the de-

signs and the Plant Engineering department built it and put it

into operation. It worked so well that a single tray now lasts a

full day—thus saving 385 pounds of steel daily. The loading fork

also cuts in half the time needed to load and unload the furnace

—

an operation which is done countless times daily.

The new idea may save much more steel—and man hours— than the

economies it has already accomplished at Ryan, because other air-

craft factories all over the country are likely to adopt the same

loading method. Under the idea pooling system of the Aircraft

War Production Council, Ryan's new loading fork design will be

available without charge to any aircraft coupany that wishes to

use it.





A.

A

. 7. RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTED FOR RYAN Increased impor-

tance of work being done for the Array Air Forces by the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company has led to the appointment of an A.A.F. resident

representative there. Ilajor Harry R. Treraaine is Ryan's new Array

contact man. In the past, liaison between the Army and this

coripany has been handled by Air Force officers who divided their

tine among several companies.

Tremaine was a well-known Los .Jigeles attorney before the Army

called hin to active duty last year. He has been a reserve officer

for nineteen years.

RYAN EI.TLOTEHS RISE LIVES TO PREVENT SHUTDOWN Just how close the

Ryan plant came to shutdown of its welding facilities one night

recently was never suspected by workers on the production line.

But the margin was far too close for comfort of the factory

managers.

The cause of the trouble was a shortage of liquid oxygen. The

truck which regularly brings it from Los Angeles didn't show up—

due to illness of the regular driver and other difficulties be-

yond the trucking company's control.

During that night, the plant kept going from hour to hour with

bottles of liquid oxygen borrowed from other companies. However,

this wasn't enough, and toward midnight it appeared certain that

the factory would have to shut down unless the missing oxygen

truck could be located.

After hours of telephoning, Plant Engineer D. II. Palmer finally

ascertained that the truck would reach San Juan Capistrano about

1:30 a.m. So Al Gee, chief of plant protection, hit the highway

with police siren and red light on his car, in the hope of meeting
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the truck at San Juan Capistrano. He made the 65 miles in

exactly 65 minutes, met the truck at the little junction town,

then escorted it back along the dimmed-out highway at better than

a mile a minute.

Liquid oxygen is more dangerous than dynamite. Gee knew that

if the hurtling truck behind rammed him, collided with another

vehicle, or swerved off the road, his chances were little better

than the truck driver's. But he didn't slow down.

The two vehicles shot into San Diego at 3:10 a.m.—less than

half an hour before the plant's remaining supply of liquid oxy-

gen would have been exhausted. "It's all part of the day's

work," Gee remarked as he went home to bed.

Adios

,
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SrECIAL RELEASE FROM KEITH MONROE

(Bill Wagner was so delighted to see that several publications
picked up the personal publicity I wrote about hira last time
that I decided to give hira another plug this iaonth. There's
nothing like a little publicity to keep the boss happy.)

WAGNER SPENDS WINTER VACATION WORKING IN COAL MINE—William Wagner,

head of the Public Relations department at Ryan Aeronautical Com-

pany doesn't believe in relaxing during war tine, even on his

vacation.

During Wagner's mid-winter vacation recently, he made a trip

to Altoona, Pennsylvania, where his grandfather owns a coal mine.

There he shouldered a pick-axe and went to work with the other

miners in the depths of one of the shafts. After more than a week

of digging coal, Wagner returned to his desk at Ryan, virtually a

new man.

"The shortage of heat fuel makes it imperative for every

patriotic American to do his bit in keeping the country warm this

winter," Wagner said afterward. "I'm proud and happy to have done

my bit in producing fuel to warm the shivering citizens of the east

and midwest. "

Wagner's vacation work was purely altruistic. He accepted no

pay for it, and he needs no fuel himself, since he lives in sunny

San Diego where coal is never necessary.

(If anyone asks me, I'm a fuel to let Keith Monroe keep on with this
libelous expose. A couple of magazines last month thought this stuff
was fact—not fiction—and seriously printed the "gypsy" yarn. Who's
goin^ to fall for the miner story? Bill Wagner)
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Greetings Amigos;

Four of the fliers who bombed Tokyo last year first learned to fly in Ryan
training planes at the Ryan School of aeronautics in San jiego. Two of
them, Travis Hoover and Rodney Wilder, are now flying in North Africa and
were present at the reunion with Doolittle last week. Another, Kenneth
Reddy, was killed in a bomber crash in Arkansas last September. The
fourth, Lucian Youngblood, is presumably on active duty somewhere over-
seas, but we've lost touch with him. . , . Incidentally, the man who was
the first Commanding Officer at the Ryan School is now in Washington, in

charge of selecting all Air Force personnel for overseas duty — Lieutenant
Colonel Lloyd P. Hopwood.

The stream of visitors continues . . . Bill Ne I son of ,i ngs and Av iati on

. . . John Foster, Jr. of Aviation . . . Lee Price of Time . . . Jack Hay-
dock of American Machinist . . . and, of course, Glenn Martin, Larry Bell,

Ralph jamon, Frank Russell, Carlton ',ard, L. C. Goad, and other top men

from the AWPC East Coast.

One of the youngest foremen ever appointed at any major factory in America
— that's Clarence Foushee, 22-year-old foreman of Ryan's newly-organized

Manifold Development department. He's just been made a foreman here after

3g years with the company.

Landplanes built at Ryan as private sport planes are doing deadly work

against enemy submarines, we learned recently through the CAP. Ryan S-C

cabin planes equipped with demolition bombs and simple 20-cent bombsights

are flying regular coastal patrol duty off U.S. shores, the CAP says.

EASTERN AIRCRAFT EXECUTIVES VISIT RYAN — As part of their tour of the eight major

Southern California aircraft factories, leading eastern aviation executives went

through the Ryan plant last week. One of their main objectives during their

Ryan visit was to learn just how Ryan's unique Quality Control system operates.

They spent an hour in conference with Bert Holland, Quality Manager at Ryan,

listening to his exposition of the Ryan system which has lowered scrap losses
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an average of $1300 a week. Afterwards, the party adjourned to the El Cortez

Hotel for an informal dinner given by Claude Ryan. Among those present were

Glenn Martin, newly-elected president of both the National and East Coast Air-

craft war Production Councils; L. C. Goad, general manager of the eastern air-

craft division of General Motors; J. Carlton Ward, Jr., president of Fairchi Id;

Rear Admiral C. A. Pownall; Colonel B. -». Saunders, Jr.; John Lee of the West

Coast AWPC; Clyde Vandeburg of the OWt; Frank Russell, general manager of the

National AWPC; Larry Bell of Bell Aircraft and Dr. A. E. Lombard, Jr. of the

Aircraft Production Board,

RYAN S-Cs VERSUS U-BOATS — "When the war is over and the full story of the Civil

Air Patrol can be told," says Major General Follett Bradley, "there'll be a

special roll of honor for the CAP'S 'flying minute men' of America. A con-

siderable number of submarines they've spotted have been sunk. Other U-boats

about to attack merchant vessels have crash dived at the approach of CAP planes,

Vessels in distress have been reported, and hundreds of survivors of torpedo-

ings have been rescued when their position was radioed to shore by these

patrol planes."

Just how many Ryan S-Cs are being used in this little-known war against

Hitler's submarines is the Army's secret — but the Ryan company does know of a

number of S-C owners who are now at coast bases with the CAP.

When one of these civilian pilots heads a Ryan out to sea loaded with a

heavy weight of explosives, he knows he's not starting on a picnic. Any

machine gun on a submarine could knock his plane out of the air. If he runs

out of gas or is forced down by engine trouble, he's got nothing to look for-

ward to except a crash landing at sea. His only protection is a Mae West life

preserver and a rubber life boat. So far more than a dozen fliers have been

lost on patrol duty.

But risking their planes and their necks is all part of the game to these

sportsmen pilots. As Texas wing commander U. H. Byrd says, "There isn't a man
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on our patrol who wouldn't swap his plane or anything else to bag a seven-

million-dollar sub and its 59 men."

JOHN KIMBROUGH LEARNING TO FLY AT RYAN SCHOOL — Flying is even more fun than play-

ing football, Jarrin' Jawn Kimbrough, three-year Al l-Ameri can fullback, stated

last week at Ryan School of Aeronautics, Tucson, where he is a student officer

in the AAF. If Kimbrough successfully completes his primary training at Ryan

Field, he may eventually wind up fulfilling his biggest ambition — to pilot a

bomber over Germany. He's already overcome one of his biggest handicaps — his

weight,

Kimbrough had to diet his way aloft. His football-playing weight was 220

pounds, but the Air Forces maximum is 200. So Kimbrough went to work on a

month's diet, during the last week of which he drank no water, and miraculously

lopped off 22 pounds. His former team-mates at Texas A. and M. couldn't believe

it when they heard the bone-crushing fullback was down to 198.

RYAN EARNS 651 PER SHARE IN FIRST FOUR MONTHS — Gross revenues of the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company and its wholly-owned subsidiaries for the four months ended

February 28, 1943, were up 25% over the corresponding period of last year,

T. Claude Ryan reported recently to the company's stockholders. Ryan's gross

revenue for the four months was $7,430,258 — which resulted in a net profit of

$287,047 or approximately 650 per share after providing for all charges except

renegoti ati on.

EARL PRUPDEN MIDDLE-AISLES IT — Earl p. Prudden, Ryan's genial vice-president, has

been flabbergasting friends recently by blithe remarks along this line: "Did

you hear that | middle-aisled it last week? Yep, finally did it. The girl?

Jane Eaton of Pasadena."

Some of his intimate friends were in need of medical attention after re-

ceiving thi s bol t from the blue. But when Earl revived them, he explained that he
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Simmer, former owner of a hardware store in Perham, Minnesota, came to San

Diego two years ago to retire. He invested his savings in a tourist court and

settled down to a leisurely life. But when war began, Simmer wanted to do his

share, so he went to work on the Ryan production line. Recently he sold his

tourist court and bought war bonds.

RYAN APPOINTS NEW EXECUTIVES — a wave of promotions and appointments was announced

recently by Ryan executives in San Diego. Mel Thompson , service manager, has

been appointed assistant to Eddie Molloy, vice president in charge of manufac-

turing. Ray Clever has moved up to replace Thompson as acting service manager.

John Van der Linde has been promoted from night superintendent to foreman of a

newly-organized Assembly department which will oversee the Wing, Fuselage, Sub-

Assembly, Final Assembly and Finishing departments. The new night superin-

tendent i s M. W. "Buck" Kel ly
,

former Sub-Assembly foreman.

In addition, three new executives have joined the company: J. E. Cooper
,

formerly with Consolidated Vultee, is assistant to production superintendent

E. A. Moore; J. T. Zihlman of Goodyear is assistant to factory manager G. E.

Barton; W. Dow woodward
,
previously with Curti ss-Wr

i

ght, is contract coordinator

under Walter Locke, Ryan's contract administrator.

Another new appointment i s Travi s Hatf i eld as director of athletics and

recreation. Hatfield was formerly a pitcher for Seattle in the Pacific Coast

League and later became a boxing manager. He still has a stable of fighters —
one of whom, Jack Coggins, light-heavyweight ranked sixth nationally, followed

Hatfield to Ryan and went to work in the Manifold department. For the last

three years Hatfield has also been a scout for the Brooklyn Dodgers under Tom

Downey, Brooklyn's scout for the entire coast, who likewise works for Ryan as

an inspector in Final Assembly.
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AIRCRAFT WORKERS START VICTORY GARDEN IN DESERT — A victory garden in the middle

of the Arizona desert has been started by workers at Ryan School of Aeronautics,

AAF primary training school 16 miles southwest of Tucson. 65 people, from

Captain Dean Canard, Commanding Officer, to flight instructors, office workers

and mechanics, are at work on 250-square-foot plots. Land was spaced off and

furnished free by Ryan, which also plowed the land and harrowed in 30 yards of

fertilizer. Gardeners furnished their own tools and seed, but water is given

to the project by the school.

Before starting the project, assistant manager Harry Siegmund had Univer-

sity of Arizona scientists test the ground and learned from them that it could

be made to produce generous supplies of melons, squash, corn, turnips, tomatoes

and other vegetables.

Adios,





SPECIAL RELEASE FROM KEITH MONROE

(Bill Wagner got so much fan mail regarding his winter vacation in a coal mine
that I decided to keep up my all-out, pub I tcity^at-any-pri ce campaign for the
boss. There's nothing like publicity, be it truth or fiction, to keep one's em-
ployer happy.)

WAGNER STARTLES ARIZONANS WITH "HUMAN FLY" EXPLOIT — Even his best friends

didn't know until last week that William Wagner, head of the Public Relations

department at Ryan Aeronautical Company, was a human fly. |t took a serious

emergency to bring out Wagner's hidden talent.

At the end of a visit to Ryan Field, the AAF primary training school

operated by the Ryan School of Aeronautics in the desert southwest of Tucson,

Wagner discovered that he had left his wallet containing his tickets back to

San ji ego in the flight control tower. It was Sunday afternoon. The tower

was locked and the field was virtually deserted. Wagner had less than an hour

to retrieve his wallet and drive the 16 miles back to Tucson.

After several frenzied minutes spent fruitlessly trying to find someone

who had a key to the flight control building, Wagner tore off his shoes and

stockings and scaled the sheer wooden side of the three-story-high flight

control building. He wormed his way through a window at the top, retrieved

his wallet, then worked his way down the wall again to the grouna. The two-

way trip took less than 12 minutes and Wagner drove to the airport in time to

catch his plane with three minutes to spare.
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RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
RJTAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS RYAN AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE

LINDBERGH FIELD • SJW DIEGO • CALIFORNIA

No. 44
July 1943

Greetings Amigos;

Our whole Public Relations department is wallowing in the luxury of our

spacious quarters in the new Ryan office building. Tommy Hixson and Frank

Martin, our photographers, glory in a photographic division three times the

size of their former one, and Bill Wagner now feels like a full-fledged

dignitary with a private office all to himself. Keith Monroe is still mut-
tering in his beard about his new desk — which still hadn't arrived 10

days after we moved in — and about the cardboard boxes he is using for

filing cases until the new cabinets show up. However, the other members

of the department insist there's nothing wrong with Monroe that a good

stomach pump wouldn't cure, and probably by the time you read this, peace

and quiet will reign in our new dbode. Come up and see us sometime.

Vi si tors th i s month included Artemus W. Gates, Assistant Secretary of the

Navy, on a 27,000-mile tour of inspection; three of England's top aero-
nautical technicians, here for a conference with Ryan Standards Engineer
Tom Hearne on the international standardization project which he heads up —
Flight Lieutenant D. G. Moffitt of the RAF, './. T. Gemme I I of the British
Ministry of Aircraft Production, and H. V.'. Goodinge of the Society of Brit-
ish Aircraft Constructors. Others who dropped in were Paul Hunter, editor
of Liberty; and Peggy Guetter, western editor of American Aviation.

Silence dominated a wedding ceremony between two Ryan workers this month
when Municipal Judge Joe Shell married two deaf-mutes — Wallace D. Hipp,
welder, and Lois Gentry, drophammer operator, both of Ryan. After days of

rehearsal, Judge Shell managed to gesture intelligently "I now pronounce
you husband and wife" at the completion of a ceremony which was followed
by Hipp and Miss Gentry from typewritten cards.

RYAN BUILDS NEW PLANT ADDITION FOR GREATER PRODUCTION — Several additional fac-

tory buildings, including a large final assembly structure and a new office and

engineering building, are under construction at the Ryan Aeronautical Company

plant site on Lindbergh Field, San Diego, and will soon be ready for the company's

use in meeting increased production schedules.
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The new final assembly building is adapted to the manufacture of much

larger aircraft and assemblies than Ryan has built in the past, and will be used

for carrying out large production contracts held by the firm. It will have giant

200-foot span trusses with clearance under them 35 feet, in order that huge

cranes can lift completed assemblies vertically from one production fixture to

another.

Adjoining the final assembly building will be additional first aid rooms

with extensive medical facilities. Another feature of the new layout will be a

service building for the company's automotive equipment.

The new office and engineering building will also contain a cafeteria where

hot food will be served to workers on all shifts.

When the present program is completed, the Ryan plant site, including fac-

tory and office buildings and paved areas, will cover 38 acres. Large parking

lots and other surfaced areas are part of the new construction program, which

also includes emergency water supply and fire protection facilities.

Many improvements to the present plant are also planned or under construc-

tion. Among these are the installation of overhead conveyors to facilitate the

handling of dies and materials. Much new manufacturing equipment is also being

installed in the present and new factory buildings.

3ERS0NS NAMED INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS HEAD — V. Frank Persons, nationally-known expert

on employee relations and social work, has been named head of the Ryan Aeronauti-

cal Company's newly-organized Industrial Relations department.

He was director of the United States Employment Service from July I, 1933, to

May I, 1939, when he doubled as assistant to the director of the Civilian Con-

servation Corps, in charge of enrol lee selection. He remained with the CCC until

March 31, 1942, and recently was director of industrial relations for Consolidated

Vultee Aircraft Corporation.
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During world ' ar I, Persons was director general of civil! an relief for the

American Red Cross and, in 1919, went to Europe to help organize the League of

Red Cross Societies. Two years later, he became vice chairman of the American

Red Cross.

FRASER JOINS RYAN AS INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER — Another big-leaguer to join Ryan's

galaxy of ace executives last month was Oliver Fraser, Jr., noted authority on

aluminum and stainless steel, who comes to Ryan as Industrial Engineer. Fraser

has been an executive of the Aluminum Company of America, the U. S. Steel Corpor-

ation, and the Bell and North American aircraft factories.

The new position of Industrial Engineer has been created specifically for

Fraser. He will make special studies and recommendations regarding Ryan's manu-

facturing operations and will work closely with the supervisors of engineering,

laboratory, tooling and methods engineering departments.

RYAN EMPLOYEE GETS NATIONAL RECOGNITION — Recently Bob Christy, Ryan employee in

the Plant Engineering department, designed a movable loading fork for Ryan's heat-

treat furnace which saves 120,000 pounds of steel annually and cuts in half the

time needed to load and unload the furnace. This month Christy was notified by

Aero Digest that he was to receive the magazine's June award of a $100 war bond

for the best wartime Production Shortcut in May.

RYAN TO OPEN DAYTON OFFICE — Paul Hugh Valdman has been appointed liaison repre-

sentative for the Ryan Aeronautical Company at '.right Field, Dayton, Ohio. He

will establish an office in Dayton to maintain personal contact with Army Air

Forces officers on all service problems and contract negotiations affecting Ryan

mi J i tary p lanes.

V.'aldman was a Ryan field service representative and previously had been

automotive service manager of the company. Kirk Sellew has replaced valdman in

the latter position,
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE REUNITES HOME TOWN BOYS -- Two young friends from Emmett,

Idaho, who hadn't seen each other in years were reunited recently through the

medium of a Ryan Aeronautical Institute home-study course. Ernest budwig and

John v/ ilter grew up together, graduated from high school together, then parted

company and left Emmett to make their fortunes. Ernie went to Los Angeles and

signed up with Lockheed; John headed for Seattle, but later moved to Los Angeles

and went to work for Northrop. Neither knew where the other was. However, by

coincidence, both decided to better themselves in aircraft work by taking the

home-study course in aeronautical drafting and engineering offered by the Ryan

Aeronautical Institute.

Both boys turned out to be excellent students and the Institute arranged to

have pictures taken of them. Both were summoned to the same photographer's

studio on the same day. When they met, they could hardly believe it — it seemed

like a one-in-a-mi I li on coincidence, but it actually happened. Now the two boys

are buddies again in Los Angeles.

RYAN SUBSIDIARY NAMES NEW BOARD MEMBERS — The Ryan Aeronautical Institute was also

in the news this month with an expansion of its board of directors. Three new

directors were elected by stockholders, who voted at the same time to enlarge

the board from five to seven members.

In their annual meeting held in the Institute offices in San biego, stock-

holders named Joel M. Whitney, dean of the Institute; Samuel Lipsett, its super-

visor; and George woodard, secretary of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, as new

directors. T. Claude Ryan, Earl b. Prudden, Colin A. Stillwagen, and William

V'agner were re-elected to the board, which had been functioning with one

vacancy since the resignation of Gordon ;rown as a director last year. Ryan and

Prudden are president and vice-president respectively of both the Ryan School and

the Ryan Company; Wagner is public relations director for both. The Institute is

ah affiliate of the Ryan School of Aeronautics.
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RYAN INSTALLS VISITING NURSE SYSTEM — The Ryan Company is one of the first air-

craft companies to employe a visiting nurse to render assistance to workers ab-

sent because of illness or accident. The nurse is Miss Betty Mills, registered

nurse formerly of Mercy hospital, San Liego. She visits employees absent three

days or more, to make sure that they are well looked after and to run errands,

get prescriptions filled and render whatever other service she cun to ailing

Ryan i tes.

Adios,
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RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
RJTAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS RYAN AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE

LIAfDBERGH FIELD • JJIN DIEGO • CALIFORNIA

No, 45
September 1943

Greetings Amigos;

More Remember the charming new visiting nurse we told you about in our last
Issue? She didn't last long on the Ryan payroll. Ernie Moore, our pro-

Or duction superintendent, up and married her!

Less Vice-President Earl D. Prudden also took the fatul Nap last month. He
married Adelaide Smith, corporate secretary of the Ryan School of Aero-

OFF nautics of Arizona. Before that she was corporate secretary and a direc-
tor of the Ryan Aeronautical Company and private secretary to President

THE T. Claude Ryan, Ryanites always thought that the genial Earl would never
be taken alive, but we understand Adelaide has completely domesticated

RECORD him at their new home in Tucson.

Something in this Ryan atmosphere must put music in the boys' souls.
Song-writers are beginning to blossom in our midst. Wellington Strange-
man, a Ryan office worker, recently wrote a patriotic song which Gracie
Fields sang on a coast-to-coast hook-up. Then Jack Graham, one of our
dispatchers, batted out a song which Horace Heidt is scheduled to put on

the air.

Our book-writing division is flourishing, too, Tom Dickinson, a naval
aircraft inspector here, has published the Aircraft Construction Hand-
book, a complete non-technical description of the process of manufactur-
ing airplanes. . . . And the Herald-Tribune book section listed Reed
Kinert's volume, America's Fighting Planes in Action, among N, Y. best-
sellers. Kinert is a flight instructor at the Ryan School near Hemet,
Cal i f,

RYAN HADE PRESIDENT OF AIRCRAFT COUNCIL — T. Claude Ryan, president of the Ryan

Aeronautical Company, has been elected president of the Aircraft War Production

Council, West Coast. Mr, Ryan succeeds LaMotte T. Cohu of Northrop as head of

this organization of the eight major Pacific Coast airframe manufacturers.

UNIQUE WAR-WORKER CAFETERIA OPENED BY RYAN —- A cafeteria for employees, in which

menus are decided by the employees themselves, was opened September I by the

WILLIAM WAGNER. . DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY
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Ryan Aeronautical Company. It is believed to be one of the first war plant

cafeterias in America in which employees will have a voice in the operation.

A cafeteria committee, with employee representatives from each department in

the company, meets weekly with the cafeteria managers. Each representative lays

before the committee all complaints and suggestions about the food which fellow

workers in his department have brought him during the week.

Any changes in the menu, or in the methods of cooking and serving food, which

are requested by the committee are followed if possible. If the request is im-

possible, steward William Hermes shows the committee exactly why. Understanding

of the cafeteria management's problems is building up an appreciation of the

service rendered, Hermes says.

The cafeteria serves all food at cost, and offers hot breakfasts and hot

lunches to both first and second shifts. Mrs. Esther Long, women's counselor

and expert dietitian of the company, advises the committee on health standards

to be followed in arranging well-balanced meals.

The cafeteria is operated for the company by its affiliate, the Ryan School

of Aeronautics, under the direction of comptroller Colin a. Stillwagen. Equipped

with four steam-table aisles, the cafeteria serves e>0 customers per minute.

Tables and benches for hundreds of employees have been set up outside under a

protective roof.

NOTED ENGINEER JOINS RYAN — Nathaniel E. 'arman, nationally-known marine engineer,

has joined the Ryan Aeronautical Company as Assistant to the Chief Engineer.

V.'arman was formerly Chief Marine Engineer of the Marinship Corporation, where

he was in charge of machinery design on the shipyard's 10,000-horsepower tankers,

and designed the fastest single-screw tanker ever built. He startled the marine

engineering world by completing the designs for this ship in 87 days, as com-

pared to the usual period of 18 to 24 months required to design a tanker.
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Warman's career since graduation from the U. S. Naval Academy in 1931 has

included post-graduate work in aeronautical engineering at California Institute

of Technology, and executive engineering positions vvi th f onti ac Motors division

of General Motors, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, ,. A. Bechtels Company and

California Shipbuilding Company.

warman was also prominent in athletics at Annapolis, stroking the Navy crew

for four years and playing end on the football team two years.

RYAN REPORTS $424,648 PROFIT — Subject to audit and possible year-end adjustment,

consolidated net profit of the Ryan Aeronautical Company and its wholly-owned

subsidiaries for the eight months ended June 30 amounted to $424,648 after pro-

vision for estimated federal income and excess profits taxes of $1,578,878. The

net profit per share for the eight months was 97 cents, and the provision for

estimated federal income and excess profits taxes was at the rate of $3,59 a

share,

RYAN STUDENT BECOMES YOUNGEST CO. IN EUROPEAN THEaTER — A I i eutenant co I onel at

23, Chesley Gordon Peterson is the new commanding officer of a U. S. fighter

station somewhere in England, He is one of the eight original members of the

American Eagle squadron, and is the youngest officer in the European theater to

hold a position such as his.

Ten days after he turned 23 on August 10, the AAF made him top man of his

Thunderbolt-fighter group. "It's a fairy tale come true," said the veteran of

137 missions over occupied territory. "I'd rather have this job than be general

of the air forces,"

Peterson received his primary flight training with an AAF detachment at the

Ryan School of Aeronautics in San l i ego several years ago, but later was washed

out when authorities learned he had falsified his age to gain acceptance as an

aviation cadet. This setback prompted him to offer his services to the RAF

Eagle Squadron,
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UNION EMPTIES STRIKE FUND AT RYAN — "You can quote me as saying that the CIO really

believes in your slogan, 'Ryan Is a Better Place to Work,'" said William

Salmon, financial secretary of Local 506, UAV.'-CIO, when he walked into a joint

management-labor committee meeting for the Third war Loan Drive. "Our union

doesn't believe we'll need a strike fund here. So we're emptying our strike

fund and post-war funds to buy a $1000 War Bond to help along the Ryan drive."

Salmon, who was a chief petty officer in the Navy for fifteen years, matched

the union's contribution with a personal $1000 purchase. The two big bonds

speeded Ryan toward its quota in a whirlwind campaign to raise $350,000 worth of

extra war bonds in 24 hours.

Adios,
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SPECIAL RELEASE FROM KEITH MONROE

Wife Prevents Wagner From

Murdering His Brain Child

Wi I I iam Wagner, public relations director of the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company and a rumored "dark horse" possibility for U. S,

Senatorial nomination, recently returned home late at night to

observe a motionless man's figure in his victory garden.

He shouted, but the mysterious figure did not answer. Wagner

advanced menacingly a few feet, but the other stood his ground,

and Wagner decided to go into the house for a shotgun before com-

ing to close quarters with the trespasser.

Before Wagner could get back into the garden with his gun,

Mrs. Wagner spared hirn greater embarrassment. She complimented

him on the life-like scarecrow he had built in the victory

garden that morning.
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RJTAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY RyAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS

LINDBERGH FIELD . SAN DIEGO • CALIFORNIA

October 1943
No. 46

Greetings Amigos;

More we've really been getting the air lately. Mutual Broadcasting System gave
us a half-hour of it in its "Army Air Forces" show when it dramatized the

Or exploits of an Army pilot who learned to fly in a Ryan trainer, then
switched to the Ryan factory for an interview with a I eadman who helped

Less build the plane and a flight instructor who's tauyht in it for years. , ,

Besides which, we now have Ed Hope, an up-and-coming young news analyst,
OFF on the air for Ryan five nights weekly,

THE Plenty of visitors this month. Nicholas Roosevelt of Collier's; Wayne
Parrish and Peggy Guetter of American Aviation; a delegation of aircraft

RECORD experts from Austral i a (more about them later); Lt, Tony Lumpkin, ex-radio
producer now working for the Flying Training Command out of Fort .orth on
its "Army Mir Forces" weekly show. , , , Meanwhile our Hemet school played
host to Gaither Littrell and Sam Sansone, respectively assistant city
editor and photogrdphic chief of the L. a. Examiner, who did a full-page
spread on our flight instructors; also to Capt, ueke Houlgate, the fear-
less football forecaster who now handles press relations at Santa Ana. . .

I'hy don't you come see us too?

Ryan was the first major aircraft plant in America to oversubscribe its

quota in the Third "ar Loan drive, it is believed by company officials here.

In a whirlwind two-day drive engineered by a joint management-labor com-
mittee, Ryanites came through v. i th purchases of more than $350,000 worth of

war Bonds,

RYAN AVERTS FRQUUGTION HALT IN DRAMATIC RACE AGAINST TIME — Working against the
fm i' ' mm i p ». hi '

'

,
»." ' . '

clock to avert a threatened work stoppage in the Ryan Aeronautical Company fac-

tory in San Diego, Ryan men recently rushed a five-ton hydropress cylinder

across the continent, crammed a two-week repair job into six days, and got the

hydropress back into production a few hours before work in some departments

would have had to stop in the factory.

WILLIAM WAGNER
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When the main cylinder of the hydropress broke down, a new cylinder had

already been on order for nine months. Expediter Ed Sherman located it in

Chicago, wedged into the back end of a freight car on a slow train. By some

transcontinental string-pulling, he persuaded railroad men to unload the car,

move out the immense cylinder, and load it onto a flat car at a cost of $450.

Then he somehow got the flat car coupled onto a fast passenger train to Los

Angeles, which cost $1000, and then rushed the cylinder by truck from Los Angeles

to San Diego,

Meanwhile a crew of picked maintenance men had been working Jay and night in

the factory to get the hydropress ready for installation of the new cylinder.

For all its great size, the press is delicate as a watch, a single slip or

scratch might ruin it. So the maintenance experts had to ease out the main parts

an inch at a time in dismantling it. They raised the 20-ton head, drained 700

gallons of oil, and removed the cracked 10,000-pound main cylinder. Then they

had to slide out the 3-ton ram, which was slippery steel and couldn't even be

touched — they raised it by jacks wedged under it at a wide angle, and held it

there while rollers were inserted to slide it out.

When the new main cylinder arrived, five Ryan men worked 20 hours without

rest to get it installed. During the last few hours dies were lined up all

around the hydropress, with operators ready to start stamping the instant the

maintenance men finished their work. Ryan work on major sub-assemblies for long

range bombers depended on hydropress-stamped parts, and the operators watched

the repair men like a sprinter watches the starter's gun.

It was six days, almost to the hour, from the time the hydropress broke

until the maintenance men finished testing the new installation and stepped

aside with the signal to go ahead. Once before the main cylinder had broken,

and two weeks passed before the press was in operation. But this time the chips

were down — and the Ryan men came through.
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MANIFOLD SPECIALIST JOINS RYAN — Appointment of W* Kent Wheeler, formerly of the

Martin and Solar aircraft companies, as Dayton liaison representative of the

manifold manufacturing division of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, was announced

today by T. Claude Ryan, president, '/heeler is scheduled to leave for Dayton

within the next few days.

In the aircraft business for sixteen years, Wheeler spent a year and a half

as assistant supervisor of production for the Glenn L. Martin Company in Baltimore

before joining Ryan. He was with Solar Aircraft Company for ten years, rising to

the position of manager of the manufacturing division. Earlier he spent a year

with Lockheed, and short periods with several small aircraft companies,

Wheeler is a veteran pilot and frequently flew his own plane on his busi-

ness trips before the war. At Dayton he will work in collaboration with Paul

Hugh V/aldman, who has headed Ryan's liaison office with the Army Air Forces there

since last June, Wheeler will specialize In engineering service for the Ryan ex-

haust systems manufacturing division,

TWO DIRECTORS TO BE ADDED TO RYAN BOARD — Stockholders of the Ryan Aeronautical

Company have approved the proposal of the management that the board of directors

be increased from three to five members, it was announced recently by T. Claude

Ryan, president.

Upon completion of the necessary legal formalities, Frank N, Phillips,

eastern manufacturing and business executive, and C. Arnholt Smith, San uiego

banker and business leader, will be appointed to the Ryan board of directors.

Now serving on the board with T, Claude Ryan are Earl D. Prudden, vice president;

and G. C. woodard, secretary.

In advising stockholders that the two new board members had been approved by

a majority of shareholders, Mr. Ryan stated that "Both are outstanding and suc-

cessful business men, with broad interests and experience, and we believe that

their judgment and opinions will prove to be a valuable asset in directing the

policies and operations of the company,"
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BOVET TRANSFERRED TQ SAN DIEGO *- Jean Bovet, veteran Ryan chief steward, has b^een

transferred from Tucson to San uiego to supervise the Ryan employees cafeteria,

it was announced this week by the Ryan Aeronautical Company

Bovet has been in charge of feeding Army Air Forces cadets at the Ryan pri-

mary training school near Tucson. He previously set up the catering arrangements

at Ryan's older training bases in Hemet and San [ iego. A lifelong chef, Bovet

has been steward at swank hotels and resorts all over Europe and America,

JAPS WISE IN NOT BOMBING AMERICA. SAYS AUSTRALIAN — "One reason the Japs have never

bombed America is because they're afraid American aircraft production promptly

would start breaking all records," declares Ernest Jones, member of an Australian

aircraft commission which recently visited the Ryan Aeronautical Company's factory

in San Diego,

"V/hen the Japs were knocking at our door in Australia, many of our aircraft

workers willingly put in 80 and 90 hours a week. Now that the enemy has been

chased back a bit, our standard work week is 56 hours,"

Jones was one of a group of seven Australians who toured the Ryan plant. All

are executives of the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation of Melbourne, and were

sent here by the Australian government's department of aircraft production on a

secret mission. After their factory tour they conferred with T. Claude Ryan,

president, and Eddie Molloy, vice-president.

The commission included J. A. Smeaton, E. J. Smith, R, C. Huxtable, I. G.

MacLeod, R. B. Lewis, F. B. Whitehead, and Jones.

RYAN TO PAY 35 CENT DIVIDEND -- A cash dividend of 35 cents per share wi I I be paid

" .by the Ryan Aeronautical Company on November 26th to stockholders of record

October 26th, it was announced today by T. Claude Ryan, president and chairman

of the San uiego aircraft firm.

The 35 cent dividend just declared by the Ryan board of directors, together

with the 10 cent dividend paid last December 26th, brings the total dividends
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for the current fiscal year, ending October 3|st, to 45 cents per share. This

Is the same dividend payment as was made during the 1942 fiscal year.

In sending dividend notices to stockholders, Mr. Ryan stated that "The divi-

dend declaration at this time Is in conformity with policies set forth in the

annual report to stockholders. At that time shareholders were advised that pay-

ment of dividends would be considered on an annual basis, at or near the end of

the fiscal year, at which time the results of the full year's operation could be

more definitely determined."

Adios,

HlM a
J
)£A'U\ CWUtL—





SPECIAL RELlaSE FROM KEITH MONROE

Wagner Perturbs Crew

Of Ferry Boat

William Wagner, public relations director of the Ryan Aeronautical Company

and a rumored "dark horse" possibility for U. S. Senatorial nomination, recently

took a trip across San Diego harbor to visit a friend on Coronado Island. On

the return ferry trip he drove his car aboard the boat, parked it, and strolled

to the upper deck to enjoy the night air,

,rhen the ferry docked, Wagner absent-mindedly walked down the gangplank and

took a street car home. It was not until the next morning that he realized he

had left his automobile aboard the ferry. Hastening back to the dock, he made

inquiries of one of the crew members there.

The worker gave him a long look, pointed to his car parked safely nearby,

then called disgustedly to the ferry-boat captain: "Here's your 'suicide,'

Cap."
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THANKSGIVING

For all the good things of the earth we shout

"Hallelujah!" and give praise, according to

our custom at this season. We thank heaven

that the comet which is traveling toward the

earth has not arrived as yet, or hadn't at the

moment of writing. We are drunk with the mild

glee of another year rolling by without our

getting our thumb caught in a bowling ball and

that with only a few weeks waiting to complete

the year, the Ryan organization has hit a new

high in total publicity printed. We are glad

that more than two hundred editors, radio

writers, newsreel men and other assorted nice

people have jsked us for copy or p i x and gotten

same before they could say Jack Robinsoppapap-

poulos; we hereby wish them a choice slice of

the fruited cake on Thanksgiving Day and the

days that will follow it. We give thanks, too,

that the points of our skis are still curled up,

after a summer of neglect} and that the vita-

mins in beer are tasteless. We are grateful

for the more than 9,000 phone calls, telegrams,

personal visits, fetters and post cards we

have received in the year and hereby acknow-

ledge their receipt. Thankful that, though
many things in life change, some things re-

main the same — such as the alert and fast-

moving organization we have the honor to

publicize. And that though Americans, from

ail polls apparent, still like an experimental

rather than a static form of democracy,

130,000,000 of them still like to read about
Ryan. We thank heaven, too, for the recovery

of our rubber plant which was pruned with a

dull knife in the tenth month of this year.

WILLIAM WAGNER. . DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE . PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
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NEW JOBS FOR DOUG MAW. PAUL WILCOX. BILL EVANS — Appointment of new

resident managers for the Tucson, Arizona, and Hemet, California, bases of

the Ryan School of Aeronautics was announced this month by Earl D. Prudden,

vice president and general manager, from the school's administrative headquarters

in San Diego. The school gives primary training to cadets of the Army Air Forces,

R. Douglas Maw, formerly resident manager of the Hemet division, has been

transferred to Tucson to become manager there. He is being replaced by Paul

V/ilcox, the Hemet civilian director of flying. C. W, "Bi I!" Evans, formerly

a civilian group commander at Hemet, moves up to Wilcox's former position.

Maw went to Hemet from San Diego in July, 1940, as project manager, when

Ryan first began building its school there for the AAF, and has remained in

charge ever since. He has been active in Hemet civic life, serving as a

director of the. Chamber of Commerce and a church vestryman,

Wilcox has been with the Ryan organization for more than ten years. He

was director of commercial training when all the school's activities centered

in San Diego, and went to Hemet as civilian director of flying when Ryan opened

its base there. He is a member of the Hemet City Council.

Evans, an ex-cov»boy from Arizona, was one of Ryan's highest-rated commercial

students in San jiego, and joined the school staff as a flight instructor im-

mediately after receiving his commercial and civilian pilot's licenses in 1939*

He was one of Ryan's first twelve instructors certified by Randolph Field for

Army flight instruction in July, 1939, and moved to Hemet as group commander

with the establishment of the school there.

Maw's move to Tucson was made necessary by the resignation of the Ryan

manager there, Harold G. Neff. Neff, partner in a large Los Angeles realty

business, was left in sole control by the sudden resignation of his partner
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last month, and had to resume active management.

EX-FACTORY WORKER. NOW BOMBER PILOT. SaYS GERMANS AREN'T QUITTING —

An American bomber which lags behind its squadron on a raid over Italy is virtual-

ly doomed, according to Li eutenant Wi 1

1

iam Ho 1 1, Flying Fortress pilot now on

leave at his home in San Diego aftsr nine months of combat flying in the Mediter-

ranean theater.

Holt, a former leadman in the final assembly department of the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company, says that daylight raids over Italy usually run into terrific

opposition from German fighters. "The Nazis just love to catch an American

separated from his squadron. If one of our planes gets behind by two hundred

yards or so, the Germans are on him like a flash. They'll forget all about the

rest of his squadron, and concentrate on him — fifty or a hundred of them —

until he goes down. He has no chance."

Holt spent a day at the Ryan factory with his former buddies, and hopes

to return to work at the plant as soon as the war is over. "There've been just

fifty times when I wished I was back at Ryan," he says. "I've been on fifty

bombing raids. Most of them took us through flak so thick that the smoke of ex-

ploding shells sometimes hid the plane ahead. Believe me, the Germans aren't

walking out on this war. They're really in there pitching,"

SALMON AMAZED AT SOME BRITISH FACTORY TECHNIQUES -- In England, birthplace

of mechanized industry, aircraft factory workmen in some plants still pound

rivets by hand with ball-peen hammers. Countless other kinds of work which

American factory workers always do with machines are still painfully turned

out by hand in England,

Benjamin T. Salmon, chief engineer of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, was
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surprised at the conservatism of the British aircraft manufacturers with whom

he talked during a month's tour of English factories and aircraft operational

bases. Salmon has just returned after a secret mission to England for the U. S.

government.

"The British feel they're doing very well," Salmon says, "And so they are,

by comparison with their own pre-war production. But a close look at the

workmanship of their aircraft reveals that even the best of it is little better

than average by American standards."

Salmon says that combat pilots with whom he talked in England believe the

war in Europe will not be over for two more years. According to the fliers,

Germany has established a 30-mile fighter belt all along the French and Belgian

coast, and swarms of fighters rise to meet every American or British plane.

"Our bomber crews know that they haven't made enough of a dent in German

war production to bring the end in sight," Salmon says. "There still seem to

be huge supplies of Nazi planes and pilots, all of high quality. Nobody knows

how many factories have gone underground, or how much production has been

scatter over wide areas such as Czecho-SI ovaki a and Austria which are so far

virtually out of bomber range."

INFORMAL

COMMENT

About

This

And

That

We used to have a secretary
, by the name of Billie Ri singer.

Our oldest fans may remember reading in these pages, a couple
of years ago, how she up and married an Arizona cowboy who
had been learning to fly at the Ryan School. We didn't squawk
much. Not loud enough to be heard farther than the next county,
except on clear still days. Anyhow, Billie and her husband
have been doing all right. This month he became No. 2 Man at
our Hemet school, as you've probably read in this release. His
name is Bill Evans.

We'll bet you never knew that Ben Salmon, Ryan's dignified Chief
Engineer, used to be a parachute jumper. In order to earn money
to go to M»I.T., he made exhibition jumps in his spare time,
while working as an aircraft mechanic in New England.
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We have some interesting stories coming up about Ryan
activities in India, Australia, Central America and
one other great foreign country which we'll name as
soon as v/e get government permission. Watch for our
next month's release!

Adios,

-'•Li/

K -'-ft
\ (- . ' > ID/





Special Release from Kei th Monroe

WAGNER NAMED NATION'S
NO. I "GLAMOUR BOY"

Election of William Wagner, public relations director of the Ryan

Aeronautical Company, as the "Number One Glamour Boy of 1943" was announced

this week by the West San Diego Women's Newspaper and Chowder Club. The

club also endorsed Wagner as a candidate for the U. S. Senate, although he

has not officially tossed his hat in the ring.

The blond, dynamic Wagner is well known all over California as a writer,

photographer and tireless booster for the aviation industry. His colorful

cravats, his rapid-fire wisecracks and his bizarre adventures have combined

to give Wagner a unique reputation among aircraft executives. During the

past year newspapers have variously reported that he grew up among gypsies

who kidnapped him as a baby; that he scaled a three-story wall to retrieve

an airline ticket in a locked building; spent his winter vacation digging in

his grandfather's coal mine to help alleviate the fuel shortage; shot at

a midnight intruder in his victory garden who proved to be a scarecrow he

had constructed that morning; was mourned as a suicide when he absent-

mindedly left his automobile aboaro a ferry and took a streetcar.

"For all these reaons, and for other more personal reasons, we salute

Bill Wagner as America's Glamour Boy of the Year," said the Women's Newspaper

and Chowder Club. "We add our voices to the chorus of acclaim urging him

onward to the Senatorial election of 1944, and we pledge our whole-hearted

support for his campaign,"

Wagner declined comment. He is married, and has a baby daughter.
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Greetings .amigos:

Wore RYAN SCHOOL'S NEW MAGAZINE comes to you hereivith. We hope you like it.

We've christened it Sky News in fond remembrance of the earlier Sky News

or which we used to send you in the peaceful era before we began training
Army cadets. This is the first issue of the new publication, and youre

Less on the mailing list for future ones.

OFF RYAN TRAINING PLANES II- CHINA . Through the courtesy of the War Depart-
ment and the Cninese government, we give you a brief review of material

THE we've been accumulating for a long time about our trainers in Asia. The

complete colorful story, which we now have permission to release, should
RECORD make a good feature for some of the aviation magazines and feature services,

BIG DOINGS AT OUT. TUCSON SCHOOL are scheduled for Iiarch 10. The Governor
•f Arizona is to make an official visit of inspection, and our publicity
staff is set to promote the affair from hell to breakfast, We hope to

persuade the Governor to select a Ryan pin-up girl, clamber over the
cadet obstacle course, take a flying lesson, and engage in various other
noteworthy activities. We think it will be a good feature for some

picture magazine or photo-minded aviation publication.

RYAN TRAINING FLAMES USED IN CHIN, AND INDIA . The story of the extensive use

of Ryan training planes in Asia was revealed this month by Chinese army

officers in this country on a special mission.

Both R„an STL's and PT-22's are being used to train Chinese cadets

at primary training fields in various parts of China* Shipped to the

Chinese government from the Ryan Aeronautical Co f-any, they were crated in

S. n Diego, sent acrtss the ocean to Burma by freighter, uncrated and

assembled there, and flown over the mountains into China.

WILLIAM WAGNER. . DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE • PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
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The STli's in China were not used in the smooth clockwork routine that

they were in American pre-war primary schools. Any day, any hour, a flight

of Mitsubishi bombers might come over to leave the hangars in flames and the

landing field a wilderness of bomb craters. Or a fighter might swoop out

of the clouds like an eagle descending on a chicken yard, to tear apart any

training planes luckless enough to be caught in the air.

However, the Chinese have learned to take efficient precautions against

these dangers. A system of air raid alarms almost always gives warning »f

approaching Jap planes more than an hour before they appear. If students

do get caught aloft, they are trained to fly low, where the Japs dare not

follow them because of the waiting machine guns on the ground.

Once the system slipped, however, and several Ryan planes were lost at

Kunmiag. Twenty ef the STli's were on the field when the third alarm sounded.

Somehow the first and second alarms had not come through; jap planes were

only a few minutes away and there wasn't time to disperse the planes. The

Japanese, who have been found by China to be very neat and exact in their

bombings, destroyed most of the Lyans on the ground.

The endless bombing of their landing fields does not disturb Chinese

flying schools, the visiting officers say. Coolies and steamrollers smooth

out the landing strips within a few hours. The fields may be bumpy, but

the Ryans have proved sturdy enough to take all the punishment dished out.

The STli's are used at Chinese primary schools, advanced schools and

even flight surgeon schools. At some fields, machine guns were mounted on

them and the planes were used f»r more advanced training in combat work

after cadets completed their first eighty hours of flying. Chinese pilots,

instructors and cadets are enthusiastic, according to the visitors in this

country, about the maneuverability and durability of the planes.
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In the spring and summer of 1942, scores of Ryan PT-22 primary trainers

were shipped from San Diego as part of the Lend-Lease program. Of these,

some arrived at Rangoon just before the Japs did. A few were still in their

crates on the docks when the final evacuation began. The Chinese in this

country do not know whether the Ryans were captured by the Japanese or

destroyed at the last moment.

However, not all the Ryans were unloaded at Rangoon. Many were shipped

up the west coast of India to Karachi near the Persian border. From there,

some were flown to a school almost in the shadow of the Himalayas, where

students soaring high enough on clear days can glance over to Tibet on the

far horizon. Other PT-22' s went to the northern end of India near the

Afganistan border, and others were flown on into China. American and Chinese

officers were using the PT-22" s for courier duty and advanced training as

well as primary instruction for Chinese cadets.

In both India and China, spare parts were the biggest problem for

bases using Ryans. In China the native maintenance crews actually built their

own parts, A Chinese maintenance chief must be a highly educated engineer

and production man - because at every air base in the country, maintenance

men are given the finest equipment the government can secure, and are then

expected to build replacements for any ruined parts brought them. They

really do it, too — the Ryan STL's are still flying after three years.

As for the PT-22's in India, the Ryan factory has been able to furnish

some of the needed parts. Sometimes it has meant reworking obsolete parts in

a big hurry, but the company usually has managed to get shipments of spares

ready in time for the long convoy journey across the Pacific and Indian Oceans

and the Arabian Sea.
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FACTORY PROCESS CUTS DISCS IN 1/54TH OF PREVIOUS TIME . A new device that

aileron discs 54 times as fast as previous methods has been invented

by Fred Burke, leadman in the Ryan Aeronautical Company, it was re-

vealed this month by Clarence Hunt, Ryan machine shop foreman, under

whom Burke works.

The new set-up is a simple device requiring no special tooling,

yet it cuts three discs a minute as compared to the old rate of one

disc each 18 minutes. Burke 1 s idea was submitted through the company's

shop suggestion system, and is now being considered by a management

committee for a special award.

GOVERNOR OSBORN TO VISIT RYAN FIELD, TUCSON > A one-day inspection tour of

the Ryan School of Aeronautics of Arizona will be made March 10th

by Governor Sidney P. Osborn of Arizona. He will make an address

at the graduation ceremonies that day dealing with an aviation

question which is expected to stir up considerable national dis-

cussion. The Governor will be flown from the state capitol at

Phoenix to Ryan Field, near Tucson, by Major John S. Fouche, Com-

manding Officer of the school. Several Ryan executives will also

fly from San Diego to Tucson for the affair.

Adios,

Kc/^U h\oMnjj^





SPECIAL RELEASE FROi. KEITH MONROE

Few of his associates are aware of it, but William Wagner,

Director of Public Relations at the Ryan Aeronautical Company, is

one of the world's leading experts on the languages and dialects

of American Indian Tribes.

For several years, Wagner has been studying the tongues if

the Choctaw, Cree and Iroquois tribes, and recently completed a

monograph on the Hopi dialect.

Wagner seems to have a natural aptitude for picking up Indian

languages. His wide linquistic background frequently enables him

to converse fluently in an Indian tongue he has never heard before,

after only a few minutes conversation with someone who speaks it.

On a recent trip to Prescott, Arizona, he amazed residents by his

ability to converse with the Smoki people in their native tongue.

Wagner's interest in the Indians is not merely an idle fancy.

He has a theory that after the war, Indians will be among the best

prospects for the aircraft training to be offered by the Ryan School

of Aeronautics. "Indians make wonderful pilots," he asserts, "T! eir

natural quickness of reaction may make them the world's hottest

pilots in the p«st-war Age of Flight'."

Some of his associates believe that there is an additional

reason for Wagner's enthusiasm for Indian languages. Political

wiseacres claim he is cultivating the braves and squaws as part of

a pre-election campaign to win the nomination for United States

Senator. Wagner has made no official declaration of his political
i

intentions, but it is known that contributions to a Wagner-for Sen ator

fund are being received in San Dieg«
#
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Greetings Amigos*

More THIS HAS BEEN A BUSY MONTH for us here at Ryan. First we

raised $459,000 for the Fourth War Loan Drive, then we en-

or tertained 12,000 visitors for Employees Day, and now we're

up to our neckties in A Red Cross Drive, Ryan Marches Onl
Less

MOST FRIENDS OF RYAN know SI im Coats and Erni e Moore, two long-
OFF time Ryanites, They're both in the news this month. Read on,

MacDuf fl

THE
THE GOVERNOR OF ARIZONA is 60 years old, but he's still full

RECORu of get-up-and-go% He flew down from Phoenix to visit our
base at Tucson, jumped into the thick of everything happening
there from an obstacle race to flying lessons, and still had

enough pep left at the end of the day to deliver a graduation
address which we think was newsworthy for aff aviation people.
We give you the details in this issue,

ERNEST MOORE AWARDED "UNCOMMON HaN" MEDaL . Ernest a, Moore, Production Superin-

tendent of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, was presented one of the 1943

Chamberlain Awards for Outstanding Industrial Achievement at a banquet

given in Los Angeles last month by the Chamberlain Company, makers of

aviation and industrial supplies,

a gold medal was presented to Moore in recognition of his successes

In speeding up production at Ryan, "This 34-year-old ex-welder is one

of the reasons why Ryan doubled production in 1943 with a relatively

small increase in man-power," Gordon F. Sondraker, Vice President of

Chamberlain, said in presenting the medal to Moore, "He worked out a

flow control system which shortened manifold production schedules, in

some cases by as much as nine days. He helped create unusual new as-

WILLIAM WAGNER . DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE • PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
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sembly jigs which reduced construct ion -time on major sub-assemblies by

IOOO man hours. Dozens of smaller ideas for cutting corners on pro-

duction have come from his desk."

Moore has worked his way up through the ranks from bench hand to

supervisor. He was graduated from high school at 15 and became a fore-

man at 19. He left factory work to get a college education, and later

joined Ryan in 1935 as a sheet metal worker. He rose to be foreman of

the Sheet Metal department, then Lofting foreman, then Assistant Pro-

duction Superintendent. He was promoted to his present position about

a year and a ha I f ago.

COATS NAMED RYAN EXHaUST SYSTEMS FIELD SERVICE MAN . Appointment of C. H. Coats

as a field service representative for the exhaust systems division of

Ryan Aeronautical Company has been announced by Sam C. Breder, bales

Manager.

Widely known as "Slim," Coats is a former rodeo star, motion picture

actor and private pilot. He has spent four years in manifold production

work at the Ryan factory in San Diego.

"Slim is the type of field service man who won't be afraid to qet

his hands greasy by showing mechanics how to install and service a Ryan

manifold," Breder said. "He'll get out with the boys in the shop and

work right along with them wherever a service problem makes it necessary.

His four years of factory training will make him a mighty helpful service

man for a|| users of Ryan manifolds."

RYAN STAGES FIRST EMPLOYEES DaY . Approximately 12,000 visitors poured through

the San Diego plant of the Ryan Aeronautical Company during the first an-

nual Employees Day held recently at the factory. Profiting by the ex-
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perience of other companies which had been swamped by crowds too large

to handle, Ryan limited quest tickets to relatives of employees. Tickets

were evenly distributed for various hours of the day, so that the crowd

never grew too great at any one time,

A huge sideshow of wartime exhibits was spread before the eyes of

the endless parade of guests. At every point in the plant there was

something interesting to see, production machinery in actual operation,

placards and speakers to explain it, and demonstrators to show how it

worked. Outdoors in the sunny factory yards there were famous warplanes,

powered gun turrets, Japanese weapons, and even rivet guns at which visi-

tors could try their own hands. Free doughnuts and orangeade were served

to a M comers,

ARIZONA GOVERNOR URGES CONTINUANCE OF C iVI L IaN-QPERaTEU SCHOOLS . Hope that the

Army will continue to employ civilian flying schools to handle its primary

flight training after the war was expressed recently by Governor Sidney

P. Osborn of Arizona in a graduation address at Ryan Field.

Speaking before hundreds of Army Air Forces cadets and civilian em-

ployees of the Ryan School of Aeronautics of Arizona, the Governor said;

"I hope that never again in this nation will we have the attitude that

we are not going to prepare against war, I am sure we can agree that

the best assurance against war is to have and maintain schools of this

kind, and maintain such a well-trained Army, Navy and flying corps that

the bandits of the world will never again have the temerity to start a

war,"

The Governor made his address at the conclusion of a strenuous all-

day inspection of the school. After being flown from Phoenix in one of
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the school's planes, he tried out a Link trainer, scrambled over barriers

jn the cadets' obstacle course, experimented with tools in the mainten-

ance hangars, took a flying lesson in a Ryan PT-22, sampled the noonday

meal of the cadets, quizzed department heads, and visited cadets in their

barracks.

The Governor was escorted by Major John S. Fouche, Commanding Officer

of the school, President T, Claude Ryan, and a delegation of six other

Ryan executives from the San Diego headquarters. In his graduation speech

the Governor expressed surprise and pleasure at the size of the school,

first of its kind he had ever visited. "The best insurance against war

is large, well-trained installations such as this," he said. "Civilian

experts and Army officers work in close coordination at such schools.

It is my hope that this Ryan institution will remain here."

Immediately aft^r the graduation exercises the Governor was flown

back to Phoenix by Captain E. R. Bane, who acted as h|s aide during the

day,

RYaN STOCKHOLDERS RE-ELECT DIRECTORS . Stockholders of The Ryan Aeronautical

Co, held their annual meeting March 21st at the Company's general offices

at the plant on Lindbergh Field and re-elected for the coming year directors

who had composed the previous board.

Re-elected to the Ryan directorate were T. Claude Ryan, Earl D.

Prudden, G. C, Woodard, Frank N. Phillips and C, Arnholt Smith.

Following the stockholders' meeting, the board held its first meeting

and named officers for the coming year. These included T. Claude Ryan,

President and Treasurer; Earl D. Prudden, Vice Presi dent; Eddie Molloy,

Vice President; G. C, Woodard, Vice President and Secretary; and J. C.
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Noakes, Comptroller. Woodard who had previously been Corporate Secretary

was also raised to the Vice Presidency.

In addition to their other offices, Mr. Woodard holds the title of

Assistant Treasurer while Mr. Noakes was named Assistant Secretary.

Adios,

/





Special Release from Ke i th Monroe

WAGNER SAYS EDITORS

LOSING NEWS SENSE

Editors of newspapers and aviation magazines do not have sufficient

sense of news Value, dec I are d Wi 1 1 jam Wagner, Director of Public Relations

of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, in an exclusive interview today at the

San Diego headquarters of the company,

"Editors are no longer playing up the hottest news," V:agner said,

"For example, there has been far too little attention given by the press

to the efforts of my admirers to persuade me to become a candidate for

the U. S, Senate. As another example, last month Keith Monroe, the Ryan

Publicity Manager (my assistant), sent out a special news release an-

nouncing that I am one of the world's leading experts on the dialects of

American Indian tribes. To date no newspaper or magazine, so far as I can

ascertain, has printed this story,"

Wagner also decried the apathy of the aviation press toward the recent

revelation that he had been named as the No. I Glamour Boy of 1943 by the

W$st San Diego Women's Newspaper and Chowder Club. "For many months editors

printed Monroe' s stories about me verbatim," Wagner said, "but I don't

know what's come over them lately. They just don't seem to appreciate

good creative, imaginative writing any more."

During the last year, newspapers and aviation magazines, innocently

swallowing some gagged yarns, have printed Ryan releases asserting that

Wagner grew up among gypsies who kidnapped him as a baby; that he scaled
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a three-story wait to retrieve an airline ticket in a locked building;

spent a winter vacation digging in his grandfather's coal mine to help

alleviate the fuel shortage; shot at a midnight intruder in his victory

garden, who proved to be a scarecrow he had constructed that morning;

was mourned as a suicide when he absent-mindedly left his auto aboard a

ferry and took a street car.

The story of Wagner's supposed suicide appeared in newspapers abroad

as well as in this country, was told over the radio, and even turned up

in the latest Issue of CORONET, Since the release of that story, however,

editors have given no space to Wagner and his alleged exploits,

(Could be that editors have caught up with Monroe's hallucinations)

w. w.
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No. 50

Greeti ngs Amigos:

If you've been around aviation very long , you've heard of "Gene" Scroggie,
popular former CAA official and more recently operations chief of Al |-

American Aviation, pioneer - and so far the only - pick-up airline. Gene
knows plenty about pick-up airline operation which is one reason Ryan's
mighty proud to have Gene join the organization to direct operations of
Ryan's six projected feeder airline routes in California.

Speaking of our airline plans , this is a good occasion to bring you up-to-
tfate on what's what by enclosing a copy of the quickly-read folder we're
sending to business leaders in 119 cities Ryan plans to serve.

The West Coast feeder airline hearing - to be held later this summer - at

which time Ryan's application will come up - is attracting plenty of at-

tention because it's the first CAB has held and will no doubt set the

pattern for the country's future airline development in smaller communities.
We're in there pitching, and plan to be in the final picture.

This is by way of a build-up to explain my recent poor showing in failing
to get out this "monthly" news-letter on a monthly basis. Seems that my
man Friday - Keith Monroe - who had the chore, has become so involved in

his numerous trips re the airline that the job just hasn't been done of

late. We'll try to improve a bit from here on out.

SCROGGIE. FEEDER AIRLINE EXPERT. JOINS RYaN AIRLINE PROJECT — Appointment of

Eugene R. Scroggie to direct operations of the projected Ryan Airlines has

just been announced by T. Claude Ryan, president of the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics and the Ryan Aeronautical Company. Scroggie is a nationally-known

authority on pick-up airline operations, having served as operations manager

of Ail-American Aviation, the first (and so far the only) pick-up airline in

the country.

The Ryan School of Aeronautics has applied for six pick-up airline routes

to serve 119 cities in California as well as Yuma, Arizona. A hearing on its

WILLIAM WAGNER. . DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE . PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
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appl (cations is expected to be held by the Civil Aeronautics Board this Au-

gust. In the meantime, Scroggie has already started work with Ryan, and will

divide his time between the Los Angeles and San Diego offices of the organi-

zation. He resigned from A| |-Amer ican Aviation last month to return to the

West Coast. Scroggie had been associated with the late Richard Du Pont, air

pick-up pioneer, in the latter's airline activities for more than a year.

"Mr. Scroggie's experience will be invaluable in pick-up and feeder air-

line operations," President Ryan said. "Since we plan to use the same techni-

que of picking up air mail and express without landing which was pioneered and

patented by A| |-Amer ican, we feel that we're very fortunate in securing the

services of the one man outside All-American's organization who is intimately

familiar with its most recent improvements in technique. His continued close

friendship with that airline's executives will also benefit us in future ex-

pansion."

Scroggie was directly responsible to All-American's president, H. R.

Bazley, and had entire charge of the large staff of pilots, technicians,

dispatchers, radio operators and messengers who provided daily airline ser-

vice to 114 cities in six Eastern states, a veteran pilot, he personally

made many pick-up flights which the company conducted as part of a special

development program during the past year.

In 1931, Scroggie joined the Civil Aeronautics authority, and rose to be

Chief of Its General Inspection Branch, 6th Region, with headnuarters at

Santa Monica, California. Later he became Chief of the General Inspection

Division for the entire country. In the days before CAA employed flight en-

gineering officials, he gave flight tests to dozen of Ryan School graduates,
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and formed a friendship with Claude Ryan and other company officials of

fifteen years' standing.

While CAA inspection chief for the 6th Region, Ryan's new airline opera-

tions expert flew extensively in California, Arizona, Utah and Nevada on

government assignments. As an airman he is thoroughly familiar with all of

the territory which Ryan proposes to serve and is personally acquainted with

most of the airport operators throughout the entire area.

Scroggie has long been a member of the Aviation Post of the American

Legion in Los Angeles, and of the Legion's State Aviation Committee. He has

one son now in Midshipman's School at Cornell University.

In the last war, he was a combat pilot with Ri ckenbacker's legendary

94th Squadron. A German incendiary bullet shattered his leg during an air

battle two months before the Armistice; he crashed behind enemy lines, and

spent the remainder of the war as a prisoner in a German hospital.

RYAN ANNOUNCES EMPLOYEE PATENT PLaN — So that employees' ideas can be put to

work. .. .work Ing for them. ...the Ryan Aeronautical Company has established a

liberal patent plan under which workers can receive a regular income for

patentable inventions which can be marketed.

New ideas are essential to any business enterprise which hopes to keep

abreast or ahead of its competitors. Not only are new inventions necessary

in helping a company carry out its wartime assignments, but they are es-

sential to it in maintaining its position after the war.

For the next few years there are going to be more opportunities for the

inventive worker with patentable ideas than in any comparable period of time.

Why? Because American industry is looking for every possible new idea which

can be used in peacetime manufacture to take up the slack in production as





war contracts are cut down.

Because the Ryan company has the necessary facilities to promote patent-

able ideas, it has worked out a partnership plan with its employees who have

inventive abilities. This is tc the mutual advantage of the employee and the

company. As announced to employees, the plan is In no way limited to airplane

or aircraft parts manufacture.

Under the Ryan Patent Plan employees may submit ideas and inventions to

the company which will, wherever possible, assist in obtaining patents, en-

deavor to license the invention and pay the employee by sharing in royalties

collected from licensing or in the proceeds of the sale of patents.

RYAN SCHOOL FILES FOR alRLINE SERVICES — More than 100 Cat

i

fornia cities not

previously served by air transportation facilities will be placed on the

nation's air routes if the application of the Ryan School of Aeronautics for

six feeder and pick-up airline routes radiating from San Francisco and Los

Angeles is approved by the Civil Aeronautics Board.

The application for permission to operate these and two foreign air

routes became known recently with the formal filing of applications at

Washington, D. C. by attorneys for the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego,

of which T. Claude Ryan, aviation pioneer, is president.

Ryan's proposal for the Cal i forn ja feeder services calls for operation

of airliners equipped with special aerial pick-up devices, consisting of a

hook extended beneath the plane and a winch inside the cabin, so that air

mail and cargo service may be provided at communities between the regular

passenger landing stops.

Scheduled airline services from the west coast across the Pacific to

Asia, and a route through the southwest United States to Havana, Cuba, are
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a I so proposed by the Ryan School.

Ryan's foreign applications cover services westbound from either Los

Angeles or San Francisco to Calcutta, India, via Honolulu, Midway and Marcus

Islands to Tokyo. From Tokyo one route would go through Korea, China,

French Indo-China, Burma and India with stops, among others, at Shanghai,

Canton, Hanoi andMandalay and would terminate at Calcutta. From Tokyo a

branch route to serve portions of Russia, Manchuria and China, including

stops at Vladivostok, Peiping and Nanking, would rejoin the main route at

Canton. Initial service would provide a weekly round-trip on the 13,760

mile Asiatic route with frequency of schedules to be increased as traffic

requirements dictate.

The service from the west coast to Cuba would provide daily schedules

from Los Angeles and San Diego, with stops at Tucson, El Paso, San Antonio,

Houston,, and New Orleans.

Four-engined landplanes would be operated on both foreign airlines,

according to the Ryan application. It is anticipated that services on the

trans-Pacific run could not be started until the conclusion of the war, but

the route from Southern California to Cuba could begin as soon as airline

equipment is available for commercial transport operation.

With more than 20 years continuous experience in the aviation industry,

Ryan is well qualified to undertake the extensive new operations proposed in

its two international and six California feeder route applications. The

Ryan School operates two of the Army's largest primary pilot training bases,

employing large staffs of pilots, maintenance personnel and technicians.

So extensive is the scale of operations at the Ryan Schools that flying

schedules are the equivalent of five round trips around the world every day.
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Bases of the Ryan Schools of Aeronautics are at Hemet, California, and Tuc-

son, Arizona.

A surprise to a lot of people is the increasing success and prestiye
of the Ryan Aeronautical Institute, our home study division for aero-
nautical drafting and engineering training. With 7,000,000 of our
best "prospects" in uniform how can we expect to make a success of the

venture in wartime, they ask?

Vi/e I I . we'll admit we have our problems , but we have come a long way
since we took the correspondence school project over a couple of years
back. And, incidentally, this shouldn't be bad news to a lot of maga-
zines — because this is one field in which advertising results can
be definitely measured. If your "rag" looks to us like it will bring
in "prospects" for our training we can try it; and if it does a job for
us you'll find us on your regular schedules — as a lot of the mags
well know.

Along strictly technical lines . Ryan's manufacturing developments
are attracting a lot of attention. (Yes, we know they should when we're
the main promoters by means of paid space and editorial material shoved
at the editor.) Recent examples are our unique three-point suspension
production jigs, and multiple hydraulic riveters. Need some details?

Manpower problems? Some people mistakenly think we're "over the hump"
in production because, in several i sol ated cases, plants have had
their production schedules altered. Well, we're here to tell you that
Ryan's are far from over; the reverse is nearer the truth. Just when a

bad streak of complacency sends a lot of workers middle-west bound to
their homes seeking post-war security we run into a stone well propo-
sition. Not only do we have to replace the "quits," but at a critical
time in the manpower picture we are called upon to increase our labor
force - but quick - and by over 20 percent. It's no small task, so if

you have a friend who says he's been laid off, just let us know.

Adjos,

///
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SPECIAL RELEASE FROM FRANCES STATLER

BILL WAGNER COMPETES WITH

LOCAL FLORIST SHOPPES

Ever since Bill's staff gave him eight rose bushes for Christmas

— plus one sack of fertilizer — he's been going in for making up

corsages as a sideline. He dashes home every night after slaving

over a "hot desk" all day only to start filling the orders for bouquets,

center pieces, corsages and whatnots that have accumulated during the

day.

His poor wife has been browbeaten into tying multi-colored rib-

bon into bows, lover's knots, etc., for his floral endeavors, leaving

her only enough time during the day to clean the house, put out the

washing, watch the baby and cook dinner. Of course, she can's com-

plain for she did get a 10$ commission on all sales over $5.00.

The FBI surprised Bill the other night! It seems that the neigh-
bors had requested an investigation because of the many cars that

were always parked around his abode. They thought perhaps he was

doing a little bootlegging on the side. However, Bill got out of

that one very nicely by taking the investigator on a tour of inspection
through his hot-house and even gave him a bouquet to take home to his
little woman after explaining that he was only a poor public relations
director trying to pick up a little extra money to eventually send

his offspring to college in 1962. (Can't blame a guy for trying, can
you?)

However, even after that narrow escape, Bill's new business fi-
nally hit a snagj He couldn't get a priority for cellophane bags and,
consequently, had to ask all his friends to donate their old cigarette
packages to the cause. His wife removed the cellophane from these and
sewed them together until she got the right size for a corsage con-
tainer. And then the final blow! That eventful night when all cigarette
programs announced, "We're extremely sorry to announce that all cigarette
packages in the future will be shorn of their shiny cellophane covers
except those to go overseas."

That did it, and that's why Bill's florist enterprise went bank-
rupt. Besides his wife was beginning to complain that he never charged
over $4.99 for any of his masterpieces anyway.

Tune in next month to see how this heartrending true-to-life story
turns out. Will his daughter ever get to college? Will poor William
surmount these almost insurmountable obstacles?
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Greet ings Ami gos:

Hawai tan Paradise will not
our favorite orchestra - H

sees it Ryan's way. Which
In its hearings now under
by the qualifications of t

certificate for the Los An

Paci fie Air Lines - that's
formed by the merger o f Ry

proposed 12-hour service w

the route certificate come

Keith Monroe, of this of f i

case. Keep your fingers c

be just another good song of the islands by

arry Owens - if the Civil Aeronautics Board

is by way of saying that we hope the C.A.B.

way in Washington is sufficiently impressed

he Ryan School of Aeronautics to award us a

ge I es-Honol u I u run.

a new name in air transportation - will be

an's two school subsidiaries, to operate the

ith bouglas Skymaster (UC-4) equipment - i f

s our way. Claude Ryan, Earl Prudden and

ce, are in Washington now presenting Ryan's

rossedl

Come November fi rst and Ryan goes into another C.A.B. hearing. This one,

in San Francisco, on the important West Coast feeder line applications.

At this hearing, Ryan will present its qualifications to operate feeder

and air pick-up service to some 120 California cities - and Yuma, Arizona .

the local Gretna Green.

Which i s not to say that airline operation plans are the only thing on the

fire these days. Ryan's well-rounded organization has its finger in

several pies and should pluck out more than one plum. Airplane design

and manufacture; exhaust manifold systems, and production of aircraft

assemblies, are the Ryan Aeronautical Company's top items these war-time

days.

Army pilot training continues at a good pace at the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics base at Hemet, California, though the Air Forces have been able

to cut-back their program at our former Tucson, Arizona base. (The

story of how we took care of our Tucson employees, told elsewhere here,

makes interesting reading). The school, of course, has its airline irons

in the fire; while things are still looking up in the home-study educa-

tional field, in which we're represented by the school's affiliate, the

Ryan Aeronautical Institute. Guess my post-war job is here at Ryan!

RYAN'S PACIFIC mIR LINES PLANS HaWmIImN SERVICE -., Twelve-hour commercial air

service between Los Angeles and Hawaii with 44-passenger four-motored

landplanes will be started by Pacific Air Lines, a new name in aj

r

transportation, as soon as war conditions permit, if the application of

WILLIAM WAGNER. • DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE . PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
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the Ryan School of Aeronautics for this route is approved, according to

T, Claude Ryan, pioneer airline operator and aircraft manufacturer.

Hearings on the app I icat

i

ons o f Ryan and other companies seeking

passenger, mail and cargo service between the mainland and Hawaii began

September t> before the Civil Aeronautics Board in Washington.

"We are prepared to offer passenger fares at a base rate of 5 cents a

mile," said Larl D. Prudden, Ryan School vice-president, who will be pres-

ident of the new Pacific Air Li r»es Company , in discussing the projected

service. "This low rate will ptfrmit business travelers and vacationists to

make the trip at a cost of only $128.25. Because the entire flight can be

made in daylight, there will be no additional costs for sleeping accomo-

dations or other extras.

"Such rates will, of course, attract a tremendous number of new airline

passengers who, because of the time and expense involved in surface travel,

would otherwise never be abfe to consider a trip to Hawaii. Other low-fare

air services recently announced by some airline operators are based on 100-

passenger planes not yet off the drawing boards - planes which will not be

in service for many years - but the four-engined Douglas LC-4 Skymaster

type transports we propose to use are now operated by the military services

and will soon be available for commercial airline flying."

If successful in their bid for the Los Angeles-Honolulu service, the

Ryan School of Aeronautics attd the Ryan School of Aeronautics of Arizona

will be merged to form Pacific Air Lines to operate the 2565 mile air route.

Currently, the Ryan school is training aviatiun cadets for the Army Air

Forces at its huge base et Hemet, California.

Officials of the n<*w airline, in addition to Prudden, would include

T. Claude Ryan as chairman of the board; C. A. Stillwagen, vice-president
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and controller; and Eugene R. Scroggie, operations manager. Also to be

associated with the new project in executive capacities are prominent air-

line experts currently serving with the armed forces.

The Ryan School of Aeronautics is an outgrowth of Ryan Airlines, Inc.,

which in 1925, flying between Los Angeles and San Diego, pioneered airline

operation in the United States by being the first company to offer daily

scheduled, year-round air passenger service.

In its recent activities in training pilots for the Army Air Forces, the

Ryan Schools' operations have been very extensive, involving more than

150,000 flight miles daily, \h& equivalent of six trips around the world for

each day's flying schedules. More than 300 airplanes have been maintained

by Ryan School technicians in, operating the Army training program.

RYAN SUPPLIES HaNIFOLbS FOR B-29 SUPERFORTRESSES - Exhaust Manifold Systems

developed and manufactured by the Ryan Aeronautical Company are being

installed on the huge four-engined Boeiny B-29 Superfortresses which have

begun the aerial bombing of the heart of the Japanese Empire.

Months ago, Ryan manifold engineering and production experts undertook

the initial experimental and development work on the giant collector rings

which carry away the exhaust gases from the huge 2200 h.p. 18-cylinder

Wright twin-row engines.

Equipped with patented Ryan "ball and socket" connections to absorb

vibration, the Ryan collector rings Incorporate provision for dual turbo

supercharger Installations.

Since the original devejopment and experimental work was completed,

Ryan manifold engineers have made many trips to Seattle, Washington and

Wichita, Kansas to continue, in cooperatic with the A.A.F. Materiel Command

and other manufacturers, the engineering coordination necessary to assure the
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most highly efficient exhaust system possible for this important warplane.

To provide the Army with sufficient manifolds for the huge B-29

production program, an additional source of exhaust systems for the Super-

fortresses is used, but the Ryan Aeronautical Company is furnishing its

patented "ball and socket" connections and other specialized accessories

to the other manufacturer,

RYAN SUPERVISORS RETURN TQ BENCHES - One way of temporarily overcoming a scarcity

of skilled help in certain critical job classifications in the aircraft

industry was demonstrated in the unique plan suggested and carried out by

factory supervisory personnel at the Ryan Aeronautical Company recently.

When a bottleneck developed in the template cutting department, Ryan's

production superintendent, several of the general foremen and many foremen

and their assistants were so eager to break the log jam that they rolled

up their sleeves and themselves pitched in at regular bench work. For

several weeks a group of the supervisory personnel showed up in the template-

making department at 4:30 or 5:00, at the end of their normal business day,

to work three or four hours with the regular second shift employees in the

department.

Some of the supervisors hadn't manned a factory work bench for years,

but they seemed to enjoy doing the job. "The work helped speed along a

project in which we were mighty interested," one of them said. "It's been

a long time since we've had to get out and use our own hands, and we all

got quite a kick out of it."

West Coast aircraft factories, of which the Ryan Aeronautical Company

is typical, have recently run Into a considerable shortage of factory help

in the more highly specialized skills, and it has been only by such methods

as that adopted by Ryan that important projects have been carried through

to completion on schedule.
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SERVICE MEN EMPLOYED IN OFF HOURS AT RYAN PLANT - Tapping one of the largest

remaining reservoirs of manpower, the Ryan Aeronautical Company has begun

to hire some of the thousands of San Diego based service men who can spend

at least a part of their time at factory jobs.

Dozens of servicemen from the Coast Guard station at Lindbergh Field,

from Pt. Loma, Camp Elliott, the Naval Air station, and the army air

transport command are employed nightly - usually from 6 to 10 - and many

put in a full day whenever they have liberty,

"They throw their full weight into every job, and concentrate as though

they're working against time," one official said. "Many have seen at first

hand just how important such work can be to the men at the front."

It started recently when A. B. Col train and Frank Saye, Ryan executives,

crossed Harbor Drive from the factory to the nearby Coast Guard station in

an almost desperate attempt to recruit a few badly needed part-time workers.

"We'll let any man work providing he gets the okay of his direct

superior and his executive officer," they were told.

Coltrain and Saye addressed the entire station personnel, and a dozen

showed up for work the same night. Ryan supervisors welcomed each one

like a long-lost brother.

Mi ckey Meyers, then foreman of manifold assembly and an ex-marine

who still carries shrapnel and machine-gun wounds from St. Mihiel and the

Argonne, took a personal interest in the group.

After chatting with the men, he swiftly analyzed their background and

capabilities, assigned them to the most suitable jobs.

That night, when they checked out, Meyers was waiting for them with

a friendly parting word', as was G. E. Barton, factory manager, who offered

cigarets all around and discussed the work with them.





This made a big hit with the coast guardsmen. The word spread that

a personal interest was being taken in servicemen, and the original dozen

multiplied to the present large number.

"We're enthusiastic about their work, and the armed forces are en-

thusiastic about the worthwhile spare-time occupation and the extra income

it gives their men, as well as the increased production that results," a

Ryan official asserted. "This Is one of those arrangements where everybody

wins and nobody loses."

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS HO> MAN RYAN'S ENGINEERING DEPT. — "It's an old story with a

new twist" — that's what executives of the Ryan Aeronautical Company say

about their experiment in using high school boys this summer. Schoolboys

have been employed in aircraft factories every summer since the manpower

squeeze began — but Ryan strayed from the beaten pc-th in employing teen-

aged boys at highly technical drafting jobs in its engineering department.

Picking highly intelligent youngsters who had taken a lot of mechanical

drawing instruction in San Diego's high schools, Ryan put them to work in

the change group, where they corrected or redrew blueprints to conform to

changes in design.

The plan was surprisingly successful. The boys tackled their jobs

with a drive and enthusiasm that startled older engineers, and began

turning out drawings so fast that supervisors slowed down the boys for

fear of mistakes. However, most of the young draftsmen's drawings were

above average in accuracy.

The best proof of the boys' effectiveness is shown in the statistical

record of Ryan's change group. The group was 100 drawings behind schedule

when the boys went to work. Two weeks later this entire backlog of un-

completed work had vanished and the group was up to date.
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RYAN SCHOOL EMPLOYEES ASSISTED IN GETTING NEW JOBS — When cancellation of

a war contract forces wholesale dismissal of employees, a business

organization can still make itself solid with the public by helping

its discharged workers find new jobs. That was the lesson exemplified

last month by the Ryan School of Aeronautics, which placed hundreds of

discharged employees in new positions within a week after its Tucson

school closed due to cancellation of its Army pilot-training contract.

The school's Vice-President and General Manager, Earl b. Prudden,

gave three Ryan executives the full time assignment of working with

the U. S. Employment Service to line up other jobs for Tucson employees,

Telegrams, long-distance phone calls and special-delivery letters

located positions in airlines, flight schools and factories all over

the country for a large percentage of the employees. Close teamwork

between the school and its affiliate, the Ryan Aeronautical Company,

made it possible for many to stay with the Ryan organization by

transferring either to the Ryan aircraft factory in San Liego or to

the other Ryan flight school at Hemet, California. For these people,

Ryan provided free transportation of all household possessions and

other equipment to their new homes.

For employees who wished to stay in Arizona, Ryan found local

jobs with the cooperation of the U. S. Employment Service. Employment

representatives of ten of the largest Arizona business enterprises,

plus Wac and Army nurse recruiters, were brought to Ryan Field to

interview all employees interested in the various types of work

avai ! abl e.
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The program engendered tremendous good feeling for Ryan - not

only among the discharged employees, but also among the dozens of

employers who were enabled to dip into Ryan's manpower pool, and In

the Tucson community as a whole. Likewise, morale boomed among workers

at Ryan's San Diego and Hemet establishments as they saw that the

organization was thoroughly determined to do its best for discharged

workers.

Adi os,

/a^Y?wu.
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Greetings Am|gos :

More Remember the guy who jumped on several horses and rode off in all

directions? That's the way we feel lately. Between Ryan's new Navy

or fighting plane contracts, its airline applications, and Its hammer-

and-tongs expansion of personnel and plant facilities on all sides,

Less we reaily feel like a hyperthyrold schizophrenic or something.

OFF Keith Monroe has been out empire-building in recent weeks. He got to

meet a lot of the aviation-writing crowd in Washington, New York and

THE San Francisco, and clinched deals to write Ryan features for several

aviation magazines which have a feeling for the finer things In lite r—

RECORD ature. He's just finishing up the last of these articles, after which

he'll be at the service of any editor who wants a fast writing job on

Ryan-based features. (Keith, as you may know, does free-lance writing

on the side for Liberty, Coronet, Esquire, and other general magazines.)

- You've probably seen our special releases on our new vice-president and

general manager, Omer L. Woodson (former Bell vice-president) and on the

sixty million dollars worth of Navy orders we've been given for our new

fighting plane. Those two pieces of news are the key to a lot of addi-

tional news that will be coming up from Ryan in the next year. Keep

your eye on Ryan!

M1TSCHER URGES RYAN TO GREATER PRODUCTION SPEED — When Vice-Admiral Marc

Ml tscher , * hard-bi tten Commander of Task Force 58, came home to San Dlego

in November for thirty days' rest, he made no bones about some of the

things our Navy still needs badly.

And right near the top of the list he put more fighting planes -

especially Ryan planes.

When asked at a press conference in San Diego what such fast and

hard-striking units as Task Force 58 most urgently required, he shot

back:

"We want even better airplanes and we want them fasti"

WILLIAM WAGNER. DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE • PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
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Asked whether he was acquainted with the new planes being built

for the Navy by Ryan Aeronautical Company in San Diego, he nodded and

followed up with another one of his blunt remarks:

"When will we get them? That's what they're asking out In the

combat zones. We need them out where the fighting Is."

Later at a special meeting before the San Diego Chamber of Commerce,

Mitscher followed up with another bow to Ryan;

"Mr. Claude Ryan has just printed my picture in his plant paper with

a challenge to his co-workers to give my Navy colleagues immediate de-

livery of an eyen better type airplane for which he has a contract," he

told the assembled civic and Industrial leaders of the city. "We want

airplanes and we want them fast. We can't get them too soon. We can't

get too many. You cannot get action by talk, and we need action out

there."

MILLION DOLLAR EXPANSION PROGRAM AT RYAN — A million dollar building expansion

program at the Ryan Aeronautical Company got under way early In December

to provide additional facilities needed for the production of over

$60,000,000 of Ryan fighting planes under contracts from the Navy.

A huge sub-assembly manufacturing building and a 330-foot two-story

office building are the two main units to be added to Ryan's plant in

San Diego. Fighting plane assemblies are to be built in the new factory

structure. From there they go for completion to the adjoining final

assembly building, constructed two years ago,

A new surfaced parking lot of 569,000 square feet will accomodate

hundreds of additional automobiles driven by the 3000 new workers being

hired under Ryan's expanding employment program. Factory yard areas,

used for outdoor production work, will be increased by 82,500 square
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feet of new paving. Space is also being provided for doubling the serving

and eating facilities in the employees' cafeteria.

Smaller buildings to be constructed include those for storage,

salvage and plant protection. A complete heating and ventilating system

for assembly and sub-assembly buildings is to be installed.

Ryan's Lindbergh Field leases now Include 46 acres, eight of which

were recently added to provide space for three Ryan School of Aeronautics

buildings being moved from their former location on the opposite side of

the airport.

Ry an acti v I t| es have been expanding so rapidly that the company has

had to establish offices and warehouses at six locations in San Diego

away from the plant. Leasing of additional space in five or six other

downtown buildings is also contemplated.

TOM HEARNE IN ENGLAND — To help coordinate engineering standards of the United

States and British airc-aft manufacturers, Thomas P. Hearne, standards

engineer of Ryan Aeronautical Company, is in England at the invitation

of the British government,

Hearne. chairman of the International Aircraft Standards committee,

will spend u month in England with six other American aviation experts.

They will y1 tempt to coordinate sizes and specifications |n aircraft

, designs of the two countries to permit inter-changeability of parts. The

Bri tl sh— U.S. project wis smarted in 1943, when Hearne was host in San

Diego to England's leading standards engineers.

RYAN PRESSES CLA IMS FOR TVQ AiKLhME CERT , Fj CATES -- A "task force" of Ryan exec-

utives mads forays into Washington and San Francisco this fall to press

the organization's claims *or airline routes to small communities a||

over California, and from Lo s Angeles to Honolulu,

Pacific Air Lines, the new name under which the Ryan School of





Aeronautics plans to operate its routes, was represented in Washington

by president T. Claude Ryan, vice-president Earl D. prudden, attorney

John S. Wynne and three other Ryan executives during the Civil Aero-

nautics Board hearing last September which considered applications for

the Hawaiian-mainland routes.

Uncle Sam need not gamble the taxpayers' money by granting a per-

manent certificate for the Hawaiian route, president Ryan testified at

the hearing. Ryan has applied for a temporary certificate, which in

effect means that its franchise woulo automatically expire after a

temporary period If its mall contract proved unprofitable to the govern-

ment,

"We have such faith in the traffic we are sure we can generate

that we're willing to back our judgment with our own pocketbook,"

Mr, Ryan said. "That is why we'll accept a temporary certificate rather

than a permanent one."

Of the six applicants for the Honolulu franchise, only Northwest

and pacific Air Lines indicated willingness to accept a temporary certi-

ficate. CAB examiner Thomas H. Wrenn is expected to file his report on

the hearing within a few weeks.

In November a delegation of eight Ryan representatives went to

San Francisco for the CAB hearing on the "West Coast case" at which Ryan

and |3 other companies sought Board approval for various plans to provide

additional airline' service to Pacific Coast communities.

Ryan ?pp I ieC fc r permission to establish a network of feeder a j r-

Mnes serving I'iG Ca I i torn i a communities and Yuma, Arizona. Ryan took

the position that immediate passenger service to most towns not now

being served is Impracticable because of lack of suitable airports and
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alrcraft, "The Army and Navy control the airports of many of these

cities, and they are therefore not Immediately available for civilian

passenger service," Ryan witnesses pointed out. "Furthermore, we do

not believe that suitable passenger planes will be available for |8

months or more. However, there need be no delay In providing direct

airmail and air cargo pick-up service right now, Ryan can Inaugurate

this service within 60 days after a certificate is granted us by the

CAB."

This was the basic point on which Ryan differed with other appli-

cants, who proposed postponing all. service until it was possible to

inaugurate combined passenger and mail operations,

Halsey A. Bazley, president of All-American Aviation, Inc., appeared

as a surprise witness at the hearing. He flew from New York In order to

testify for Ryan although there had been no previous Inkling that he

would appear. "There is no question in my mind but what Ryan's proposed

operation would be economically sound," Bazley testified. "The potential

airmail business in California as indicated by the actual post office

count is in excess of that of any of our routes. The figures indicate

that airmail pick-up in California is economically justified."

Towns of smaller population have been found to generate more airmail

per capita than do the larger cities, Bazley said. He cited the tiny

town of Glennville, West Virginia, with a population of 588, which was

averaging 204 pieces of airmail dispatched per month before inauguration

of pick-up service, and which had increased to 4,033 pieces per month

by the fourth year of service, |n comparison, Wheeling, West Virginia,

with 61,099 population and many expanding war plants, increased only

from 6,375 pieces of airmail to 51,891 In the same period. These cases
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were typical of All-American's experience, Bazley pointed out In support

of Ryan's argument that California small towns should have airmail pick-

up service immediately,

NEW ORDER SWELLS MANIFOLD BACKLOG TO $14,000,000 — Douglas Aircraft Company this

month placed orders for over $1,000,000 with Ryan's Exhaust Systems

Manuf acturi ngDivislon, calling for nearly 5000 add i t| onal C-47 coll ector

rings to be installed on the famous Douglas twin-engined cargo planes.

This new contract, together with volume orders now in production

for manifolds for Boeing B-29 Superfortresses, Douglas C-54 Skymasters,

Grumman F6F Hellcats and other models, brings the Manifold Division back-

log to more than $14,000,000. Orders now on hand assure a high rate of

manifold production well Into 1946.

Exclusive of the latest Douglas order, the Ryan manifold department

has built 21,693 exhaust collectors for the C-47, probably the greatest

quantity of one manifold design ever built by a single manufacturer.

RYAN TO CLOSE HEMET SCHOO L — Closing of the Ryan School of Aeronautics primary

training air base, operated for the Army at Hemet, will be effective

December 28.

Shutdown of the Hemet school established four years ago follows

by only three months the termination of flying activities at Ryan's

other primary base near Tucson, and ends a|| such operations by the

San Diego concern in World War 2.

Ryan was one of the original nine flight schools to be selected

by the War Department to supplement its own flying schools when the

Air Forces began expending in | 939. In the last five years more than

14,000 pilots have been trained. for the Army by Ryan.
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More than 500 civilians are employed at Hemet and most of them

are expected to be offered jobs at the fast-growing Ryan factory in

San Diego, Those who wish to stay in Hemet will get Ryan help in

finding suitable new work In the community.

Termination of Ryan Field and other civilian contract schools [s

actually a tribute to these organizations, Brigadier General Kenneth P.

McNaughton, Training Commander Chief of Staff declared. "The attrition

rate of our pilots in combat is far less than originally anticipated,

and clearfy demonstrates the excellent training job done by these con-

tractors," he said Combat strength is now up to schedule and only re-

placements are required, \t was indicated.
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Greetings Amigos:

We're head over heels in expansion this month — in fact Ryan
is practically bursting its walls. The company has moved
various departments to eight different downtown locations in
order to make more room in the central plant, and still we're
crowded. Our huge new building additions should be ready soon,
however, and that will ease the cramps somewhat.

In the meantime we've added a number of new executives whose
names are known throughout the industry. We'll be sending you
some interesting announcements on new appointments soon. In
our own little Public Relations bailiwick two new writers have
joined the fold. H. H. "Hob" Steely, a pilot of 26 years'
experience and a veteran newspaper man, has deserted the Oklahoma
City Daily Oklahoman to become editor of Aerolite, our new weekly
newspaper for employees. Our other newcomer is Natalie Knight,
who covered one of the trickiest newspaper beats in America —
the Hollywood movie colony — for United Press before joining
Ryan. Hob and Natalie will work under Keith Monroe in putting
out Aerolite, in helping Frances Statler write our monthly
magazine, Flying Reporter, and in developing publicity material
for youse guys. Watch for the Steely and Knight by-lines on
some magazine articles which will be offered to various aviation
publications.

More

or

Less

OFF

THE

RECORD

We just couldn't believe the figures when Ryan's employment
manager phoned them in. At the present time more callers are
dropping in at Ryan's employment office each day than there
were in a whole month last year.

Everyone here is excited about Ryan's fast-growing backlog of
exhaust manifold orders which now tops the thirteen-million-
dollar mark. It means that Ryan is now not only one of the
nation's major airplane manufacturers but one of the top mani-
fold builders in the world. When you make manifolds for the
Superfortress, Thunderbolt, Skymaster, Hellcat and a half-dozen
others, you're in the big leagues.

RYAN GETS MILLION DOLLARS IN NEW PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT — More than

a million dollars of new production machinery, plant equipment,

and testing devices needed to speed manufacture of warplanes at

WILLIAM WAGNER. . DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
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the Ryan Aeronautical Company, under Navy contracts exceeding

$58,000,000, will begin to arrive at the San Diego plant this

month, it was announced this week by T. Claude Ryan, president.

The Defense Plant Corporation will provide $1,012,250 for

the expansion, which will bring to approximately $2,750,000

its commitments at the Ryan plant.

To complete Ryan's extensive flight test program for the

Navy, $100,000 has been allotted for specialized instruments

and test equipment to record the results of simulated aerial

combat maneuvers.

HUGE NEW CONTRACTS FOR RYAN MANIFOLDS — Ryan's backlog of exhaust

manifold orders has now passed the thirteen-million-dollar mark,

President T. Claude Ryan announced this month. The company's

Sales department has just negotiated additional contracts for

exhaust manifold systems to be used on the huge Douglas C-54

Skymaster and components on Republic P-47 Thunderbolts.

Ryan also has contracts to build thousands of exhaust

systems for Boeing B-29 Superfortresses and other famous fight-

ing planes of Grumman, Northrop, Consolidated and Curtiss-Wright.

The new contract from Douglas is for $1,302,551 and brings

the backlog of C-54 manifold orders alone to $3,016,341. The

orders come from Douglas plants in both Santa Monica and Chicago,

according to Sam C. Breder, Ryan sales manager. "Ryan has

always been the major manufacturer of exhaust manifolds for the

Skymaster," Breder said. "This new Douglas contract will carry

us well into 1946 and is another indication of a bright future for

our company. Many of our manifold contracts run into nuxt year
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and are divided between combat and transport types suitable

for peace-time commercial operation."

MANIFOLD WORKERS BREAK PRODUCTION RECORDS — "We need to stop up

daily production by one-third," Superintendent Butch Ortiz

told Ryanitos in the Manifold Division this month. "Can we do

it?"

It was a terrific order, especially on B-29 manifolds.

But the Ryan crews decided that it could and would be done.

Ryan manifolds are used on B-29 Superfortresses, Grumman fighters

and many other famous combat planes urgently needed by the Army

and Navy. So when the word came through that faster production

was needed, Ryanites knew that the need was Uncle Sam's. They

buckled down as never before.

Not only did they work all possible overtime hours, but

they boosted presenteeism to a new all-time high. "Manifold

production is now in high gear and has surpassed all expectation,"

Ortiz says.

"Just tell this gang the facts and they'll come through

every time," Ortiz says with pride. "The manifold crews knew

this job was a toughie when they tackled it, but that didn't

stop them. In addition to the production increase we needed, a

change of design was involved which required a change of tooling.

We put the problem up to the manifold folks on welding, drop-

hammer, assembly, sandblasting and small parts on all three

shifts — and every single person pitched in and worked like a

Trojan, putting us over the top on that objective of a one-third

production increase. The whole Ryan Company should be proud

of them!"
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CIVIC COOPERATION LAUDSD 3Y RYAN REPRESENTATIVE — Splendid coopera-

tion between the city of San Diego and its aviation industries

is one of the principal reasons the aircraft plants in this

area have been able to chalk up an outstanding record in war

production, according to William Brotherton, public relations

representative of the Ryan Aeronautical Company.

Brotherton told a luncheon meeting of the aviation com-

mittee of the San Diego Chamber of Commerce that more than

100,000 military and naval planes have been built since 1940

in the West Coast area despite lack of sufficient manpower.

He added that the pace of production since 1940 has been stepped

up tenfold as a result of increased efficiency.

"The intelligent and enthusiastic assistance of Son Diego

municipal authorities has made it possible for aircraft plants

to recruit and retain far more employees than they could have

otherwise," Brotherton said. "Transportation, housing, child

care centers, staggered hours for shopping centers and many

other factors which eased our manpower and morale problems are

due to the cooperation of civic officials."

HUNDREDS CALL AT EMPLOYMENT OFFICII: DAILY AS RYAN EXPANDS — An

average of 510 'men and women are crowding into Ryan's employ-

ment offices each day inquiring about work at Ryan, it was

revealed this week by Frank Saye, employment manager.

"We used to think we were having a big month when 500

callers came in during the whole month," Saye said. "Since

the middle of January, however, we've been absolutely swamped —

more people coming in every day than we sometimes got in a month.
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On January 16 we were snowed under with a record-smashing 530*

"

The sudden surge of San Diegans, eager to get directly

behind the war effort, may be due to several factors, Saye

said. The appeal of the armed forces for heavier production

on the home front was probably a leading factor, he believes.

Another possible cause of the rush is Ryan's recently-intensified

advertising campaign urging San Diegans to apply for jobs at

Ryan. The campaign uses nevjspapers, radio and other media, and

emphasises Ryan's attractions as "A Better Place to Work" rather

than relying solely on win-the-war appeals.

Ryan is in the midst of a hell-for-leather drive to get

three thousand hew employees. Its vastly expanded production

program, made necessary by its $58,000,000 contracts to build

its new fighting planes for the Navy and its $13,000,000 contracts

for exhaust manifold systems, necessitates a fast-moving, large-

scale increase in personnel.

The new work-or-fight proposals have not meant any immediate

change in the number of applications from men so far, according

to Saye. The number of applications from men in comparison to the

number of women is still about the same as it has been for the

past six months, with women still in the majority.

Work available at Ryan includes jobs in almost every depart-

ment with the principal openings offered on the second shift.

The primary needs for first shift are draftsmen, tool designers and

production planners.
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The old maestro himself is going to sally forth into the outer
darkness. Yes, old Bill Wagner is making his first trip out

of California in lo, these many years. Bill starts March 1

for Washington, where he'll spend about ten days conferring
with the Navy, so that we'll be all set to toss the news in your
lap as soon as the Navy gives the green light. After Washington
he goes on to Mew York. He's looking forward bo meeting, for the
first time, some of you writers with whom he's been corresponding
all these years; and of course, he'll be dropping in to repay
visits which a lot of you other boys have paid him in San Diego.

When you can cut a four-day job down to four hours
,
you're

really shifting production into high gear. That's exactly what
a Ryan supervisor in the stock room did last week. For further
details, see the inside pages of this missive.

You doubtless saw the announcement we sent out recently regarding
the appointment of Bud Gillies as assistant to the president. We
think it was a highly significant announcement. It means that

Ryan now has one of the best top management teams in the aviation
industry. With Ben Salmon (project engineer on Martin's "Baltimore"
bomber and Lockheed's P-38) to design our planes; "Woody" Woodson
(former Bell vice-president, nationally known as one of the geniuses
of mass production) to keep the assembly line moving at top speed;

Gillies (ex-vice-president of Grumman) as roving trouble shooter,
and Claude Ryan, of course, as quarterback of the whole team, this

company has a combination that is going to be hard to beat.

British aircraft men aren't given to throwing around superlatives.
Usually their highest phrase is "quite interesting." So when two
of England's greatest airplane designers apply the adjectives
"extraordinary" and "amazing" to the Ryan factory, they're really
saying a mouthful. Read about it in this issue.

GILLIES APPOINTED RYAN'S AIDE — ^ointment of B. A. "Bud" Gillies to

.the dual position of assistant to the president and director of

Flight and Service of the Ryan Aeronautical Company has been announced

by T. Claude Ryan, president.
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As assistant to the president, Gillies will coordinate

relations between the company and the armed services and tackle

special assignments as executive assistant. The Flight Testing,

Flight Service and Airplane Field Service department heads will

report to Gillies as director of Flight and Service.

Gillies was vice-president of the Grumman Aircraft Engineering

Corporation for the last ten years, and was responsible for engin-

eering and production test flying and field service.

"MOSQUITO" DESIGNERS COMPLIMENT RYAN PLAL1T — The new production methods

and unusual facilities of the Ryan Aeronautical Company recently

surprised two modest, ultra-conservative Englishmen, who are so

used to amazing tilings that they seldom even comment.

Dropping for the moment their cloak of conservatism, they

paid the Ryan plant the highest compliment a British aircraft ex-

pert could offer. They said it was "extraordinary — amazing."

Ryan's visitors were as unusual as their comments. They are

famous as the team that conceived and designed England's vaunted

twin-engine "Mosquito" bomber: R. E. Bishop, chief designer, and

C. T. Wilkins, assistant designer, of the DeHaviland Aircraft Company.

"The plant exceeded our expectations," Bishop declared.

Bishop and Wilkins were asked their opinions on the relative

merits of British and American combat planes. They agreed that

British planes were superior as short-range interceptors, and that

American fighting planes excelled in long-range escort operations.

They also were of the opinion that the British probably would not

produce a new plane that could outdo the "Spitfire" before the war is

over.
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Wilkins added that ho foresaw the day when single-engined

combat planes would bo a thing of the past. "Twin or multi-

engine craft are fast pushing the single-engine job out of the

factory," he said.

MANIFOLD DIVISION SETS SPEED RECORD — An all-time speed record has just

been hung up by Ryan's Manifold division, according to Sales Manager

Sam C. Breder.

In exactly 26 days from the time the first line was drawn on

paper, Ryan turned out a new type of stack for exhaust manifold

systems on the Douglas A-26 attack bomber, Breder disclosed. The

job involved new engineering designs, working out now tooling,

welding and fabricating — a project which might have taken months

in some factories.

"We had to ride roughshod ever all kinds of obstacles to get

the job done this fast," Breder said. "But everybody in the company

cooperated — from the Ryan telephone operators, who pushed through

long-distance calls for us in record time, to the station wagon

driver, who worked out arrangements so he could take the stacks on

his 5 o'clock trip and save a whole night's delay."

The first set of stacks fit the Douglas test plane without any

rework, and Douglas was so well pleased that it requested a second

set delivered as soon as possible.

STOCK ROOM SUPERVISOR OUTS FOUR-DAY JOB TO FOUR HOURS — Shelton B. Tudor,

supervisor of the finished parts stores at Ryan Aeronautical Company,

has devised a new method of moving storage racks which enables four

men to do in four hours a job which previously required six men four

days to complete.
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When Ryan had to move its parts storage racks as part of its

current expansion program, Tudor thought up a slider bar which

was built by Ryan's mechanical maintenance men in ten hours. The

bar was then hooked to the top of a rack. An overhead crane

moved the bar and its attached rack easily and swiftly to the de-

sired location.

(Incidentally, \ve have photographs available to anyone who is in-

terested. And we might even dig up diagrams if we were suitably

coaxed.)
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Note: This is the text of an advertisement Ryan is publishing in a

newspaper guild annual. Some of the boys were so impressed
with the profound philosophical insight of this advertisement
that they begged us to make it available to the wider audience
of this newsletter.

Why Our Accounting Department Sent Us a Memo Questioning

"Postage on One Pigmy"

It all began when we made the remark one fateful day that "We

can recognize a news story as readily as the next man."

"Yeah?" snapped the boss. "Well, who is the next man?"

At that point we threw a filing cabinet at him. But the sub-
ject could not be disposed of thus airily. It continued to

prey upon our mind, How could we be sure that we were spotting
hot news as quickly as the next man, if we didn't know who the

next man was?

Well, to make a long story, we're now recognizing news as well

as the next man, because the next man happens to be a particu-
larly backward pigmy, fresh from the Belgian Congo, who speaks
only Bantu, Colloquial Bantu, at that.

He has helped us immensely. You see, here at Ryan we try never
to release a publicity story that isn't newsworthy, concise,

and well-written, Obviously, an unusual criterion is demanded
if all our releases are to be up to the standards we've set.

But we've decided that we might test each story upon the lowest
form of human life we could find, and if it held even his

interest
f , .

Discarding some whimsical choices that occurred to us at this

point, we sent for our little ebony friend, post-haste. He

arrived, post-paid, stopping only to pack a change of loin cloths.

The system is working wonderfully well. Yesterday, we found him
poring over a stack of our news releases, so engrossed he wouldn't
even go out to eat. "Ay Bantu busy," he chortled. He lives on

smorgasbord and puns

.

Take a tip from our little colleague*-. Whenever you want any

information about Ryan, if you need a timely feature or newspix

pronto, just safari out to Ryan's Public Relations office or

thump out your request on the old tribal drum (strong influence,
that pigmy). If it's more convenient, just wire, write, or

phone.

Incidentally, xve may call on you boys for help in straightening
out our expense account. The Accounting Department still wants
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to Bantu back and forth with us about that pigmy postage.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY

Bill Wagner
Kob Steely
Frances Statler Natalie Knight

Keith Monroe
Jimmy Cox
Bill Brotherton

-»-The pigmy's name is purposely withheld to spare an innocent
person possible embarrassment. Sometimes, too, it will be

necessary for us to withhold certain information for a more
valid reason — military security. We know you'll understand.
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Greetings Amigos:

More We never thought we'd learn to love the Santa Fe - what with
being around airplanes and air transportation for the past

or fifteen years! This sudden feeling of mutual admiration stems

from the fact that early this month we ^completed our first
Less transcontinental train trip (you've heard about priorities on

the airlines, no doubt J ). Hot that we particularly love trains
OFF as such, but the Santa Fe Chief is indeed a thing of beauty and

a joy forever after riding the assorted "rattlers" east of

THE Chicago.

RECORD They say you always meet someone you know on the Chief - and

sure enough that was the case with us. Got off with the wife

and baby daughter at Las Vegas, N. M., to stretch our legs and

saw a familiar bare-headed pipe-smoker further up the train.

Turned out to be our old friend Jim Marshall of Collier's.
Then westbound, apparently feeling the spirit of the old west

, as we came across the plains country, we ran into Lockheed Air

Terminal's manager, Dudley Steele, all decked out in flannel

shirt and whipcord trousers.

That eastern trip of ours, incident ally, was quite a thing .

Being an old California lover from way back, we haven't broken

our neck to trek away from the land of sunshine — particularly
this wintry winter. But business is business so we left the

old stamping ground here to pay a visit to our press friends -

old and new - in Washington, Chicago and way points.

NAVY DOUBLES ORDER FOR RYAN FIGHTING PLANES ~ Total backlog of orders

on hand at the Ryan Aeronautical Company is $116,000,000 today.

An increase of $45,000,000 in contracts, calling' for hundreds of

additional Ryan fighting planes and aLTiost doubling the number

previously on order, has just been placed with Ryan by the U. S.

Navy, according to a joint announcement by President T. Claude

WILLIAM WAGNER. . DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE . PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT





Ryan and the Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics.

Ryan's orders for its new Navy fighting plane, which is ex-

pected to take an important role in the stepped-up air war against

Japan, now exceed $103,000,000. The backlog of orders on hand,

highest in the company's history, will require an accelerated pro-

duction rate at least until mid-summer 1946.

In addition to the plane orders, Ryan holds approximately

$13,000,000 worth of contracts for Ryan exhaust manifolds to be

used on the Boeing B-29 Superfortress, an undisclosed new Martin

plane (for which Ryan will both design and build the manifolds),

and numerous other famous planes of both combat and transport

types.

The rising tide of government orders has required a major ex-

pansion of Ryan production facilities. A new $1,000,000 sub-

assembly manufacturing building and a two-story, 330-foot office

and engineering building are now almost completed. At the same

time the Defense Plant Corporation has increased to $2,750,000

its commitments at the Ryan plant by allocating $1,012,2.50 for

new machinery, tools and test equipment.

WOMEN WELDERS IN HOT RACE FOR CHAMPIONSHIP — White-hot rivalry is

ablaze at Ryan for the gas welding championship of the company.

Early last month the company announced that Mrs. Helen

Sugel had set a Ryan record by welding 2,529 inches over the

amount scheduled for the work week. She won the championship by

exactly one inch over Mrs. Mary Bloom, whose week's total was

2,528 inches above the schedule.

That disturbed Mrs. Bloom, a former model from Miami, so

the folloxving week she really bore down and smashed the record
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into small pieces by welding 3,923 inches over the schedule.

Ryan foremen, dumbfounded, predicted that the record would last

for years

.

It turned out to last only two weeks, however. Mrs. Marie

Hanson set out to break the record, worked like mad for six

straight days, and wound up with a total that was clear out of

this world — 4,332 inches above the quota.

Mrs. Hanson, like the previous champions, learned to weld

in the Ryan factory. She is the mother of six children, two of

whom are in the service, and her husband (a veteran of the last

war) his been a patient in the Naval Hospital in San Diego for

several years.

Ryan's factory supervisors are holding their breaths to see

what happens next. Apparently that title of "Ryan Gas Welding

Champion" will entice women welders to greater heights than any-

one ever thought possible.

GILLIES MADE VICE PRESIDENT — Election of B. A. "Bud" Gillies as vice

president of the Ryan Aeronautical Company was announced this

month by President T. Claude Ryan. Gillies, former assistant to

the president, replaces 0. L. Woodson as director of the manufac-

turing and engineering operations of the company.

Gillies is widely known in aviation for his drive, speed and

resourcefulness. At 23 he was general manager of the Grover

Loening Aircraft Company, and at 29 became the vice president of

the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, which position he

held until this year. He is now 39.
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WORKERS CUT PRODUCTION JOB TO ONE-THIRD FORMER TIMS — One of the

most sensational speed records ever set at the Ryan Aeronautical

Company has been hung up by 25 workers in the Fuselage depart-

ment. The job of joining the wing center panel to the forward

fuselage, usually a lengthy chore, was cut to one-third of the

former time by this red-hot gang of speedsters. The 25 people

are divided almost evenly between first and second shifts. That

means they did a smooth job of dovetailing their work, with lots

of team spirit.

"All these people worked overtime consistently to push through

this new record," explained Fuselage General Foreman T. J. Johnson.

"They've got as much competitive spirit as any championship foot-

ball team ever had. Every member of the group tossed in suggestions

which helped us get the work out faster, and they really bore down

with the elbow grease,"

The group spent weeks working up to its phenomenal speed.

But they're not satisfied yet. They think they can break their

own record, and are planning soon to lower their mark even fur-

ther.

NAVY LIEUTENANT HAS CHARMED LIFE — Lieutenant (j.g.) J. M. Robonic,

assigned to the Bureau of Aeronautics Representative office at

the Ryan Aeronautical Company, and working vdth sub-contractors

in the Los Angeles area, is wondering how much longer his seven-

teen-year stretch of good luck will last. Robonic has spent

twenty years in naval aviation — much of it on the Navy's unluck-

iest craft — and has escaped disaster by a thin margin several

times

.
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Robonic was assigned to one of the planes carried by the

dirigible Akron, and he and his crew were grounded by bad weather

->nly a few moments before the Akron took off for its last disas-

trous flight. His plane was to have been picked up by the Akron.

He next was assigned to the Macon and remained with that air-

ship until it crashed off Santa Cruz. That happened on the Lieu-

tenant's day off.

Late in 1941 Robonic was aboard a ship which was hit at

Pearl Harbor in the Japs' sneak attack. He had been put ashore

at San Francisco, however.

Robonic started his Navy career at the Naval Aviation

Mechanics school at Great Lakes, Illinois. Before taking his

latest post at the Ryan office, he was assigned to the Alaskan

area,

INFORMAL We discovered a lot of interest in what Ryan is doing for the Navy

and found the welcome mat out for us everywhere - possibly in

COMMENT expectation that we'd give a bit on the story, but we ain't talk-

ing - yet J At the moment we're being paid to keep our trap shut,

About but before too long we'll get our monthly check only if we talk

our head off and convince everyone to give us lotsa space. We

This think the story will justify it

J

And AWA secretary Devon Francis and wife Irene played nursemaids while

we "relaxed" in the Statler at Washington from the effects of

That what must have been food poisoning. While not busy with food

poisoning or Navy Public Relations (no connection implied) we look-

ed up the aviation gang there - Bob Wood of Aviation News, Jim

Strebig of A. P., Waldo Russell of American Aviation, Alice Hager

of Skyways, et al.

If you missed an invitation to our cocktail party in Washington

or New Y;rk we're most regretful of the oversight. Maybe you

should be like AWA president George Haddaway, the man from Texas.

We heard' George was in New York so phoned to extend him an in-

vitation, only to learn that he'd hoard of the gathering and had

already invited himself. Saw more people in New York and Wash-

ington than we could possibly mention here, so this is just to

say that it was good meeting all of you again - and some - like





Roy Alexander of Tine, Hanson Baldwin of the New York Times
and Caroline Iverson of Life - for the first time.

Return visits to our office were soon paid by Dick Cooke of the
Wall Street Journal and Paul Andrews of Air News. Speaking of
Paul - there's one guy who's more completely sold on California
than .anyone we've ever seen. Brother Phil will probably have to
send out the F.B.I, to get him back to the New York offices.

And in closing, we'd like to say that there ought to be a law
against Congressmen talking out of turnl Don't they understand
that ^ue l d like to "break" our own story 1

Adios,

Ut
1
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Greetings Amigos:

More We're still going hell bent for breakfast , or something, here at

Ryan and congratulating ourselves on the way our war assignments

or have worked out. It's certainly fortunate that at a time ivhen war
workers are being laid off in some plants, other plants such as

Less ours have plenty of jobs for them. Ryan. still needs two thousand
additional skilled workers for its current expansion program.

OFF
Until we get those workers , the rest of us have our noses jammed

THE hard against the grindstone. On our final assembly line, for
example, we've just instituted a sixty-hour week for both first

RECORD and second shifts. And while some other factories are thinking
about taking Saturdays off, we'r^ still going full blast through
the Fourth of July and other holidays.

Fair warning — It looks as if our boss, Man Mountain Wagner, will

be descending upon you eastern boys again next month. He's tenta-

tively planning another trip to Washington and Now York for August.

You know what that means, boys.

MORE RYAN FIGHTING PLANES, IS NAVY PLEA — An increased production rate

of its Navy fighting planes was asked of the Ryan Aeronautical

Company this month by AcLairal Harold B. Sallada, newly appointed

Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics.

The Navy is counting heavily upon Ryan's new combat plane for

the stepped-up air war in the Pacific, he said.

"Increased Japanese air activity, including suicide attacks,

have made it essential that we send increasing numbers of the new-

est types of combat aircraft to the Pacific Fleet with a minimum of

delay," Sallada explained.

WILLIAM WAGNER. . DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

KEITH MONROE . PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
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"Because the Navy is counting heavily upon the Ryan plane,

we would like to feel that every man and woman in your plant

realizes fully the importance of this contribution to our mount-

ing assault upon the Japanese, and is sparing no effort in getting

those planes into action."

In response to this appeal, Ryan immediately launched plans to

push production to the highest rate humanly possible with its present

labor force. An intensive "Beat the Quota" drive will go on through-

out July, dramatized as a race between a quota plane (representing

the last plane which should go off the assembly line in July if the

current quota is met) and a schedule plane (representing the schedule).

The whole Ryan factory will concentrate on a drive to get the quota

plane as far ahead of the schedule plane as possible. Pep rallies,

daily communiques and intensive publicity will keep the race cooking.

RHODES NSW ASSISTAN T CHIEF ENGINEER — For many years a top aircraft

engineer and widely known in the industry, Edward P. Rhodes Jr. is

Ryan's new assistant chief engineer.

Rhodes has been given complete charge of engineering adminis-

tration and will handle all production and other engineering matters

concerned with Ryan's new Navy fighting plane. He has taken over

his assignment to relieve Chief Engineer Ben T. Salmon of detail

work. Salmon will devote his principal energies to new airplane de-

sign projects.

Before joining Ryan, Rhodes was chief project engineer for Bell

Aircraft Corp. on the jet-propelled P-59 Airacomet and on other pro-

jects which are still secret. He is widely known in the industry

for his ability to streamline the operations of an engineering de-

partment .





100,000 MANIFOLDS IN SEVEN YEARS OF PLANT WORK — In the last seven

years the Ryan Aeronautical Company has designed, built and ser-

viced over 100 , 000 large stainless-steel manifolds for an array of

planes that reads like the "Who's Who" of aviation. The latest

addition to this list of great planes with Ryan manifolds is the

new scout observation plane, the Curtiss SC-1 Seahai'fk, now in

action ^vith the Navy.

Ryan is meeting faster and faster production schedules on

manifolds with no increase in the number of employees in that

department. Likewise no additional space for the manufacture of

manifolds has been allot ed, despite the increased production, be-

cause the Ryan fighting planes must take precedence.

QUALITY CHAMPS IN THE SPOTLIGHT — Production took a sudden jump, as

related in the last Ryan newsletter, when the company's weekly

newspaper began publishing the pictures and production totals of

individuals and crews who hung up speed records. As other workers

sought to break records and win championships, production climbed.

Then the company decided to concentrate on making production flaw-

less as well as fast. Accordingly the weekly newspaper took a new

tack and began publicizing "Quality Champions" — workers who pro-

duced the most perfect work over a period of time. As a result of

the new publicity emphasis, everybody is shooting at the quality

records now. Quantity plus quality equals perfection, n'est-ce pas?

(if you want statistics on just how greatly records have improved,

see the next issue of Ryan's monthly magazine, Flying Reporter.)

LEADMEN'S SCHOOL SAVES 1818 MANHOURS A WEEK — Taking stock of the produc-

tion results of the first special leadmen training class, the Indus-

trial Training department at the Ryan Aeronautical Company has

found that 1818 manhours per week are being saved by workers under
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ibe first 58 leadm.cn given the training.

The leadmen were taught how to give a new employee the right

start, teach a worker a new job, keep people occupied; they took

intensive training in job simplification, quality control, tool

control and other important subjects to help speed production.

The chief saving has been in the time a leadman saves in teaching

a new job to an employee or introducing a new employee to his job.

The average number of hours saved on this phase alone is three

hours, which can be turned into production time by the employee.

On this basis each leadman kept individual check charts of the

amount of work every worker produced before the leadman took the

class and after he completed the class.

With the sudden increase in the number of leadmen, Ryan needed

a large-scale program to train leadmen in leadership and management

techniques. This need brought about the organization of the leadmen

training courses, and they are proving well worth the effort.

We're still getting letters full of posies for that special issue

of Flying Reporter we put out in imitation of Life. Apparently
all youse guys got a kick out of it, and we thank you for your
plaudits. However, take our advice and never try to copy the Life
style. You have to make all picture captions come out exactly
even — neither longer nor shorter than the line of type. The

process of laying out a Life photo page has problems of its own —
iirhen you line up a row of ' pix and try to cut them all into equal
sizes, squares or oblongs, a la Life, you find yourself cutting
off the feet or heads of some of the people in the pictures.
Life contains lots of advertisements which should be imitated if
you are going to be realistic. There are little blocks of copy
scattered here and there throughout the magazine — "Subscriptions

'

and all correspondence regarding them s hould be addressed to.......
All material, which in the opinion of the editors involves military
security Ul rights preserved under Pan American copy-
wright convention " — which should be replaced by fittingly
sardonic parodies. If you think all this is easy, spend a month at

it sometime and see how you are.

A real live alumna of Life has just stumbled into our bull pen here
and is already turning out some pretty nifty copy. The lady in
question is Mrs. Pat Knowlton Stange, formerly in the Life news
bureau, and before that a reporter for the Cleveland Press. If Pat
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had been here when we were imitating Life, our labors would have
been much lighter. But they'll be lighter anyhow from now on,

with her on hand. Watch for the Stange byline in Aerolite and
Flying Reporter.

Adios,
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Greetings Amigos:

More Bj I I Brotherton has a knack for creating easy-to-understand word pictures
of involved technical processes which the layman really seems to appreci-

Or ate. It's hard to think of anything much duller than the exhaust system
of an aircraft engine; yet bill gives a new and lively description which

Less makes the reader sit up and take interest - for example:

OFF "The sheer power which has been compressed into the small size of a 3000
horsepower radial aircraft engine is a titanic force to contemplate. One

THE of these new engines packs as much power as the average passenger train
locomotive, yet could neatly be placed in the cab. Like rows of rapidly

RECORD firing cannon barrels, the 28 cylinders of these mammoth engines each
fire 21 explosions of air and gasoline a second. To support this com-
bustion they consume air like a raging forest fire. So much air, that

special air pumps called superchargers, must be used to force enormous
quantities down the engine's windpipe, like some giant iron lung."

Which is by way of reminding our readers that Bill Brotherton is Ryan's
Technical Editor and always available to develop really readable techni-
cal material for trade publications and newspaper editors. If you have

s particular subject in mind, just let us know and Bill will be on the
job in no time at all. And, whether you have a special request or not,

we'll still see to it that his material reaches you.

San Dieqans have found Brotherton so refreshingly lucid that during the

last eighteen months he has given more then 100 addresses before business,
professional and service clubs on aviation subjects - including his
current "best-seller" on Jet Propulsion.

RYAN REVEALS PLANS FOR NEW PLANES AND PRODUCTS — First indication that Ryan

Aeronautical Company is preparing to reenter the commercial and private

airplane manufacturing field was contained in an informal letter sent to

stockholders recently by T. Claude Ryan, president, as a means of familiari-

zing them with the company's position and prospects in the transition period

from war production to peacetime operations.
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"Studies of new designs, production and markets for private and com-

mercial planes have been under way since the war's end," Ryan explained.

"However, we feel that it is not a sound policy to fully reveal our plans

in the competitive commercial field at this time."

That Ryan is continuing actively in the development of advanced mili-

tary aircraft types was also revealed. "This is evidenced," the company presi-

dent said, "by the high employment in the engineering, laboratory and experi~

mental departments where much in new and advanced development work is being

carried on. Importance of the activities in new design is illustrated by the

nature of the work being done in advanced applications of jet propulsion,

super-sonic speeds and electronics.

"Your company went through a very progressive development during the

war, having advanced from building training and private owner type planes

to the design, engineering and volume production of Navy Fireball jet-pushed,

propeller-pulled fighters. With this experience and the necessary key per-

sonnel retained in the Ryan organization, the company expects to continue to

serve the country's test interests through development and manufacture of

new combat aircraft types."

"Of long-range importance to the company's future operations is the

fact that although production of the FR-I model Fireball was stopped after

war's end, engineering and development work on new projects was continued.

Authorization has since been given by the Navy for the design, development

and building of an experimental auantity of a completely new but still more

advanced model of the basic Fjreball type fighter. Following its develop-

ment, this model is planned for production to meet the Navy's peace-time re-

tirements for the most modern, high performance aircraft."

NEW LI VISION FORMED TO BUI IX STAINLESS STEEL ITEMS — Creation of the Stainless

Steel Manufacturing Division of the Ryan Aeronautical Company has been an-
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nounced by T. Claude Ryan, president, and is indicative of the company's

plans for expansion of peace-time production.

Formerly known as the exhaust systems division, the Stainless Steel

Manufacturing Division will operate under this new and more appropriate title,

due to the broadening of its line of products. In addition to aicraft ex-

haust systems, parts for jet propulsion engines and allied accessories,

which have long been in production, a number of non-aer onauti cal products

of stainless steel which fit the facilities and technique of this division

have been developed and are planned for early production.

RYAN FIREBALL FIRST TJ MAKE CARRIER LANDING ON JET ALONE — The United States

Navy has recently disclosed that the first successful, although unpremeditated,

landing by a jet-puwered plane on rn aircraft carrier was made last fall by

a Ryan FR-I Fireball Navy fighter.

The landing was made November 6th aboard the escort carrier "Wake Island"

off San Diego by Ensign Jake C. West of Air^Group 41 who mode his unintentional

pioneer jet landing when his plane experienced an almost complete power failure

in the conventional engine as he was making his landing approach. Quickly

starting his jet engine, he continued his approach and landed safely. The

Fireball is powered by both turbo-jet and a reciprocating engine and is the

first plane in the world so equipped.

The Navy reported the landing was the first on record and confirmed its

long held belief th3t such a feat could be accomplished successfully.

Ryan engineers who were on the four-day qualification trip lest fall

reported that the landing was made under extremely adverse operating con-

ditions. A heavy sea gave the carrier a pitch of 40 feet from low to high

which, with occasional rolls, gave the carrier peculiar oscillations making

it very difficult for the fencing sign:l officer and pilot to judge the po-
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sition of the deck at the time of the landing. In spite of the severe sea,

eighty-nine landings were accomplished and 14 pilots were qualified to fly

the Navy's first jet airplane,

ANNUAL REPORT TO BE DELAYED NINETY DAYS — Because final settlement of govern-

ment terminated contracts cannot be made in time to permit accurate financial

statements for the complete 1945 fiscal year to be ready for distribution in

February, as in the past, the Board of Directors of the Ryan Aeronautical Com-

pany has decided to postpone the issuance of the annual report, and the stock-

holders meeting normally held in March, for approximately 90 days. Instead,

the company issued the informal interim report covering the nine months ended

July 31, 1945, for which period a net profit of $244,895 was earned after all

charges. It was pointed out that the figures were taken from the books of the

company and did not represent independently audited statements.

Negotiations were reported under way with federal contract termination

adjustment agencies which may materially increase net profit for the full 1945

fiscal year, which ended October 31st.

SMALL APPOINTED ASST. SALES MGR. OF EXHAUST MANIFOLD DEPT . — Promotion Of Joseph

A, Small to the position of Assistant Sales Manager of the Ryan Aeronautical

Company's exhaust manifold department has been announced by T. Claude Ryan,

presi dent.

In his new position, Small will assist Sam C. Breder, Ryan's veteran

sales manager, in further development of new business for the company's

large-scale exhaust systems production activities w hich are continuing in

heavy volume into peacetime. At the same time, the new appointment will re-

lieve Breder of routine activities so that he may give more attention to the

expansion of peacetime markets for other stainless steel products.
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RYAN HONORS OLDEST EMPLOYEE — Twenty-two years ago when young, butch-born Harm

Jan van der Linde, walked out to the airport at Dutch Flats, San Diego, to

ask for a job, neither he nor the eaually youthful proprietor, T. Claude Ryan,

had any conception of what the future had in store for them.

But recently on the anniversary of "John" van der Linde's association with

the Ryan organization, he and the company's executive head took time off to

spend the noun-hour together in reminiscence. And when he left Ryan's of-

fice John was we^ri ng a new diamond-studded service pin.

These two pioneers uf aviation manufacturing in San Diego had a lot in

common for it is van der Linde who has supervised assembly of Ryan's latest

product — the more-than-400 mlle-an-hour jet-pushed, propeller-pulled Fire-

boll fighter — and every other airplane the company has manufactured since

the days of the slow Ryan-Standard biplane of past World War I.

John van ^sr Linde wasn't satisfied to merely build airplanes. He had

learned to fly in San Diego soon after coming from the Dutch East Indies, and

so alternated his supervision of aircraft manufacture with flying. In the

early days of air transportation in this country, John freouently flew as co-

pilot with Claude Ryan, then doing much of the piloting himself on America's

first year 'round regularly scheduled airline, between San Diego and Los Angeles.

Probably no airplanes Ryan - anc' van te.r Lin^e - ever built gave the

rangy fabrication superintendent more satisfaction than the military lancplane

and seaplane trainers which the company built and shipped to his notive Nether-

lands East Indies to train colonial pilots when war with Japan was on the

horizon.

Von tier Linde his been in charge of Ryan's final assembly line for the

long series of planes which have come off the local production line - Standard

biplanes; the M- I mail planes which pioneered airmail service on the coast;

the Brougham, prototype of Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis; the S-T series of

low-wing trainers in which tens of thousands of American war pilots first
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learner1 ta fly; the Y0-5I steep-l and ing, short-take-off observation plane;

the S-C private-owner cabin plane; and most recently the Fireball fighter,

first aircraft in the world to combine jet propulsion with a conventional

engine and propeller for maximum performance.

SWEDISH ENGINEER EXPERT VISITS RYAN — Sweden's top military plane designer, Bo

Lundberg of Stockholm, got a spine-tingling demonstration of whet his Ameri-

can collegues have done in development of advanced aircraft when he stood

on Lindbergh Field here recently and watched Ryan Aeronautical Company's

test pilot, Al Conover, put the Fireball jet-pushed, propeller-pulled fighter

through its paces.

During the war, Lundberg served as a Major in the Swedish Air Force and

was the designed of the only fighter aircraft engineered and built in Sweden.

Because of the scarcity of aluminum alloy, Lundberg designed the Swedish

fighter around a steel and plywood structure. In addition to his research

activities, Lundberg serves as a member of the Swedish Civil Air Board and

has been studying American transport aircraft which arc soon expected to be

in service with A, a, Aerotransport, the Swedish Air Line.

INFORMAL Airplanes are getting pretty fast these days as Al Conover, Ryan chief
pilot, and Lt. Comdr. John F. Gray, commanding officer of the first

COMMENT Fireball squadron, demonstrated to the press at spec i e I shows last fall.

Here are two stories which pretty well illustrate wh-t we mean.
About

The landing routine, not the speed, amazed the cjntrol tower operator
This in Washington. Calling the tower, the pilot of a speeding four-engined

transport (eauippetf with Ryan manifolds, we learned) sciti that he was
and starting to let down for a lending. "Okey," said the Washingtun opera-

tor, peering into the night for the plane's landing lights, "but where
That are you?" "Over Pittsburgh," was the reply.

It was probably a Fireball the pilot referred to when he said he could
drink three bottles of beer in the Sky Room at the El Cortcz in San
Diego, take- off from North Island and still make the Naval Air Station
at Oakland in time.

Ad i o s

.
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PROP-JET COMBINATIONS ....

Since development of the Ryan Fireball

I

as the world's first jet-pushed, pro-
ps ller-pulled plane, so many other de-
signs combining the two power sources

j
have been announced that interest in
this type of plane continues to mount.

J
Ryan test pilots, and Navy fliers of
the first squadron to be equipped with
PR-Is, have had so much more experience
than other pilots on the composite-
erxgined craft, that we're furnishing ' !

• this material, and more to follow later, !

based on the piloting techniques they i

have developed

c

\

I

Test pilots of the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company who have flown the

new jet-pushed, propeller-pulled

j

| FR-I Fireball Navy fighter through
I

I many hours of gruelling tests are

\
agreed that "it is the sweetest

I

i handling ship we have ever had our

hands on,"

A| Conover, Flight Research

Manager and Chief Test Pilot, and

a team of assistant test pilots have been at the controls of the Fireball since

July, 194-4, putting this single-seat, low-wing, two-engine fighter through all the

acid tests. In conducting the flight test syllabus they found that despite the

revolutionary design of the airplane only slight modifications were necessary to

make it a superior fighter plane.

"There is no doubt," says Conover, "that we have a fighter that can hold it's

UNUSUAL FACTS, .things we bet you didn't know before by Bill Brotherton

The Ryan Fireball is the first single-engine airplane which has a fu 11-feathe ri ng

propeller! This feature, previously used as an emergency measure on multi-engined
aircraft only, permits the pilot to select jet or propeller power or a combination

of both. (By single-engine , we mean the forward reciprocating engine),

A single cylinder of the Wright Cyclone engine in the nose of the Fireball de-

velops more than 150 horsepower — or greater power than the entire engine of an
automobile

.
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own against anything yet seen in the sky. (There's been so much accent lately on

high speed that many people are mistakenly taking it as the only criterion of per-

formance - Ed.) The Fireball not only is tops as a combat machine but it also is

a pilot's plane, extremely simple to handle, on the ground and in the air. It is

as smooth as silk in maneuvers.

"Light controls coupled with high effectiveness bring immediate response, at

low or high speeds. Control forces blend exceptionally well with airspeed, an

important fector in high speed fighter craft. If the control forces are too light

at combat speeds, the airpljne handles like a spirited horse and firing the guns

accurately from such a platform is about as easy as eating peas with a knife. If

the controls are too heavy, meaneuverabi I i ty is sacrificed and the airplane cannot

be considered a first line fighter."

"The jet propulsion engine, employed in combination with the conventional

gasoline engine in the nose, gives the Fireball superiority over other fighters

with comparable horsepower, including twin-engine craft. The performance of the

Fireball with both engines operating is remarkable. In a climb it fairly shoots

into the air. The ef f ic i ent-at-h
i
gh-al ti tude jet engine takes over when the for-

ward engine begins to wheeze for sea level air. This assures plenty of power for

high speed runs at all altitudes."

Ryan test pilots have flown the Fireball on the front engine alongside other

war planes, feathered the prop and cruised along with them by applying the jet en-

gine alone. Of course, in combat the jet engine alone wou I d not be used except as

a safety feature should the forward engine stop enemy lead in a vulnerable spot.

UNUSUAL FACTS things we bet you didn't know before by Bill Brotherton

The fastest turning wheel in the world is a gas turbine wheel in an aircraft tur-
bo-supercharger which spins 30,000 r.p.m. to pack tons of air down the engine's
windpipe at high altitudes I

The centrifugal force, or pull, tending to yank the blades of a mediurar-size pro-
peller out of their hub is approximately 50 tons per blade]
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While the FR-I was not conceived to operate on the jet alone, in the case of an

emergency it's like having money in the bank,

"For instance, if the front engine should fail following t^ke-off, as it

has," Conover pointed out, "it is possible to fire up the jet unit and bring the

plane around for a landing. It takes but from 9 to 12 seconds to get the jet en-

gine operating at full thrust."

The additional smooth power of the aft engine when used on take-off aids the

fast accelerating forward engine in pulling the Fireball off the deck in a remark-

ab
I
y short d istance.

Throughout the test flights, Ryan pilots found the FR-I highly maneuverable

and easy to trim. At high speeds of 400 m.p.h. and above, the Fireball is as

steady as an arrow. Its light wing loading allows the pilot to execute sharp

turns and neck-stretching rolls that are all but impossible in our heavier fighters.

Watching the airplane recover from a dive brings to mind a ping pong ball

ricocheting off a concrete floor, so fast does it change direction. "There is

a feeling that the airplane is flying through every turn no matter how sharp,"

says Conover. "There is not the sensation of mushing or 'skidding your tires'

in dive recoveries that there is in other airplanes of heavier wing loading."

The Fireball, brought up into a st<:. I | has no tendency to whip off on one wing,

or roll. Its nose will drop gradually and smoothly as complete loss of flying speed

is reached.

"There is the additional advantage of the ailerons being effective until the

plane is completely stalled," Conover added.

During the exhaustive test flights of the Fireball, pilots found s few things

UNUSUAL FACTS tilings we bet you didn't know before ....... .by Bill Brotherton

The Ryan Fireball was the first plane to accomplish a jet landing on an aircraft
carrier, on November 6 f 1945J

The Ryan Fireball is the Navy's first jet plane and the world's first jet and

piston engined plane I
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which they ftet should be rectified. One was the electrical system operating the

doors to the wheel wells in the wings and fuselage which was found unsatisfactory,

and a hydraulic system was substituted. Another was the change from cusped ailerons,

built like a hollow-ground knife, to flat-sided ailerons. This change decreased

lateral stick forces and increased the rate of roll.

All in all the cockpit is comfortable despite the fact that it is extremely

compact, as it should be for a fighter plane. All instruments are readily visible

and well-arranged. For a two-engine craft, the Fireball has few instruments for the

pilot to worry about in comparison to other airplanes carrying two conventional en-

gines.

The throttle quadrant of the Fireball is like most any other installed in

fighters except for an additional throttle lever to control the jet engine. Prop

pitch, manifold pressure, and mixture are all controlled by conventional methods

with automatic features added. The Wright Cyclone engine of 1350 horsepower, which

is used for take-offs, landings and economical cruising, is equipped with a single

stage, two-speed blower. An engine of higher horsepower is not required in the

FR-I inasmuch as the jet engine is provided to give the Navy fighter tremendous ad-

ded power when the moment arrives for action.

Conover explained in detail the simplicity of bringing the jet into operation.

First, the fuel selector valve is turned to the "on" position. This automatically

turns on the jet fuel pump. Then a button on the jet throttle lever is pressed.

That sends a spark to the engine and the jet unit immediately begins whirling. This

procedure is followed while the front engine is turning over between 1200 and 1500

UNUSUAL FACTS things we bat you didn't know before By Bill Brotherton

There are 21 explosions per second in the cylinders of the Cyclone engine running
at take-off power, each of which subjects the cylinders and pistons to a thunder-
i ng 1 5 ton blow.

The principle of jet propulsion utilized in the flight of the Ryan Fireball was
discovurod b.v .Hoix>

s of- ancipat Greae-Oj cvur 2000 years ago.
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revo I ut ions.

The jet throttle is then opened to full position and held there until the tail

pipe temperature (indicated on a gage on the instrument panel) reaches the proper

heat level. The jet throttle then is brought back to the idling position to wait

until the engine is turning over at the rate of 4000 to 5000 revolutions. All

this accomplished in a matter of seconds. The jet engine then can be opened wide.

With both power plants going at full blast, the FR-I can maintain a steep rate

of climb at a speed well above average for great distances. Pilots have pulled it

up to 5000 feet directly from take-off at an angle which would cause the conventional

type p I ane to stal I ,

"Despite the exceptionally steep angle of climb," Conover added, "the controls

are solid and there is no concern about stalling or settling while you're getting

sky under you."

The Fireball is one of the first Navy fighters eauipped with tricycle landing

gear for carrier operation, and certain definite advantages have been demonstrated

by this arrangement. There is no strain to see the Landing Signal Officer when

coming aboard a carrier due to the favorable approach angle the tricycle ge^r af-

fords. Cross-wind landings are no longer a bug-aboo, and the ground handling

characteristics are excellent.

"In lending FR's, we set down with the nose wheel six or seven inches off the

ground, allowing the plane to settle as if we were going to moke an ordinary three-

point landing," Conover remarked. "In taking off, however, we have found it best to

UNUSUAL FACTS things we bet you didn't know before by Bill Brotherton

The Fireball's General Electric jet engine doesn't care anything about high octane

fuel ratings, burning anything from kerosene and powdered coal to hair tonic, be-

cause it doesn't have any parts to knock. (In the Fireball, the jet engine runs

on the same gasoline as the front engine).

German V2 bomb, which weighed 12£ tons, reached a velocity of 3500 miles per

within 71 seconds after take-off with its jet propulsion rocket engane

.

Th
hour within 71
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to roll on all three wheels until flying speed has been reached, then snatch the

plane off the ground. The take-off run is shortened by this method."

When pilots first fly the Fireball, the jet engine gives them a thrill they'll

never forget. When they operate the jet, they expect a sudden burst of speed with

a lot of noise that might frighten them. Instead, the jet gives them acceleration

without sensation. They find themselves making the necessary adjustments to fly

a very fast airplane as the airspeed needle arcs across the dial at an alarming

rate.

There is another surprise in store for them. When they reduce the jet throttle,

the Fireball feels like it is going to pull up to a stop. "We get the same sensa-

tion as if we had pulled in the reins on a galloping horse," the test pilots say.

In the Fireball is presented an ideal power plant arrangement for future

aircraft. The fore and aft location of the engines allows single engine operation

without excessive trimming as in conventional two engine aircraft. The jet engine

supplements the forward engine's loss of power at high altitude, as well as

furnishing high power at moderate altitude with torque. This permits the FR-I to

be maneuvered with little or no change of trim. The additional safety factor of

two engines in a fighter is well known and need not be dwelled upon.

Flying the Fireball can be compared to driving a new automobile in which you

can manipulate the controls at will to give you the get-away and maneuverability

of a motorcycle.
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:gh Field • San Diego 1, California

Greetings Amigos:

More "Operation Frostbite ." That's the intriguing designation of the Navy's
important sub-arctic operational carrier trials in which Ryan's jet-

Or pushed, propeller-pulled FR-I Fireball fighter plane recently took part.
The tests were conducted aboard the giant aircraft carrier "Midway" be-

Less tween Labrador and Greenland to learn whether a carrier built for the

temperate and tropic zones can operate its planes effectively among the

OFF icebergs in Far Northern waters.

THE Cold-weather operation of jet propulsion engines was evaluated aboard
the "Midway" by tests of the Fireball, the only jet-owered aircraft as-

RECORD signed by the Navy to this important equipment research project. Be-
cause the Ryan FR-I is the Navy's first combat plane to use jet pro-
pulsion, it was a logical choice for the sub-arctic operational test

assignment. New equipment tested in the frigid regions included such

innovations as snowplows to clean the giant flight deck of the carrier,
a helicopter for effecting air-sea rescues, baskets attached to cranes
projecting from destroyers to snatch crashed pilots from the icy waters,

and exposure suits to protect fliers when forced down.

Of great scope and importance to the Ry^n company and its employees
at the present time is our major project, which is for the U. S. Navy
- the advanced version of the basic Fireball type of composite-
engined combat aircraft. Work has been in progress for some months
on design and development, and our engineering ?nd experimental de-

partments are beehives of activity.

Indicative of the Ryan management's confidence in the future is the
fact that the company i s i n the process of investing more than half
a million dollars of its capital in eauipment which is being acquired
from the Defense Plant Corporation. Surveys have been completed of

all government-owned manufacturing equipment, machinery, fixtures and

facilities which during the war were supplied to supplement company- '

owned eauipment used in azr production. That which can best be used

by the company in its peacetime and continuing military development
programs is being acquired by outright purchase.

RYAN CLOSES NEW CONTRACTS FOR $2.500.000 MANIFOLIS — Contracts totaling more
than $2,500,00 in new exhaust manifold business for the Ryan Aeronautical
Company's stainless steel manufacturing division have been signed in the last

60 days, it was announced recently by T. Claude Ryan, President.

"A large share of this post-war business is for installation of Ryan mani-

folds on the country's newest and largest f :>ur-engi ned long-range passenger
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and cargo transport airliners," Ryan said. The company executive explained

the new orders would also assure future business since transport planes

have a five to ten year period of service use, during which the exhaust

systems must be periodically replaced because of the gradual deterioration

of even the finest heat-resistant alloys from continuous exposure to the

extreme temperature which the manifolds are required to handle on engines

of two and three thousand horsepower.

Under the contracts just signed, Ryan manifolds will be standard equip-

ment on the giant Boeing C-97 Stratocrui sers, one of which recently set a

new cross-country transport speed record, and on the Douglas Aircraft's DC-6

airliners which will make their appearance later this year on the country's
commercial skyways.

Another important contract just obtained is that with General Electric,

leading producer of jet and gas turbine engines, for parts for that com-

pany's new "prop-jet" power plant which turns a propeller by means of a gas

turbine and -t the same time provides jet propulsive thrust from the engine's

exhaust. Manufacture of jet propulsion engine assemblies represents a new

and expanding field which the company expects to represent an important share

of future business of the Stainless Steel Division.

In addition to their installation on Boeing and Louglas commercial air-

liners, Ryan manifolds will also be furnished under the new contracts for

the B-50 superbomber, new version of the earlier B-29 Superfortress. In

the military field, the company also has new orders from Lockheed for ex-

haust collectors for the P2V2 mu

I

ti-engi ncd patrol ano search bomber; from

Northrop for the radical four-engined B-35 flying wing bomber; from Louglas
for the C-54 Skymaster and C-74 Globemester military transports, largest

now flying; and from Martin for the Mauler, the Navy's newest carrier-borne

dive and torpedo bomber.

Ryan r\so has new replacement orders on all of Douglas Aircraft Com-

pany's earlier transports including the four-engined DC-4 passenger liners,

and the twin-engined DC-3, C-47 and C-53 transports.

"Present production of Ryan manifolds is at a gratifyingly high per-

centage of the wartime level," according to Sam C. Breder, sales manager,

"and new business is being booked in continually increasing volume."

RYAN NAMES MANKEY AS ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT — Appointment of W. Art Mankey,

well-known aircraft engineer, as Assistant to the President was announced
recently by T. Claude Ryan, President of the Ryan Aeronautical Company.

Mankey's special assignment at Ryan will be as coordinator of the air-

craft engineering and experimental manufacturing departments, mast schedul-

ing and schedule follow-up on aircraft including new combat plane projects

now in progress for the U. S. Navy.

After an absence of almost 20 years, Mankey has rejoined Ryan. In

1926, he served as engineering consultant to Claude Ryan in the days of

the Ryan M-l mail planes and B-l Brougham cabin planes, which were near

to being the first jf the long line of Ryan planes thqt have been produced
ov^r the past two decades. During those early days Mankey was Chief En-
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gineer of the Dougl-as company in Santa Monica and through an arrangement

made by Ryan with Donald Douglas, Mankey worked for Ryan part-time.

In 1933, Mankey joined Northrop Aircraft, in charge of engineering, and

followed that with wartime assignments as chief of production design for

Glenn L. Hartin Co., and engineering manager of Bell Aircraft Company,

RYAN PRESIDENT ON TRIP TO TOKYO WITH NATS t— To see how products of the Ryan

Aeronautical Company have served the war effort jn the Pacific, T. Claude
Ryan left San Francisco recently qn a two week's aerial inspection trip of

the vast network of the Naval Air Transport Service, which has taken him to

China and Japan,

Accompanying the party of officials of aircraft firms producing equip-

ment far NATS was their hqst, Rear Admiral J. W, Reeves, Jr., Commandant
of the Navy's wartime air service which supports fleet transport activities.

Traveling in a Navy R5D four-engine transport, for which Ryan builds

the exhaust manifold systems, the party made major inspections of service

bases and facilities at Guam and Manila, before proceeding to Shanghai and

Tokyo.

The Navy planned the trip so that the aircraft executives would hcve

an opportunity to see the tremendous job which has been done by NATS and

to study their own products under actual operation?! conditions. For the

Navy it is not only 3 chance to express a "well-done" to the industry for

their work under wcrtime pressure but slso to benefit from the suggestions

which the aircraft builders can offer for improvements, "New ideas, end

new designs, are the continuing need of the Naval Air Transport Service,"

sajd Comdr. G. E. Fouch, planning coordinator for NATS, "and much of mutual

benefit is certain to result from the trip of industry leaders."

GAS TURBINE AND FUEL SEEN AS KEY TO AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT — Further refinement

of the gas turbine engine and development of new super-fuels of high chemi-

cal energy in relation to weight are the two most important factors which

will extend the economic advantage of the airplane, Ben T. Salmon, chief

engineer of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, recently told members of the

San Diego section of the Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences,

"The two principal possibilities open to science to improve airplanes

beyond what they are today from an economic standpoint are reduction of

the installed power plant weight and reduction of fuel requirements in

pounds, 1 ' Salmon explained, "the lignter power plant weight is with us now

in the gas turbine, both in its jet propulsion and propeller-drive forms.

Because this type of power plant is still in the development stage, its

present disadvantage of poorer thermal efficiency and higher fuel require-

ments will be overcome in the near future.

"Perhaps of even greater importance is the fact that the gas turbine

will operate on almost any substance as a fuel which can be blown through

a nozzle and which will burn in air. Let us take the word of petroleum

engineers that as yet we know virtually nothing of the secrets which lie

locked up within crude petroleum. Given a liquid fuel of high energy con-

tent, turbine designers will transform that chemical energy into mechenical

motion which the aeronautical engineer will convert into more efficient and
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economical air transportation than any we have yet envisioned.

"Analyze, for example, what the effect would be upon the economics of
some present day airplane if a fuel releasing twice as much heat-energy per
pound as present fuel was available. Consider the possibilities on the
basis of a given range, and determine the increase in ton-miles which could
be hauled, or on the basis of a given payload, imagine the advantage in

terms of increased range."

Salmon cited the Ryan Fireball Navy fighter as the first plane in the
world to combine propeller and jet propulsion, and said, "there exists no
doubt in my mind that given a set of requirements for a new airplane, so

long as they include a reouirement for high cruising or top speed, that one
which is designed around a composite power plant (jet and propeller) will
excel in overall performance."

"The all-jet airplane, while capable of very high speeds, has very
little thrust horsepower st low speeds, and must carry a very heavy fuel

load to get any reasonable range at all, making it deficient in take-off per-
formance. Since it must maintain high speeds to maintain its power, it is

deficient in tight turn maneuvers because it must slow down in order to avoid
excessive structural loads. In slow speed climbs necessary in combat to

avoid losing contact with an adversary, it is also at a disadvantage because
of its low thrust horsepower,

"For these reasons we find need for a composite powered airplane, com-
bining propeller and jet propulsion, which is indicated in those cases where
more high speed performance is required than is obtainable from a propeller-
driven power plant alone, but where range, take-off performance, climb and
maneuverability cannot be compromised, as is the case with the all-jet air-
p I ane.

"As in the Ryan Fireball, we combine all of the good characteristics
of both the propeller drive power plant and of the turbo-jet and find that
each compliments the other so as to very largely overcome the inherent
operating deficiencies of both. I know that some of my listeners are rais-
ing their eyebrows at this statement; but from such differences of opinion
as this stems the scientific progress by which we as a nation grow great."

ONE-THIRD OF ALL RYAN EMPLOYEES WITH FIRM FIVE YEARS OR MORE — With the return
during recent months of many war veterans to their former jobs at the Ryan
Aeronautical Company, a check of records recently disclosed that 487, more
than a third of all personnel at San Diego's oldest aircraft plant, have been
with the company over five years.

Occasion for the check-up was the presentation of five-year service pins
by Earl D. Prudden, vice-president, to eleven recently returned veterans who
were given credit on the Ryan seniority list for the time they served with
the Army, Navy and Marine Corps during the war.

Senior men among the group of returned veterans was John F. Connors,
manifold worker, four of whose five years of Ryan seniority were earned while
serving as an aviation machinists mate in the Navy.

Leading the entire list of Ryan personnel in point of service is, of

course, president T. Claude Ryan who found the company 24 years ago. Earl





D, Prudcjen, Vice-,Presi dent has been with the organization continuously for

more than 17 years, while H. J, vanderLlnde has fifteen years service. Ten

other employees have ten years or more of service.

STILLWAGEN NAMED RYAN CONTROLLER — Promotion of C. A. Stillwagen, 38, to the

position of Controller of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, has just been an-

nounced by the Board of Directors.

A veteran of six and a half years service in the Ryan organization's fi-

nancial departments, Stillwagen will retain his position as corporate Secre-

tary, to which he was named by the board a year ago. He is also Secretary,

Controller and a member of the board of directors of the subsidiary Ryan School

of Aeronautics.

During the war, Stillwagen was responsible for the business management and

much of the organization work in setting up Ryan School's huge Army pilot
training centers, first at San Diego and later at Hemet, California, and Tuc-

son, Arizona.

Coincident with the assumption of his new duties, Stillwagen announced the

promotion of Dale H. Ockerman, general supervisor of the company's accounting

department, to the position of Assistant to the Controller. Ockerman has

been with Ryan for the past five years, much of that time as office manager

of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, of which he retains the position of Assis-

tant Secretary.

INFORMAL "The Ryan S-T is still ten years ahead of most other light aircraft ."

That's the opinion expressed by an Australian pilot-instructor in a

COMMENT recent letter to our airplane service department. Bringing our re-

cords up-to-date on the disposition of Ryan trainers built in war-

About time, the Australian correspondent reported that "I am at present

flying a Ryan STM which was released by the Royal Australian Air

This Force for our civil flying. It was formerly used as a seaplane by

the Netherlands East Indies government and is one of about 20 that

and will soon be operating here in Australia."

That A paradox in the present employment picture , not only locally, but all

over the country, is the fact that there exists today a greater demand

for skilled aircraft engineers than ever before in history. Basically

the reason is that there are now more new design projects than during

the war, when the Army and Navy encouraged concentration of but one

or two design and production programs in each of the aircraft plants.

Now all of the companies have returned to a competitive basis for new

contracts from the military services, and for transport, commercial

and private airplane business. Each is making a supreme effort to

originate the most advanced new designs for further development and

production. Because of several new projects on which Ryan is working,

our need for additional experienced engineers is very acute. We es-

pecially need stress analysts, design engineers and structures engi-

neers.

Another exceptionally busy spot in the Ryan plant is the Model ing De-
partment which is now on a 58-hour, b-day work week. New projects for

exhaust manifolds, military aircraft and a number of non-aerondu ti cal
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More products are the reason for the heavy work schedule. The company is

trying to hire additional plaster pattern makers, and in the meantime
INFORMAL is temporarily sub-contracting some of the new modeling work to Los

Angeles firms. With modeling the first stage of many of our manufactur-
ing processes, the heavy schedules in this section indicate that an

increased tempo in production departments can be anticipated.

An intensified FR-I final demonstration and test program is being hur-
ried to conclusion. It should be explained that during the war few, if

any, operational airplanes completed the final demonstration tests re-

quired by the formal government contracts because of the concentration
on getting combat planes into operation. Now, with ample time avail-
able, final demonstrations of the Fireball are being conducted. Al

Conover, Head of Flight Research and Chief Test Pilot, is now at the

Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent, Maryland, conducting final high speed

dives and high G pull-outs. The work is proceeding satisfactorily with
project engineer Bill Immenschuh, serviceman Ed Sly and engineer Karsten

Solheim on hand to aid Cunover,

Pioneering work of the Ryan company in combining for the first time in

the Fireball, the advantages of compos i te-eng ined power from propeller
and jet propulsion is starting a whole new trend which is being closely
watched by aeronautical experts throughout the world. Already the Army

has announced its counterpart of the Fireball - the XP-81, which uses

a gas turbine (in place of s conventional reciprocating engine) turn-

ing a propeller in combination with a thermal jet engine in the tail.

Other composi te-engi nod designs are on the way, but are not yet ready

for public announcements.

How effortlessly and safely a led of 13 or younger can be taught to

f
I

y

an airplcne is the theme of a motion picture to be produced by a

group of four military veterans newly set up in the movie business, ac-

cording to Hollywood reports. The star of the picture "/ill be |3-year-
olci Marvin Whiteman, Jr., who recently completed his sixty-first hour

in the air at the controls of his father's Ryan S-T — all dual time,

of course. Young Whiteman began taking instruction from his dad at the

ripe old age of eight. Taking up flying at an early age seems to run

in the family. His father is now teaching Marvin's I 1-year-old sister,

Lynn Carol, to fly. The Whitemcns are engaged in a campaign to try to

convince the Civil Aeronautics Administration that Marvin, Jr., and

other qualified young pilots should be given licenses in spite of their

age.
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Greetings Amigos:

Technical documents from conquered countries containing much valuable

data on advanced research projects aboard are oeing studied oy r<yan

engineering and production men to determine what new research infor-

mation, not previously available, may be incorporated into Ryan

projects. We are fortunate in having three of ojr key employees,

each with more than 10 years of service with Ryan, who are. able to

read, digest and put into practical use this extensive research
material, most of which is vritten in German, '.'ill Vandermeer,
design engineer, and Haym Jan "John" van der Linde, assistant super-

intendent, both of vhom -vere born in Holland, are doiriu most of the

work on the project, with considerable assistance being furnished
by Erich Faulwetter, foreman of the sheet ietal department.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL CJt.r.-NY GOES ON aEGUL ..; QUARTERLY t,IVl„uw LaSJS — Adoption

by the Board of Directors of the Ryan Aeronautical Company of a policy of

declaring dividend payments on a regular Quarterly basis has been announced

by T. Claude Ryan, president. At the same time, an initial ouarterly div-

idend of 10 cents per share, payable June 10 to stockholders of record May

25, was declared by the board.

In addition, Directors declared a special divioenc of 15 cents per

share, also payable June 10 to stocknolders of record hay 25.

"The board of Directors," Ryan explained, "deemed the adoption of

this policy of regular quarterly dividend payments justified uy information

UNUSUAL FhCTS .about the FlnEBiiL end jet propulsion by Bill Broths rton

The jet "push" from the Fireball's j*ot engine does not interfere vdth the

propeller "pull" in flight because the automatic propeller pitch control

maintains the propeller blades at the angle of maximum efficiency for the

speed attained.
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now available as to results of operations for the 1945 fiscal year and the

prospects of continuing prof

i

table
'

operati ons."

EASTERN OFFICE OF RYAN jiETaL PRODUCTS OPENED — Establishment in Washington,

D. C. of eastern headquarters of Ryan Metal Products Division of the Ryan

Aeronautical Company to handle sales and service of its exhaust manifold

systems and new non-aeronautical products, has been announced by T. Claude

Ryan, president.

The Metal Products Division will occupy space in the company's estab-

lished offices at 5|t> Bond Building. Richard D. Peterson, who recently

joined the Ryan organization, has been appointed Sales Engineer for the

eastern territory, with headquarters at v;ashington. James Stalnaker,

exhaust systems engineer from the San Dieo,o plant, has also oeen assigned

to the eastern area as Engineering Representative.

E» R. Scroggie is the Ryan Aeronautical Company's Washington aircraft

representative, handling matters relating to the Company's aircraft manufac-

uring contracts with government agencies.

Peterson, who prior to joining Ryan was for seven years with Solar

Aircraft Company, most recently as assistant sales manager, will serve as

sales and engineering consultant on exhaust manifold projects and will work

with eastern aircraft manufacturers to whom Ryan supplies exhaust systems,

jet engine parts and allied accessories.

* *

onUNUSUAL FACTS about the FIrtEBALL and jet propulsion by .Bill Brothert

The gas turbine jet engine might facetiously be called "an ambitious turbo-

supercharger that made good." Since its inception in 1918 by General Elec-

tric, the'turbosupercharger has progressively augmented the dv.dndling power

of the piston engine ?s it sought higher altitudes until it accounts for as

much horsepower as the engine itself. The jet engine could be described as

another step in this trend wherein the turbosupercharger, formerly an

auxiliary of the piston engine, becomes the engine itself and discards its

parent

.
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RYAN TO BUHL CONVAlR 240 AIRLINER EXHAUSTS — Collector rings and allied

exhaust system accessories for Consol i dated-Vu I t6e' s twin-engine 240 air-

liners will be provided by the Metal Products Division of the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company,

The initial order is for approximately $200,000 and is based on re-

quirements for the "more than 100" airliners which have been contracted for

by American Airlines and v.estern Air Lines. In aircraft industry circles,

it is reported that other airlines will soon order 240s fromConvair, in-

creasing the initial order considerably.

Ryan's Metal Products Division has long been providing exhaust systems

for America's leading transports including the twin and four-engine Douglas

DC-3 and DC-4 airliners, now so widely used on the country's airways. Ryan

manifolds have also been selected as standard equipment on the newer trans-

port aircraft just now getting into production, including, in addition to

Convair's twin-engine 240, the four-engine Boeing Stratocuiser and the giant

Douglas' DC-6 and DC-7 transports, along with a number of other new models.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY '45 PROFITS REPURTED GOOD — Indications are that

the Ryan Aeronautical Company's annual report for its fiscal year of 1945

which ended October 31, lest, will show substantial earnings, even though

contract cut-backs and cancellations occurred throughout the year, and had

a major effect on the years operations.

********************
UNUSUAL FACTS about the FIREB/LL '.nd jet propulsion by Bill Brotherton

A pound of kerosene contains 21,000 B.T.U's of heat energy compared with
20,300 B.T.U's for a pound of gasoline and is, therefore, a better fuel
for the jet engine than the highly refined r nd more expensive synthetic
petroleum products. But in the Fireball, so both jet snd reciprocating
engine can use a common fuel supply, gasoline is the only fuel.
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The issuance of the company's annual report was postponed, as previously

announced, until more accurate information as to contract settlements was

available. Although settlement of these contracts is still not complete,

they are now so far along, and the results sufficiently clear, that Ryan's

annual report will be ready for issuance soon.

It is understood that results of the first five months of the present

fiscal year are also substantially in the black. In common with other com-

panies, Ryan did an abnormally high volume of business during the war years

and has had to readjust operations sharply downward, but preliminary results

for the first five months would indicate that the company has accomplished

effective adjustments to the present changed conditions without a period of

operation at a loss.

Principal current activities of the Ryan Aeronautical Company include

major development work and manufacture of experimental quantities of advanced

type combat planes for the Navy, and a substantial production volume of

stainless steel items in its well established Metal Products Division.

RYAN GETS MILLION AND A QUARTER UJLLmR ORDERS Fjk EXHAUSTS -- One million and

a quarter dollars in new orders for exhaust manifold systems designed and

manufactured by the Stainless Steel Products Division of the Ryan Aeronautical

Company, have been received in recent weeks, T. Claude Ryan, president has

announced.

These contracts are in addition to $2,500,000 in new orders which Ryan

announced in April had been placed with the company in the previous 60 days.

**********************
UNUSUAL FACTS about the FIKEBiiLL and jet propulsion by Bill Brotherton

Basicfillv, the jet engine and the conventional propeller spun by a piston

engine perform the same function in flight: They both induct large volumes

of air, blast it rearward with stepped up velocity and surge forward from

the reaction.
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Ryan exhaust manifold systems for latest models of the Louglas, Con-

so I i dated-Vul tee, North American, Lockheed, Fairchild and Northrop aircraft

companies are to be supplied under the new contracts.

Production in Ryan's exhaust manifolc department Con be maintained

at a high level, with the present employees already assigned. Little change

in t>ta| employment will result since the new work will be replacing that

which is now oeing delivered in heavy volume to Ryan's many manifold customers,

Vh i I e more employees are not now required in production departments, Ryan

has openings for approximately a hundrec additional trained engineers In Its

airplane engineering department.

The Stainless Steel Products Division is : I so goimj aheaa with work on

a numoer of non-aeronautical items wtotfich will soon be ready for volume

production,

INFORMAL Final demonstration and acceptance tests of the Fk-| Fireball ,
have

been successfully completed by a| Conover, heac of fliyht research

COf'ii itNT and chief test pilot. The senior project officer of carrier based

aircraft, reported th^t the demonstration was among the most s^tis-

AoJUT factory ever presented, part i cul c.r ly so because the assignment was

one of the most difficult ever given a contractor.

THIS
Tounhest p^rt of the acceptance test was the demonstration of h i L,h

AnL speed ;.nd hi y h G cj u I lout dives. In all, more than 20 dives were

made by Conover. Aoout half of these .<ere maximum speed dives made

THAT at ten, twenty anc 1 thirty thouscnd feet, while the balance were

pul louts at 3g to 7g times the force af gravity. In every one of

his demonstrations Conover gave the Navy more altitude, more speed

and higher G pul louts than required. So far, he has made 46 dives

into the compressibility rcnge - the barrier to hi ^ h speed flight

approximating the speed of sound,

*********************
UNUSUAL FACTS About the FIRiSB-uLL rnd jet propulsion by Bill r-rotherton

The Fireball's forward piston engine has especially designed exhaust stacks

which perform two valuable functions in addition to removing volcanic cylin-

der gases: they add extra top speed du^ to jet exhaust thrust -nd provide

added cylinder cooling through jet pump action which sucks more air through

the cooling air exit openings.
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MORE AM demonstration test results were verified by instrument and visual

Observatl on . On each flight, a Navy test p i I ot-observer flew in ar.

INFORMAL accompanying fighter plane, while motion picture cameras installed in

the Fireball recorded instrument panel readings and photographed the

COMMENT control surfaces.

Ad OUT "It's like taking dope. You can't leave it alone ." Those are the

unusual words the owner of a Ryan PT-22 surplus Army trainer chose to

THIS describe the war time version of the company's long line of S-T type

trainers. He wrote our airplane service manager to 'tell us that

ANLi "I sold my ST-3KR in September and have just recently bought it back.

1 had thought of getting a new 1946 mooel side-by-side plane, out was

THAT rather disappointed in what is offered at this time for the prices

asked. Anyway, after flying this little Ryan number, if you like it

at all, it's like taking dope - you can't leave it alone."

Test and display samples of several new Ryan products have been built

and are now in the hands of dealers and distributors, while other

items have been developed for manufacturers who will use them as

accessories and assemblies for their own products. Engineers of our

Metal Products Division, who have gone past with certain of our new

items, have brought b.ck very encouraging reports; while executives
of other firms who have visited the plunt lately have been most

enthusi stic, and highly complimentary about the workmanship of our

production men and women,

Ryan manifolos will be on the Northrop XS-35 Flying Wing bomber when

it makes its first test flights this fall. First details of the

revolutionary bomber released by the Army's Air Material Command

reveal that the wing span of the tailless aircraft will be 30 feet

greater than that of the B-29 superfortress, anc that the wing will

be seven feet thick. The B-35 will be powered with four giant four-

row Wasp engines, of approximately 3000 horsepower each, equipped

with Ryan-designed and manufactured exhaust systems. Shafts extending

from the engines buried within the huge wing will turn the two, four-

bladed contra-rotating propellers of each of the four giant power

p| ants.

Ad I os,
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Greetings Amigos:

A matter of more than usual significance Is the announcement we made
recently that Ryan has entered another new field of stainless steel

products through our Metal Products Division. We have begun manu-
facture of high quality durable alloy metal casket shells to be sup-
plied to casket manufacturers and finishers throughout the country.
The management is most enthusiastic over the future possibilities of

this new line and the excellent business already booked.

Ryan's entrance into manufacture of non-aeronautical products through

the Metal Products Division does not represent any lessening of our in-

RECORD terest and activities in the strictly aircraft field. Rather, it sup-

plements and supports our airplane development and production work by

providing fuller utilization of the company's war-expanded manufactur-

ing facilities, and assures a more stable flow of production and sta-

bility of emp loyment.

Ryan Fireball fighters continue to make an excellent showing wherever

they are demonstrated - at public air shows, at industrial exhblts and

to Navy personnel. Recently a number of individual and squadron de-

monstrations have been staged to show the outstanding characteristics

of the Ryan-designed FR-I fighter, first plane In the world to combine

the advantages of jet propulsion and propeller-driving engines.

RYAN METAL PRODUCTS DIVISION ADDS CASKET SHELLS — Entry of the Ryan Aeronautical

Company into another field of stainless steel products, through its Metal

Products Division, has been disclosed with announcement by T. Claude Ryan,

president, that the company has begun manufacture of high quality durable al-

loy metal casket shells to be supplied to casket manufacturers and finishers

through the nation.

First showing of the Ryan ccsket shells, featuring entirely new and dis-

tinctive styling made possible by the company's extensive experience in metal

design and fabrication, has just been completed at Kansas City to casket In-

dustry representatives assembled from all parts of the country. The one-week
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showing, arranged through Earl T. Newcomer, recently appointed national dis-

tributor for Ryan, resulted in firm orders for 20 carloads of casket shells

with a value in excess of $350,000. These represent the highest volume or-

ders for a new casket design ever placed in a like period of time in the in-

dustry, and indicate the wide acceptance which the new Ryan product has im-

mediately received.

The enthusiastic reception the Ryan casket shells have received and the

large initial orders just placed have resulted in a large-scale manufacturing

program being scheduled. The plant is now being tooled up for volume pro-

duction. A schedule has been set calling for a delivery rate of 1000 casket

shells per month to be reached by early fall.

Precision steel dies, which assure great accuracy and ease of manufacture

on a production line basis, are now being machined in Ryan's tooling department

and will soon be ready for the expanded production schedules.

Design and engineering work on the casket shells was started early this

year. After preliminary showings, Newcomer found interest so high in the new

precision-built chrome nickel alloy casket shells that production plans were

immediately revised upward. While the first production orders are for chrome

nickel alloy casket shells, other high quality durable alloys, principally

copper and bronze, will also be used on subsequent runs.

ANALYSIS OF NEW MARKETS MADE — Since formation of its Metal Products Division,

Aeronautical Company has analyzed a wide variety of products which could be

built with present facilities and utilizing its established manufacturing tech-

niques. "All of these studies," says T. Claude Ryan, president, "have been

based on the theory that any products we add to our line must be basically

sound and demonstrated as capable of competing in the established market so

that they will become a permanent part of our operations and not just a tem-

porary acti v i ty

.
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"We have been approachsd by scores of conce -ns asking us to manufacture

•various kinds of metal products but have felt that extraordinary care is

called for in investigating and judging the lone-range prospects of each sep-

arate item. Volume orders can be obtained for ar almost unlimited number of

metal products at this time due to present shortage of consumer goods. Many

companies, however, will find little advantage in producing goods which are

not economically sound for production in their type of organization, facilities

or location, and will be unable to compete in the open .narket when the present

abnormal demand is satisfied.

"For these reasons, we have proceeded most cautiously and have rejected

many manufacturing opportunities which we feel do not offer fie long-range

possibilities we believe arc necessary to justify development costs."

The Ryan Metal Products Division was organized earlier this year to fur-

ther develop, in both the aircraft and non-aeronautical fields, the company's

established business as one of the country's leading designers and fabrica-

tors of stainless steel and other high quality metal alloy products. Princi-

pal aircraft items are exhaust manifold systems and associated accessories,

in which the company has long been one of the country's largest suppliers, and

the newer field of high temperature alloy parts for jet propulsion and gas

turbine engines.

RYAN EMPLOYMENT TO REACH 2000 — Employment at the Ryan Aeronautical Company will

approach the 2000 mark by late fall, it has been disclosed by T. Claude Ryan,

president, who states that 100 additional production workers and technicians

will be added each month for the next four or five months.

Since March, employment has been stabilized at about 1425, but during

the past few weeks, 25 aircraft engineers and 50 production workers in the

airplane experimental development department have been added bringing the per-
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sonnel of San Diego's pioneer aircraft plant up to its present 1500 workers.

The increase of 100 employees per month will be required for execution of

Ryan's military airplane development contracts, for production of conventional-

engine exhaust manifold systems and jet engine parts and accessories of the com-

pany's design, and for manufacture of new stainless steel products for which

the company has received volume orders.

RYAN GETS NAVY CONTRACT FOR METALLURGICAL RESEARCH — A contract for a metallurgi-

cal research program in connection with development of new types of materials

suitable for jet power plant and exhaust systems equipment has been placed with

the Metal Products Division of the Ryan Aeronautical Company by the Navy's

Bureau of Aeronautics, T. Claude Ryan, president, has revealed.

Details of the project have not been disclosed except for the basic an-

nouncement that the company in cooperation with the Navy would conduct research

work on new high heat-resistant alloys and on products fabricated from these

new materials. In this connection, Ralph Haver, chief engineer of Ryan's Metal

Products Division, points out that the biggest problem facing aircraft and en-

gine designers is the development of metals capable of withstanding the elevated

temperatures, exceeding 1600 degrees Fahrenheit, now encountered in both jet and

the new, high-powered conventional engines.

The importance of proper design of exhaust systems for conventional engines

was recently stressed by Douglas Aircraft Company in revealing that speed of

their new DC-6 airliner has been increased approximately 25 miles an hour by use

of Ryan "ejector" exhaust stacks which provide a supplementary jet thrust, simi-

lar to that of a jet engine. This particular design was developed as a result

of close engineering cooperation between Douglas and Ryan technical staffs.

Replacing less modern equipment, Ryan exhaust systems for Army airplanes

have just been ordered in substantial volume by the Air Materiel Command at

Wright Field, the company announcement also stated.
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OFFICERS NAVAL POSTGRADUATE ffiflOOl TO TRAIN AT RYAN — Twenty pilot-officers from

the Postgraduate School of the United States Naval Academy will visit the Ryan

Aeronautical Company this fall for two days of concentrated practical instruc-

tion in aeronautical engineering and advanced design problems, according to ar-

rangements just completed by Capt. H. A. Spanagel, Head of the Postgraduate

School at Annapolis.

All of the officers are naval aviators, most of them with combat experience.

To supplement their classroom education in aeronautical engineering, Ben T.

Salmon, Ryan's Chief engineer, at the Navy's request, has arranged for a series

of nine lectures by ranking authorities of the company's various technical di-

visions. This type of practical instruction in the field has been a feature of

Naval Academy postgraduate training for some years, according to Capt. Spanagel,

and is considered extremely valuable in preparing officers for technical assign-

ments within the Naval organization.

Because of Ryan's pioneering work in developing the FR-I Fireball fighter,

first plane in the world to combine jet propulsion with thrust from a propeller,

much of the lecture and discussion time will be concentrated on the engineering

problems encountered in the design, development and manufacture of this unique

combat Navy plane and its logical successors.

The opening lecture on "The Trend of Aircraft Research and Development"

will be given by Mr. Salmon. Other papers will be presented by C. R. Tuttle,

Senior Design Specialist; W. T. Immenschuh, Project Engineer on the Fireball;

A. W. Conover, Flight Research Manager and Chief Test Pilot; Larry Martin, Ex-

perimental Department Manager; R. B. Johnston, Chief Aerodynamic ist; Joel Whit-

ney, Thermodynamic ist; Harold Hasenbeck, Laboratory Supervisor; and H. R. Foottit,

Chief of Structures. Each of the talks will be followed by a discussion and

question period.

The visiting officers will also tour manufacturing and experimental depart-
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ments as part of their two-day practical instruction. T. Claude Ryan, company

president, will be host to the Naval Academy group at a dinner the last night

of the ir visit.

All of the officers who will visit Ryan have completed two years of post-

graduate instruction in aeronautical engineering, and after their field trip

this fall will register at M. I.T. or Cal tech for another year of training,

MARKET JOR RYAN METAL PRODUCTS WIDENED — Widening of the market for exhaust systems

and other items designed and manufactured by Ryan Aeronautical Company's Metal

Products Division is indicated in an announcement by T. Claude Ryan, president,

that new orders have been received from a number of firms the company has not

previously served.

Most important among the new orders is that from Fairchild Aircraft for

the exhaust manifold equipment for the Army's new C-82 twin-engine "Packet"

cargo pi ane.

For Menasco Manufacturing Company of Los Angeles, Ryan has just signed a

contract to provide jet engine equipment for a new secret development that com-

pany is undertaking for the Army Air Forces. AiResearch Manufacturing Company,

also of Los Angeles, has given Ryan orders for special aircraft air conditioning

units, a new field of production for the company's Metal Products Division.

The Allison Division of General Motors, scheduled to become the Army's

largest supplier of conventional and jet engines, has also placed substantial

orders within the past two weeks for Ryan exhaust manifold equipment.

Additional orders from Boeing Aircraft Company, an old Ryan customer, have

been placed for exhaust systems for the new four-engined B-50 Superfortress

bombers and for C-97 Stratocru i sers.

Adi os,

'rtA ///
VLtpl&l
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With emphasis upon n e w mil i tary aircraft and aerial weapon designs
and upon advanced flight research projects, Ryan has strengthened
its position in these fields in recent months. In addition to en-
gineering and manuf ecturing work under way on an advanced model of

the j et-p lus-prope I i er design of Navy fighter, similar in general

type to the Fireball, Ryan also has several new confidential pro-
jects for the military services in the design stage.

Capture d German motio n pi ct ures disclosing latest developments of

IWi aeronautical research in the fields of jet propulsion, guided
RECORD missiles and pSIotless aircraft have been receiving the study of

Ryan engineers,, Films from the Army's Air Materiel Command were

brought to San Diego for screening by Dr. Albert A. Arnhym, Editor-
in-Chief of the Air Documents Division.

Dis semination of the technical da ta contained in these documents
to industry ttchnic ; ans Is being done as rapidly as possible. To

provide adequate machinery for this activity, a library is being

established in San Diego under the sponsorship of the four local

aircraft manufacturers. In all, Or. Arnhym *s group at Wright Field

has some 500..000 German documents, with twenty tons more of data

on the way, which must be translated, Indexed and put into the

hands of the engineers charged with the maintenance of America's

aerial supremacy.

RYAN REVEALS HE L 'COPTE R DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM — First confirmation of a report that

has been current for some time that Ryan Aeronautical Company was Interested In

helicopter development work has come from T. Claude Ryan, president.

"We have had an active interest in the helicopter type of aircraft for a

number of years," Ryan said, "arid a considerable amount of engineering and ex-

perimental work on rotors and mechanisms has been carried on in recent months.

Some extremely interesting and worthwhile development work has been accomplished,

"This type of aircraft has great possibilities, but a considerable amount

of improvement and refinement of present type helicopters is necessary before

they reach the stage of substantial practical utility, although that point may
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not be far away. We are planning to actively continue our present program

of helicopter research and development.

TEST CELL INSTALLED BY RYAN FOR JET RESEARCH — A concrete cell, steel reinforced,

designed by the Ryan Aeronautical Company especially for testing the largest

available jet propulsion and gas turbine engines, and allied equipment the com-

pany engineers and builds, has just been completed at Ryan's Lindbergh Field

plant.

The new test house has been equipped with all Instrumentation necessary to

measure jet engine performance, thrust and fuel consumption, and will make it

possible for the company to run complete ground tests of jet power plants.

Designed for maximum protection of Ryan research personnel assigned to

jet engine studies, the test house is built somewhat along the lines of the

Army's equipment at its Muroc Lake operational base, but has been modified to

make it more flexible so as to accommodate different types of test units.

The jet equipment to be tested is placed in a test stand between concrete

walls. Controls, instruments and personnel are located beyond the wall on one

side, while the fuel Is stored beyond the other wall to eliminate fire hazard.

At the location where the turbine and compressor of the jet engine are some-

times spinning at the terrific speed of over 17,000 r.p.m. during test runs,

operators are protected by one inch of steel armor plate and 18 inches of re-

inforced concrete, while heavy plate glass and small grills give access for

visual observation of the engine.

Ryan Metal Products Division is playing an Important role in both en-

gineering and manufacturing in the revolutionary new field of jet power. Al-

ready a leader in the design and production of exhaust systems for conventional

reciprocating aircraft engines, Ryan now also supplies important equipment and

does engineering design and development work for the new jet propulsion and gas

turbine engines now coming into wide use.
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RYAN EARNINGS JUMP TO 63 CENTS FOR FIRST HALF — Net profit of $349,710, equal

to 80 cents per share, was reported by the Ryan Aeronautl ca| Company for the

fiscal year ended October 31, last, in its annual report to stockholders just

Issued.

With the annual report, which had been delayed pending settlement of termi-

nated war contracts, T. Claude Ryan, president, also issued an interim report

for the six months ended April 31 showing net income of $277,868, equal to 63

cents per share, for the first half of the current fiscal year.

Value of products manufactured and sold for the twelve months ending Octo-

ber 31 was $55,745,096, For the first half of the 1946 fiscal year gross income

was $6,405,109, The relatively low profit on the 1945 gross sales dollar was

due to cancellation of war contracts- after the company had tooled its plant for

volume production of Ryan Fireball fighters for the Navy, but before the full

production rate and maximum manufacturing efficiency had been reached,

Ryan reported to stockholders that the company is now in the strongest fi-

nancial position in history. Book value as of October 31, 1945, of $4,078,779

represented $9.29 per share; and working capital at $3,580,865 was equal to

$8,15 per share. Due to the accelerated depreciation permissible at the end of

the war, buildings, machinery and equipment, acquired at an original cost of

$1,917,748, were carried at a book value of only $278,132.

Orders on hand on June 30, 1946, totaled $6,264,355 of which $3,637,022

was for aircraft and engineering; $2,295,813 for exhaust systems, jet engine

parts and allied products; and $331,520 for Ryan chrome-nickel casket shells.

In April of this year, Ryan's board of directors adopted a policy of pay-

ing quarterly dividends and. since that time the company has been on a 10 cents

per quarter dividend.



\ Si
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES SUMMARIZED IN REPORT — Summarizing current activities of the

Ryan Aeronautical Company in his annual letter to stockholders, T. Claude Ryan,

president, reported:

"Since V-J Day the Airplane Division In addition to carrying on the en-

gineering and development of certain improved models of the Fireball fighter

(continued under previous Navy orders) has contracted with the Navy for the

design, development and manufacture of an experimental order of a new and ad-

vanced combat airplane of the basic jet-plus-propeller type pioneered by thjs

company. Engineering of this model is now well advanced and manufacturing is

in process.

"The company's Engineering and Experimental Departments are strong and well

equipped for the advanced type of design and applied research work in the new

fields of sonic and supersonic speeds, jet and rocket propulsion, electronics

and pllotless aircraft. Work in these fields Is in progress for both the Navy

and the Army Air Forces.

"Jet engine parts and accessories of the company's own design represent an

increasingly important volume of business in the Metal Products Division. Ex-

tensive engineering experience in many phases of jet propulsion, combined with

specialized knowledge of the fabrication of heat resistant alloys, has placed

the company in an exceptionally favorable position in this growing field.

"ThorGuqh investigation of various non-aeronautical items Suitable as

additiona! products for this division has been conducted. Metal casket shells

are being manufactured against quantity orders and production tooling is being

set up with capacity for over a one hundred and fifty thousand dollar monthly

output,

"Test quantities of other items have been produced for use in evaluating

such types of products. These include oil refinery, food industry and winery

Items, all of stainless steel construction.
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"The company's plant and facilities, while much better equipped than be-

fore the war and more extensive in size, are not out of proportion for the peace-

time volume of business currently being done and in reasonable prospect. Thus

the burden of the excessive overhead costs otherwise involved has been avoided."

MORE

INFORMAL

COMMENT

ABOUT

THIS

AND

THAT

A race between Ryan and two other suppliers of Navy aircraft has
developed to see which can be the first to fly a combat plane using
a new jet engine recently developed. Production of this particu-
lar engine was held up for several months by a strike at an eastern
engine factory, but now that production has been resumed, the race

Is on again. Workers in Ryan's experimental department who know of

the keen competition between the three Navy contractors are bending
every effort to see that Ryan gets into the air first.

Using the most modern laboratory equipment . Ryan technicians have

"tortured" molecules of metal to force them to give up their secrets.
With the $7000 Spectrograph, Keith Whitcomb "electrocutes" a few

particles of stainless steel and takes a picture of the light given

off from the burning. Wilson Hubbell, Metallurgist, peers into the

high-powered Metal lograph which makes grains of metal look several

thousand times larger, and snaps a photograph of a bit of steel which
has flown a million miles in the exhaust system of a Douglas C-54

Electro-Chemist Whitcomb develops a new molten salt bath which "cooks"
stainless steel white-hot in five minutes. Don Heyser, Test Engineer,
pulls a steel strip apart with a 120,000 pound tug and carefully notes
when the molecules let go. Bernard Floersch, Chemist, throws the

switch on a miniature oven which transforms a sample of stainless steel

from a solid into a gas in a matter of seconds, and indicates the

exact amount of carbon present in the steel. With typical procedures
such as these, the members of the Ryan Laboratory, under the direction

of Harold Hasenbeck, collect the scientific facts which spearhead our

progress.

The principal obstacle in the way of further development of both piston

engine and gas turbine jet power plants is a metallurgical one invol-

ving the need for materials with greater heat resistance. This was

pointed out in recent papers presented by Ryan engineers before the

Society of Automotive Engineers. Our Metal Products Division engineers

now occupy a key position in the survey of this problem because of the

ye?ts of experience they have accumulated in designing structures for

high temperature performance.

We'r e reluctant to send out literature just to give it wide distri-

bution, but if you'd like a copy of our Annual Report to Stockholders

for sxudy or your permanent reference files, just let us know and we'll

be glad to forward one post-haste.

Adios,
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Greetings Amigos:

Rear Admiral Harold B. Sallada. chief of the Navy's Bureau of Aero-
nautics , has just completed a survey trip of Ryan's engineering and
production facilities. He inspected our current projects for the
Navy, including the entirely new, larger and faster jet-pushed,
propeller-pulled Fireball fighter we are building, and jet engine
developments incorporating our special techniques in fabricating
stainless stee I .

Included in the Admiral's party were Capt. C„ a. Nicholson, head
of the piloted aircraft division and Lieut. Comdr. R. J. Deitzer,
Bureau of Aeronautics representative at Ryan. The close attention
which Admiral Sallada personally gave to inspection of the workman-
ship of detailed parts of our new combat airplane was a source of
genuine satisfaction to all Ryan workers, and particularly those
in the Experimental Department.

If the engine noise from lightplanes has been getting on your nerves
(John Q. Public has doubled his complaints about airplane noise since
the first of the year), you and the personal-plane owner, too, are in

for a bit of relief thanks to the development by Ryan Aeronautical
Company, leading aircraft exhaust system builder, of a new private-
plane muffler which eliminates 90 percent of noise from the engine ex-
haust.

Not only has Ryan pretty well licked the engine noise problem , bu t

at the same time engineers of its Metal Products Division developed
in one package a complete exhaust system including provision for
heating carburetor air, and a cabin heating system to assure room-
temperature comfort for pilot and passengers, as well as the muf-
fling feature .

RYAN BOOKS $500,000 IN NEW MANIFOLD ORDERS — Continued expansion of exhaust mani-

fold manufacturing activities at Ryan Aeronautical Company through its Metal

Products Division has been reported by T. Claude Ryan, president, with the an-

nouncement that $500,000 in new business had been contracted for in the past

30 days.
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Although current orders are beinc; filled at a substantial rate, new busi-

ness is being booked in considerably heavier volume than deliveries are being

made to customers. As a result Ryan's backlog of orders for exhaust systems

now stands at a peacetime record of $2,750,000. Th's is, of course, exclusive

of the company's substantial unfilled orders for Navy airplanes and aircraft

engineering, and for commercial metal products. The new manifold contracts

represent a net gain of $450,000 in unfilled orders over the $2,300,000 back-

log reported in mid-August.

NEW ARMAMENT FOR FIR EBALL. JET FIGHTERS — The huge final assembly building at Ryan

Aeronautical Company, little used for manufacturing operations since Navy con-

tracts for volume production of warplanes were cancelled after V-J Day, is hum-

ming again with the clatter of rivet guns.

Under a $200,000 contract Ryan has just signed with the Bureau of Aero-

nautics, a modernization program involving new type armament installations in-

cluding aircraft rocket launchers and other modification of the Ryan Fireball

fighters is being carried on preliminary to assignment of the Navy's first jet-

propeller planes to extensive sea duty aboard aircraft carriers,

RYAN PLANES US EL. TO TRAIN AIRLINE PILOTS IN CHI NA — Wartime military training

planes built by Ryan Aeronautical Company - were on a new peacetime assignment

today in China where Pan American Airways' asiatic affiliate is using them to

train Chinese as airline transport pilots for China National Aviation Corp.

First hint of the new job for the trainers came months ago when Pan Ameri-

can ordered replacement parts for Army PT-22 planes. Ryan officials were

frankly puzzled by the orders to send the equipment to San Francisco for trans-

shipment across the Pacific since Pan American to their knowledge had none of

the trainers.

They have since learned that China National Aviation Corp., jointly operated
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by PAA and the Chinese government, acauired from the Chinese Air Force lend-

lease Ryan PT-22s flown into China "over the hump" from India during the war.

SUTTON NAMED ENGINEERING ADVISOR — Appointment of Harry A. Sutton, nationally

recognized aeronautical engineer, to the position of Assistant to the President

and Engineering Advisor to the Ryan Aeronautical Company, has been announced by

T. Claude Ryan, president.

Sutton is best known in the industry through his long connection with Con-

so I i dated-Vu I tee Aircraft Corporation where he was Director of Engineering for

that company's twelve divisions.

At Ryan, Sutton will serve as engineering consultant to the management, his

responsibilities will include liaison with the Army and Navy on current aircraft

contracts and on development work the company will shortly undertake for the

mi I i tary servi ces.

He holds the Distinguished Flying Cross and the Hackay Trophy for his

pioneering work in solving baffling problems in connection with airplane spins.

in addition to serving as project officer for the Army on this program, he also

was test pilot in the first extensive actual flight research of spins.

NEW EXHAUST SYSTEM MU FFLES L ' OUTPLACE EN.'VNE NJISE — Development by the Metal

Products Division of the Ryan Aeronautical Company of a light-weight stainless

steel muffler for 65-85 horsepower lightplane aircraft engines, which effectively

eliminates objectionable engine exhaust noise, and plans for its immediate volume

production have been announced by T. Claude Ryan, president.

The new Ryan muffler incorporates in its unioue design four essential

functions; (|) a complete exhaust system, (2) a muffler which eliminates 90 per-

cent of the engine noise, (3) provision for heating the carburetor air, and,

(4) provision for deliverying heat to the cabin for passenger comfort.

First public showing of the new Ryan lightplane exhaust system will be at





the National Aircraft Show, Cleveland, November 15-24, where it will be promi-

nently featured by Air Associates, Inc., leading aircraft accessory supply house,

which has been appointed by Ryan as exclusive national retail outlet for the

mu f f ler.

EFFECTIVE CONVERSION TO PEACETIME OPERATION REPORTED BY RYAN — Successful adjust-

ment of the Ryan Aeronautical Company from war to peacetime operation in the year

since V—I Day and the favorable financial position of the company were reported

to shareholders at the special annual stockholders meeting by T. Claude Ryan,

president, and by other officers and directors.

"The company," Ryan reported, "has been fortunate in accomplishing adjust-

ment to peacetime operation which can be conducted economically witn company-

owned facilities. Present business is provjng profitable, and the company is now

studying additional products which might add further to the volume of business.."

"Increasing peacetime orders for Ryan exhaust systems, jet engine components,

other aircraft accessories and commercial stainless steel items in the company's

Metal Products Division, as well as rapidly progressing work on the entirely new,

larger and faster jet-plus-propeller Fireball-type Navy fighter, have resulted

in an increased hiring program which will bring the company's personnel to 2000

employees by the year end."

Following the stockholders meeting, the Board of Directors met to select

officers of the corporation for the coming year at which time T. Claude Ryan was

re-elected president to head the Ryan organization for the 25th consecutive year.

INFORMAL First Admiral to fly the Ryan Fireball ,
so far as we know, is Rear

Admiral Dixwell Ketcham, Commanding Carrier Division 17, based

COMMENT aboard the Aircrarft Carrier "Badoeng Strait." Now stationed at San

Diego's Naval Air Station, North Island, Admiral Ketcham recently de-

ABOUT cided to investigate for himself the performance characteristics of

the FR-I Navy fighter. Visiting Lt. Comdr. William Elliott, acting

THIS commanding officer of VF-41 , first squadron to fly the Fireballs,

Admiral Ketcham was assigned one of the squadron's FR-ls and went

AND up for a half-hour flight. Later he flew a second hop, operating

some minutes on jet alone.

THAT
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MORE The Admiral's opinion of performance of the jet-p

I

us-propel I er plane
holds real weight because of his own wartime record. An active pilot

INFORMAL since 1922, the Admiral has flown more than 4500 hours in all types
of Navy combat aircraft, having had service as a fighter souadron

COMMENT skipper and air group commander. He assumed command of the Aircraft
Carrier "Chenango" early in the war, later Commanding Fleet Air Wing

ABOUT One at Okinawa and Carrier Division 27. Five other members of Ad-
miral ketcham's staff also checked out in the Fireballs, the Navy's

THIS first airplane to use jet propulsion.

AND What has happened to mi li tary ai rcraft manufactur ing - a year ago
the world's largest industry - in the months since V-J Day? Briefly,

THAT and tragically, military production has slowed to a trickle. The
world's largest industry in 1944 is now the loth in rank of manu-
facturing employment. From a wartime peak of 9117 planes in harch,
1944, output dropped to 62 in June and 67 in July this year. Three

bombers were delivered in Julyl This is not to say that this com-
pany or the aircraft industry is advocating excessive and unneces-
sary production of military planes,

But, there is a mi n inium level of military pl ane production that

should be maintained in the interest of national security. A level

of 3000 planes a year is advocated by the official Air Coordinating
Committee, and this production rate, the committee says, "approxi-
mates the absolute minimum, we believe, from which it would be pos-

sible to plan for mobilization in a future emergency."

While output of military aircraft has sla cke ned , technological de-

velopments in the field of military aviation have created demands

of greatly expanded research programs. The urgency of research is

pointed up by the development of guided missiles, rockets, pilot-

less aircraft and helicopters - ail fields in which the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company is concerned.

Hope we'll see you at the National Aircraft Show .

Adios,
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December, 1946

EDITORS: Here's a year-end round-up planned to

bring you right up to date on present activities
at the Ryan Aeronautical Company,. It may prove
helpful in preparing industry or individual sum-
maries for |94£>, and forecasts for 1947.

And, in 1947, Ryan wilt pass the QUARTER CENTURY
mark!

SUMMARY of CURRENT OPERATIONS of RYmN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY

The company's operation is broken down into two basic divisions: (l) Aircraft de-
sign and manufacture; (2) Design- and production of metal products,

I. AIRCRAFT

Design, development and production of complete airplanes, principally military.

A. Though detarled information is restricted by military security^ Ryan

has under development for the U. S.-Na v y. an entirely new jet fighter

plane incorporating the jct-plus-pro peller combination principle first

used in the Ryan FR- I Fireball fighter.

Some public announcement may be permitted in the near future an rrew

planes we have under development.

B. Development and fli ght research continues to go forward on the basfc

FR-I Firebal I type which is: (I) world's first airplane to combine

power from propeller with jet thrust; (2) U. S. Navy's first airplane

to utilize jet propulsion; (3) first airplane in the world to land

aboard an aircraft carrier using only jet power.

C. Though our activities are necessarily veiled by military security re-

quirements, the Ryan Aeronautical Company is interested in the whole

field of sonic and supersonic aircraft, both piloted and pilotless ,

including research into guided missiles, jet propulsion and rockets.
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D. As recently announced, we have an active Interest in helicopters and
are doing a considerable amount of engineering and experimental work
primarily on rotors and mechanisms.

I . METAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

This division is engaged in expanding Ryan's position of leadership as one
of the world's largest fabricators of stainless steel and in further pro-
moting the company's research and engineering design activities in the field
of heat-resistant metals.

A. METAL PRODUCTS (AIRCRAFT)

1

.

Exhaust Systems for Conventional (Reciprocating) Engines .

For many years Ryan has been one of the great designers and

builders of exhaust systems for military and commercial planes.
Currently we are supplying the exhaust systems for such out-
standing new aircraft as Boeing's Superfortress, Stratocru i ser

and Stratofreiqhter; the Douglas C-54 Skymaster, DC-6 and

C-74 Globemaster; Consol idated-Vu I tee's new 240 airliners;
Lockheed's P2V2 Neptune; Northrop's B-35 Flying Wing bomber;

the Fairchild Packet and many others.

The functions of exhaust systems are to —

a. Carry away exhaust gases,

b. Power turbo-superchargers.
c. Provide jet propulsive thrust to add speed

(24 m.p.h,, for example, on the DC-6)

d. Furnish heat for carburetor Intake air.

e. Furnish heat for cabin comfort,

f. Furnish heat for anti-icing wings and

control systems.

2

.

Muffler for Liqhtplane Engines .

Ryan has developed and now produces a new lightplane muffler which

effectively eliminates 90 percent of engine nc ; se. This is an

important contribution to the whole aircraft industry because

inability in the past to eliminate objectionable engine noise

has been one of the principal de t "-rents to expansion of air-

ports and private flying. The Ryan muffler is a complete ex-

haust system, also incorporating provision for heating the car-

buretor during adverse weather operation and delivering heat

to the cabin for pilot end passenger comfort.

3

.

Jet Engine Components

Because Ryan is the cr. I v_mamifac t;:rer of jet and gas turbine com-

p or.

c

nts wh o al su desjTi^.J^"-' '- !

?. ,
~ ' - f ' ie s jet _a [rcra f t_, the c om-

pany has a unique anrl advsntag.-;;"js position in this field. Cur-

rent production centers around these items: (a) Tail pipes; (b)
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Jet Engine Components ( C o n t .

)

Exhaust cones; (c) Combustion chambers.

Ryan has recently installed a large steel reinforced, concrete
test cell designed to provide a working research laboratory for

testing the largest jet and gas turbine engines now available,
and accessories used on these power plants.

4. Ram Jet Engines and After Burners

While we are unable to reveal precise details of projects we

have under way, we are able to state that Ryan is a leading
manufacturer of these important jet devices:

Ram Jet Engines. The simplest end lightest of jet power

plants. Calied the "Flying Stovepipe", its speed compressed
the air rushing in its nose. Fuel is then burned in mid-section
of the open tube and the burned gases are exhausted at i

n-

credibie speed to give a tremendous propulsive thrust.

After Burner ,, This accessory greatly incre?ses the thrust

of jet engines by injecting fuel into the exhaust tail pipe

for combustion with the large quantities of oxygen uncon-

sumed in the primary firing stage.

' CONCLUSION

Because it now appears that all high speed and supersonic planes, and

guided missiles of all types, will use engines requiring stainless

steel or equivalent heat-resisting parts for their jet or rocket en-

gine combustion chambers and exhaust systems, the future possibilities

in this field appear very great.

B. METAL PRODUCTS (COMMERCIA L)

1. Chrome Ni c kel Casket Sh ells . Ryan has large orders for metal

casket shells and is tooling up for quantity production at a

$150,000 monthly output rate. They are being sold nationally

through an exclusive arrangement with one of the nation's lead-

ing casket distributors.

2. Ryan is also investiq: ting other stainless stee l product s

suitable for food processing, oil refining and similar i
n-

dustri es.





FURTHER BACKGROUND MATERIAL

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY

The Ryan Aeronautical Company, operating a 43-acre manufacturing plant on

Lindbergh Field, San Diego's municipal airport is headed by T. Claude Ryan, presi-

dent, who since the establishment of the organization In San Dfsgo in 1922, has

continuously directed the company's affairs.

When the clouds of war were gathering in Europe, Ryan was in production of

several models of its highly-regarded "S_T", a sport-trainer mo.icplane which was

years ahead in its field. Ideally adapted to primary training of military pilots,

the S-T type was ordered in heavy volume by the U. S r Army and Navy, and more than

1,300 planes of the PT-16, PT-20, PT-21, PT-22, PT-25 and NR-I series were built.

These were the first monoplanes ever used by the Army for the initial training of

aviation cadets.

Friendly foreign governments were also heavy purchasers of the STM export

models of the Ryan trainers. They were extensively used not only for primary but

also for advanced landplane and seaplane training by the air forces of the Nether-

lands East Indies, China, Guatemala, Mexico and Hondu^a. Cu"ing the same period

Ryan developed the sensationally performing Y0-5I "Dragonfly" observation plane

for the U. S. Army, This plane was capable of making unbelievably short, steep

take-offs, near-vertical descents and of virtually "hovering" at an extremely siow

forward speed. Earlier the company had developed the S-C metal cabin plane to

meet the needs of the private owner for an advanced-type medium-size personal

plane, but production had to be suspended to devote all facilities to manufacture

of war pi anes.
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In 1943, the Navy asked Ryan to undertake the design and production of a new

fighter plane in which would be combined for the first time the advantages of the

conventional engine and propeller, and those of the than new and quite untried jet

propulsion engine. While engineering work and tooling of th a factory for pro-

duction of the FR-I "Fireball" were under way, manufacturing facilities were de-

voted to building major components for various other Army and Navy combat and trans-

port aircraft. At the same time, of course, the exhaust manifold department was

in peak production of these important accessories.

When manufacturing facilities were ready, the Fireball went into volume pro-

duction on orders totaling more than $100,000-000, and an initial Combat Evaluation

Fighter Squadron, VF-06, was equipped with the first group of plenes from the line

anci accelerated training for flight operations was begun. The Navy was particu-

larly anxious to test the Fireball in combat against the Japanese Kamikaze suicide

attacks which at that time were very serious. However, the Japs were pushed back

to their home islands, and when the atomic bombing of Hiroshima followed in short

order, the war closed with dramatic suddenness before the Fireballs saw combst.

However, the Navy immediately put the technical knowledge gained in develop-

ment of the Fireball to work by inking Ryan to develop an advanced version of the

composi te-eng ined jet-pushed, propeller-pulled plane, and work is now well alon r
.'

on the new "Model-30."

The Ryan organization has had a long and interesting history. Its founder-

president, T. Claude Ryan, is one of aviation's real pioneers, and among the few

company executives still heading the company bearing his name. He trained in

the Army at March Field, in 1919, and after commissioning flew on Forest Fire Pa-

trol in nothern California and Oregon with the Air Corps.

Ryan came to San Diego in l
c;22 end established a commercial flying service,
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doing passenger flying, charter trips, sightseeing and training. So successful

was he in rebuilding Army surplus aircraft into suitable cabin planes that his

charter flights to Los Angeles took on an almost routine regularity. Accordingly,

using the Ryan-Standards and, later, a Douglas Cloudster he re-built as a super-

transport, Ryan Airlines, Inc., was established in 1925 to operate the "Los Angeles-

San Diego Air Line," the first year-round regularly scheduled passenger airline in

the Uni ted States.

From operation of the airline, Claude Ryan went on to the design and manu-

facture of planes, and with the M-l, Bluebird and Brougham models, used on early

contract air-mail lines, became the first volume producer of monoplanes in this

country. Ryan further helped developed early airlines by flying, in one of the

early M-l mail planes, the initial survey flights from Los Angeles to Seattle for

Pacific Air Transport, now the coastwise route of United Air Lines. In 1927, Ryan

severed his connections with the original Ryan corporation, which was then building

the modified Ryan Brougham "Spirit of St. Louis" model in which Charles A. Lindbergh

flew from New York to Paris.

During the period ho was pioneering manufacturing and transport operations,

Ryan continued the pilot and technical training activities of the subsidiary Ry-ir:

School of Aeronautics which before the war had trained hundreds of fliers, me-

chanics and engineers for important posi ti ons in the industry.

After the famous Munich incident, heads ;jf nine of the country's top flying

schools, Ryan among them, were called to Washington and asked by General H. H.

Arnold to undertake the primary instruction of military pilots, previously done only

by the Army. The Ryan School was rapidly expanded to handle ever-increasing num-

bers of cadets, and at the peak of war-time demand had hundreds of pilots in train-

ing at its two principal bases, at Hemet, California, and Tucson, Arizona. By the

time the pilot training was terminated the two Ryan Schools had trained thousands

of pilots for the Army.
















